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Chapter 8. 

An Assessment of Process Maturity 

HE PREVIOUS CHAPTER ESTABLISHED THE 

PRINCIPLE that the more difficult the problem, the 

more mature the process used to solve it must be. That 

chapter showed that the sustainability problem is a very 

difficult problem and the seven factors causing this. The 

logical conclusion is that if an organization’s problem 

solving process is immature, it will be unable to solve 

problems containing high amounts of these factors, such 

as the sustainability problem.  

This chapter builds on these ideas by showing that 

the current process maturity of the environmental 

movement is low. This is done with an assessment of ten 

environmental organizations (this was done in 2006, so 

it may be a little out of date by now). The analysis is 

presented in the form of a table rating these entities on 

eleven key process elements. The entities in the table 

have been chosen to be as broadly representative of the 

environmental movement as possible. The table is on the 

next page. 

The purpose of the table and this chapter is to diag-

nose exactly why the modern environmental movement, 

including even large organizations like the UNEP, ap-

pears to be incapable of solving the sustainability prob-

lem in time. The conclusion is that the reason for this is 

that the process does not fit the problem, because in 

terms of the process elements needed to solve the prob-

lem, the average process maturity is too low.  

It is hoped that once the movement accepts this di-

agnosis, it will want the cure.  

Process Maturity 

Process maturity is not some wild beastie no one 

can see and no one can understand. It is not an infinitely 

subtle concept that only those steeped in years of proc-

ess training and experience can fathom. Process matur-

ity, once it has been decomposed properly, is a concept 

so simple and vital that millions of organizations around 

the world have grasped the very core of the concept. 

This boils down to one simple rule, which is: 

 

Process maturity is an emergent property of the 

maturity of the elements that make up the proc-

ess.  

An emergent property is behavior that cannot be 

predicted by examination of the parts. Emergent behav-

ior is also known as "the whole is greater than the sum 

of the parts." In other words, the behavior of the whole 

"emerges" only when the parts are arranged in a certain 

manner to create the whole.  

The parts making up a process are known as proc-

ess elements. All processes, from the one we use to tie 

our shoes all the way up to the one we use to run our 

lives, have distinct steps that we use over and over to 

execute the process. Each step is a process element. It 

may be unconscious. And it may be hard to describe to 

others. But these steps exist. The better they interact to 

support each others, the greater the multiplier effect, and 

hence the greater the emergent property of process ma-

turity.  

The first step on the road to process maturity is the 

formal identification of the main steps in a process. 

These are the ones that form the backbone of the proc-

ess. They drive its strategy. If they are mature, then so is 

the process. The rest is a matter of detail.  

The overall maturity of an organizational process is 

not the sum of the individual parts. Merely adding up 

the assessment scores of a process’s elements does not 

give the overall process maturity score. Something more 

is needed. We have handled this by squaring the total of 

the process element scores, just as we did in the table in 

the previous chapter. This is because process maturity 

varies exponentially with the sum of the maturity of its 

process elements. 

T 
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To keep the table simple and on one page, we have 

selected a mere 11 process elements. These are grouped 

into three areas: those from Classic Activism, Analytical 

Activism, and the problem domain. 

Notice the element weights. These greatly favor 

Analytical Activism. This chapter argues that these 

weights and key process elements explain why most 

environmental organizations have achieved such low 

mission success.  

The ten environmental organizations range from 

small to as big as they come: the European Union Envi-

ronmental DG and the United Nations Environmental 

Program. The criteria for inclusion was that they be 

influential, well known, and take a wide variety of ap-

proaches, so that we can draw conclusions representa-

tive of environmentalism as a whole. 

We have left room at the bottom for you to write in 

your organization’s name or several you may be work-

ing with. As you read the chapter you can cogitate a 

little and rate them.  

Then comes the real payoff. After you have finished 

the book, you can come back to this page and start to 

develop a plan for how to raise their scores one key 

process element at a time, until they have a high enough 

process maturity to consistently achieve their objectives. 

Good luck! 

Next we will discuss the process elements and then 

use them to rate the list of organizations. We begin with 

the first four elements, which are the four steps of Clas-

sic Activism. 

 

An Assessment of the Process Maturity  of the Environmental Movement 
Showing the current dominance of Classic Activism and why that causes low mission success 

Key Process Elements (KPEs) 

Classic Activism 
Steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 

Analytical Activism 
Key Best Practices 

Problem Domain 
Key Best Practices 

 
Each score has two parts: raw 
and weighted. Raw scores for 
each KPE are assigned this way: 
 
0 - Does not exist, not done 

1 - Very low productivity 

2 - Slightly productive 

3 - Moderately productive 

4 - Highly productive 

5 - World class 

A 3n means not applicable, 
with an automatic raw score  
of 3. The assessment was 
performed in 2006. 
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Organizations                  

1. Alliance for Climate Protect. 3n 3 3n 3 5 5 5 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 225 Low 

2. Club of Rome 2 2 2 2 5 5 5 0 9 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 4 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 256 Low 

3. European Union Env. DG 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 0 15 3 12 3 9 3 9 5 10 40 3n 6 4 8 3n 3 17 72 5,184 High 

4. Natural Step 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 0 12 1 4 0 0 0 0 1 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 289 Low 

5. Natural Resources Def. Con. 3 3 3n 3 5 5 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 289 Low 

6. Nature Conservancy 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 0 15 5 20 4 12 4 12 4 8 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 67 4,489 Med 

7. Sierra Club 2 2 3n 3 5 5 5 0 10 1 4 0 0 0 0 2 4 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 424 Low 

8. United Nations Env. Program 1 1 3n 3 5 5 4 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 169 Low 

9. Union of Concern. Scientists 2 2 5 5 5 5 3 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 196 Low 

10. World Resources Institute 2 2 5 5 5 5 5 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 424 Low 

(Solution factories) 5 5 3 3 3 3 0 0 11 4 16 5 15 5 15 4 8 54 5 10 5 10 5 5 25 90 8,100 ? 
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The Four Elements from Classic Activism 

Classic Activism was introduced on page 34 with 

the diagram shown above. It consists of these four proc-

ess steps: 

1. Identify the problem to be solved. 

2. Find the proper practices, if they are not yet 

known. 

3. Tell people the truth about the problem and the 

proper practices. This is all it should take to get 

them adopted. 

4. If that fails, exhort and inspire people to support 

the proper practices.  

This is a very simple process, which allows it to be 

understood and applied immediately by all activists. We 

will show that while this simplicity is Classic Activism’s 

greatest strength, it is also its greatest weakness, because 

from the viewpoint of a classic activist, these four steps 

are all it takes to solve all problems. This is a false as-

sumption. 

A process is a repeatable series of steps for achiev-

ing a goal. Classic Activism is a process used by groups 

of people to solve social problems that governments are 

not addressing. If it succeeds then a government as-

sumes solution responsibility. A prerequisite for Classic 

Activism to work is a democratic government that will 

respond to activist pressure.  

Classic Activism is the problem solving process 

used by nearly all environmentalists and environmental 

organizations today. Most other activist organizations 

also use it. These number in the tens of thousands, mak-

ing Classic Activism the most popular process in the 

world for improving the life of the average citizen as a 

result of the behavior of its government.  

A Brief History of Classic Activism 

The first notable case of Classic Activism in the 

Western world occurred long ago in England in 1215, 

when the issue was the most foundational social prob-

lem of them all: the right of the people to have control 

over their own government. Previously the doctrine of 

the divine right of Kings and tradition had put the 

King’s powers beyond the reach of the people. Only the 

Church had a say in the matter of what the King could or 

could not do, and the Church, like the King, was a self-

perpetuating linage.   

Due to a complex set of circumstances all this began 

to change after King John succeeded to the throne of 

England in 1199. His military failures forced him to 

raise taxes precipitously, which provoked unrest. A 

further defeat at the Battle of Bouvines in 1214 caused 

the loss of Normandy, a major source of income for the 

English crown. This was the last straw for the barons, 

mini Kings themselves, who saw their King as not only 

a colossal loser, but as one who, if his powers remained 

unchecked, would drive them to ruin. Thus it was that 

on June 10, 1215 the barons of England joined forces 

and took London by force. Rather than replace one King 

with another, who would be just as likely to cause them 

similar problems, the barons made a structural change to 

the system. In other words, to solve the problem they 

changed the system, not the person. 

On June 15, 1215 the barons forced King John to 

agree to an agreement that has become known as the 

Magna Carta. Of its 63 clauses, the most important was 

the one that established a committee of 25 barons whose 

The Basic Process of Classic Activism

problem symptoms

proper practices are 
not being followed

causes

B. People don't know about the 
proper practices or don't know 
why they should practice them

causes

A. The proper practices 
are not yet known

C. People don't want to follow 
proper practices, even though they 
are fully aware of them and why 
they should logically follow them

2. Find the 
proper practices

3. Tell people the truth 
about the problem and 
the proper practices

4. Exhort, inspire and bargain 
with people to get them to 
support the proper practices

causescauses

can be solved bycan be solved bycan be solved by
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decisions were final and over-ruled those of the King. 

This became the prototype of England’s later parlia-

ment.  

This was deep structural change, because the com-

mittee could improve the system, which included im-

proving itself. As the centuries went by, this new 

feedback loop caused the new system of self-governance 

to become more and more able, until five centuries later 

in the 18
th

 century, the French and American Revolu-

tions took the system a giant leap forward to the model 

of democracy. This new model quickly became the new 

Normal Science in the West.  

Once this occurred Classic Activism picked up con-

siderable steam, because the very idea of democracy is 

that the state exists solely to serve the people. If it is not 

doing that well, then the people need to bring shortcom-

ings to the state’s attention so that they can be ad-

dressed.  

For the first few centuries of modern democracy this 

was done adequately through elected representatives, 

who were designed to be the spokespersons of the peo-

ple. The system worked reasonably well at first. But 

Model Drift began when the system was unable to pre-

vent large, powerful special interest groups from having 

undue influence. One of these had always been the rich 

and powerful. Democracy, though, had proven itself 

capable of keeping them in check. But in the 19
th

 cen-

tury when a new powerful special interest group, the 

modern corporation, appeared and allied itself with the 

rich and powerful (and later the military), the system 

began to break down. The passage of new laws could no 

longer keep up with the growth of problems like urban 

slums, child labor, product safety, and most of all, the 

broken (some would say impossible) dream that the 

immense new wealth of society would allow all to move 

up to at least the middle class if they tried. It was this 

last issue that permeated the aspirations of the masses. 

When combined with the growing realization that suffer-

ing and oppression need not be allowed to exist any 

longer in a new world of affluence, the first democratic 

social movements were born. This was a spontaneous 

attempt by the model of free market democracy to cor-

rect its own Model Drift. 

Among the first large social movements were the 

labor and socialist movements of the late 19
th

 century. 

These focused on improving the standard of living 

among the non-rich. Once that problem was somewhat 

resolved, other problems took center stage and a flurry 

of new social movements appeared in rapid succession. 

These include women’s suffrage, civil rights, feminism, 

and of course, environmentalism. 

All these social movements followed the basic proc-

ess of Classic Activism. By and large, the model of 

Classic Activism as an effective process for achieving 

large scale social change has worked more often than 

not. This explains it perennial appeal. 

There have been some variations. Some movements, 

such as the way socialism evolved into communism, 

veered away from the standard four steps of Classic 

Activism when they resorted to violence. At that point 

they became a different type of activism: violent revolu-

tion.  

Another variation on Classic Activism is the use of 

donations, bribes, deals, coercion, and so on. This is so 

far from the spirit and practice of Classic Activism that 

it falls into a completely different category of activism, 

one that is usually dependent on, or degenerates into, 

corruption. This variation employs the race to the bot-

tom, while Classic Activism takes the high road of the 

race to the top.  

* * * 

Next, let’s review the steps of Classic Activism 

from the viewpoint of process maturity. Below are the 

four steps and their weights: 

Process Element 1 – Identify the problem 

This is tougher than it appears. Too many organiza-

tions have identified the wrong problem. The result is so 

much effort is expended on solving the wrong problem 

that there is not enough effort left to solve the right 

problem. For example, many organizations have lumped 

the poverty problem in with the environmental sustain-

ability problem, and call the combination “sustainabil-

ity.” We will take this subject up in depth later in this 

chapter. 

Too many organizations have also identified the 

problem wrongly. They have such a rambling, vague 

statement (or no written statement at all) of what they 

are trying to solve that as a result, their efforts run all 

over them map. An example of this is the definition of 

sustainable development, which has been taken to mean 

the same as sustainability. This issue will also covered 

in detail later in this chapter. 

Key Process Elements  Weight 

Classic Activism Steps 1, 2, 3 and 4 

1. Identify the problem  1 

2. Find the proper practices. 1 

3. Tell the people the truth about the problem 
and the proper practices. 

1 

4. If that fails, exhort and inspire the people to 
support the proper practices. 

0 
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This element carries a weight of 1, as do the two 

next elements. All three are reference weights and serve 

to define the lower end of the weighting scale.  

Process Element 2 – Find the  

proper practices  

All problems have symptoms. All symptoms have a 

cause. In activist problems the immediate cause is al-

ways that people are not following the proper practices. 

Their behavior needs to change. The goal of activists is 

to change people’s behavior so that they adopt the 

proper practices and the problem symptoms go away. 

For example, if the problem is discrimination, then the 

proper practice is people should not discriminate on the 

basis of race, age, gender, disability, etc. If the problem 

is environmental sustainability, then people should 

adopt the proper practices (new behaviors) that make 

their environmental impact more sustainable.  

For some problems, such as discrimination and 

women’s suffrage, the proper practices are obvious. 

People should not discriminate and women should be 

allowed to vote. But for other problems the proper prac-

tices may be unknown. This applies to part of the sus-

tainability problem, which is why there has been so 

much research in areas like alternative energy and pollu-

tion reduction.  

If the proper practices are not yet known, then proc-

ess maturity for this element is a measure of how well a 

person or organization goes about finding the proper 

practices. If the proper practices are known, then this 

element doesn’t matter and automatically receives a raw 

score of 3 for moderately productive. In the table this is 

signified by a 3n, where the “n” means not applicable.  

Process Element 3 – Tell people the truth 

about the problem and the proper practices 

Once the proper practices are known, the next step 

is to tell people the truth about the problem and the 

proper practices they should adopt to solve the problem. 

The truth can be communicated through the news media, 

books, demonstration projects, education projects, scien-

tific articles, jawboning with politicians, and so forth. 

The basic assumption is this step will work, because 

once people see the truth about the problem and the easy 

availability of new behaviors that will solve it, they will 

adopt those behaviors. 

But if they don’t, then the next step of Classic Ac-

tivism is needed, which is: 

Process Element 4 – If that fails, exhort and 

inspire people to support the proper practices 

This is attempted with eloquent writing, passionate 

speeches, pleadings with decision makers, demonstra-

tions, marches, confrontational stunts to shock the pub-

lic into coming to its senses, and so on. This can and has 

worked for some medium difficulty problems, such as 

local pollution and reducing acid rain. 

However, for more difficult problems exhortation 

and inspiration have little effect, no matter how well 

they are implemented. This is due to the high level of 

change resistance exhibited by the dominant agents in 

the system. To them, appeals to ethics, reason, responsi-

bility, and love of nature are just so much hot air to be 

ignored. This is counterintuitive and terribly frustrating 

to classic activists, who too often assume that everyone 

thinks the way they do. But it is a proven fact that they 

don’t, which is why this element carries a weight of 

zero. It is that effective on difficult problems.  

This point deserves emphasis. If the third element, 

Tell people the truth about the problem and the proper 

practices fails, then it is time to move on to other ap-

proaches beyond the realm of Classic Activism. Except 

for a small amount, it is a waste of a problem solver’s 

time to exhort and inspire, when people have already 

demonstrated they are not going to change their minds 

based on evidence and logic alone.  

In fact, exhortation and inspiration is counterpro-

ductive in anything but the lightest dose, because it turns 

intelligent people off to your message. Once they have 

turned off, it is now going to be much harder to get them 

to turn back on to anything you have to say.   

The only way to solve difficult problems reliably, 

affordably, and in time is to increase your process ma-

turity by employing the rest of the key process elements 

in the table (or other suitable elements from another 

process). Of these, the four best practices from Analyti-

cal Activism must be adopted first, because they form 

the foundation for the last three.  

The Four Elements  

from Analytical Activism 

Analytical Activism is the use of the Analytical 

Method to achieve activist goals. This method is de-

signed to solve problems of any type, particularly those 

so challenging they are pushing the limits of our abilities 

to solve them in less than a lifetime.  

There is more to practicing the process of Analytical 

Activism than the list of its nine steps could possibly 

describe. Analytical Activism, like all powerful tools, 

must be accompanied by certain strategies or its full 

power will not be realized. It is these strategies, rather 

than the steps in the process, that form the four elements 

from Analytical Activism.  
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 If you elect to adopt Analytical Activism as your 

principle mission achievement tool, you may find your-

self building your new approach around the four ele-

ments about to be described. But after you’ve used the 

tool for awhile, you will 

probably customize and im-

prove it. At this point you will 

necessarily veer away from the 

standard four best practices of 

Analytical Activism. That’s 

okay, because you are now 

performing above the standard. 

You have raised the bar.  

The four key best practices 

of Analytical Activism are, 

from my experience, always 

present in analytical ap-

proaches to extremely difficult 

problems that succeed. Ac-

cording to Wikipedia, “A best 

practice generally refers to the 

best possible way of doing something; it is commonly 

used in the fields of business management, software 

engineering, and medicine, and increasingly in govern-

ment.” 
38

  Let’s delve into these, as listed below:  

Process Element 5 – Formal definition, 

management, and continuous improvement of 

a process that fits the problem 

 A process is a repeatable series of steps for achiev-

ing a goal. For example, doctors have a standard proce-

dure for diagnosing many types of illnesses, starting 

with the symptoms. Other examples of processes are a 

constitution, Robert’s Rules of Order, the method of 

long division, and the Scientific Method. All are a much 

better and more predictable way of achieving a goal than 

no process or the wrong process. 

If the process fits the problem, then if correctly fol-

lowed and continuously improved it will lead to solution 

or to discovery the problem is insolvable. No other ele-

ment can make this claim. Therefore the most important 

element in the entire process maturity table is the use of 

process itself. It must be formally defined, formally 

managed, and continuously improved. Because it is the 

most powerful process element of them all, it receives a 

weight of 4. This defines the 

upper end of the reference 

range of the weights used in 

the table, which range from 1 

to 4. 

If you harbor any doubts 

about the critical importance 

of this element, they should 

vanish once you realize that 

only after the entire field of 

science adopted this element 

did science became science.  

It was not the final perfec-

tion of the Scientific Method in 

the 17
th

 century that perma-

nently turned earnest endeav-

ors into scientific ones—it was 

the meta-strategy behind the method. The Scientific 

Method itself is amazingly simple and powerful. What 

provides its real power is not the method’s five easy 

steps, as is so commonly taught. These are mere tactics. 

The real power comes from the strategy behind them, 

which is the formal definition, management, and con-

tinuous improvement of the method, so that its power 

increases with each new generation of scientists.  

Let’s pause to prove the assertion that the real rea-

son that science suddenly increased its productivity by 

an order of magnitude was the adoption of (1) formal 

process definition, (2) formal process management, and 

(3) continuous process improvement, rather than a proc-

ess that finally fit the problem. 

(1) The formal process definition was the statement of 

what made up the Scientific Method. According to the 

entry on the Scientific Method in Wikipedia: 

“The fundamental tenets of the basic scien-

tific method crystallized no later than the rise of 

the modern physical sciences, in the 17th and 

18th centuries. In his work Novum Organum 

(1620) — a reference to Aristotle's Organon — 

Francis Bacon outlined a new system of logic to 

improve upon the old philosophical process of 

syllogism. Then, in 1637, René Descartes estab-

lished the framework for a scientific method's 

guiding principles in his treatise, Discourse on 

Method. These writings are considered critical in 

the historical development of the scientific 

method.” 

The Analytical Method 

1. Identify the problem to solve. 

2. Choose an appropriate process. 

    3. Use the process to hypothesize  

    analysis or solution elements. 

    4. Design an experiment(s) to test  

    the hypothesis. 

    5. Perform the experiment(s). 

    6. Accept, reject, or modify the 

    hypothesis. 

    7. Repeat steps 3, 4, 5, and 6 until  

    the hypothesis is accepted. 

8. Implement the solution.  

9. Continuously improve the process as 

opportunities arise. 

Key Process Elements  Weight 

Analytical Activism Key Best Practices 

5. Formal definition, management, and con-
tinuous improvement of a process that fits 
the problem 

4 

6. A true analysis of the problem is performed 3 

7. The Scientific Method is used to prove all key 
assumptions 

3 

8. Learning from past failures and successes is 
maximized 

2 
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 It was the “fundamental tenets” that formally de-

fined the new process. Now that it was written down and 

standardized, it could be taught, learned, and applied 

uniformly and reliably.  

 (2) Formal process management took longer to appear, 

but when it finally did, it made a 

bigger difference than the invention 

of the Scientific Method itself.  

A prime example of how large 

this difference could be was the 

establishment in 1876 of the world’s 

first invention factory, by Thomas 

Edison in Menlo Park, New Jersey. 

Using a factory like process where 

he created hypotheses and others 

tested them in a methodical, closely 

managed manner, the Menlo Park 

factory produced the largest steady 

stream of notable inventions the 

world had ever seen. Over a six year period it produced 

400 patents and some of the most influential inventions 

ever, including the photograph, the carbon telephone 

transmitter, the first practical incandescent light bulb, 

and to go with it, the first practical electrical generation 

and transmission system. Edison continued formal proc-

ess management of the cycle of hypothesis, experiment 

design, experimentation, and interpretation after he 

moved his operations from Menlo Park to West Orange, 

New Jersey in early 1883. Over his lifetime, the results 

of formal process management led to an astounding 

1,097 patents, more than any other person before or 

since. 

What Edison really did was make the use of the Sci-

entific Method scalable. The process could now be 

scaled up to the speed of appearance and quality of the 

new knowledge desired. One aspect of how he did this 

may be seen in these quotes from Working at Inventing: 

Thomas Edison and the Menlo Park Experience: 
39

 

 “The success of the invention factory idea de-

pended on the skills of these craftsmen. Fast, flexible 

workers, accustomed to high standards of precision 

work, provided the foundation of the experimental teams 

that carried out the work of innovation. …the way to do 

it is to organize a gang of one good experimenter and 

two or three assistants, appropriate a definite sum yearly 

to keep it going… have every patent sent to them and let 

them experiment continuously. 

“True to the democracy of the machine shop culture, 

Edison was always open to the suggestions and ideas of 

his men when it came to new experiments or inventions. 

Anyone was free to try a new idea. The machinists did 

more than act as Edison’s hands—they filled in the de-

tails that were omitted in his fast-moving thoughts, and 

they applied their own expertise in the struggle to get the 

thing to work. 

“Edison had to make sure, however, that his men 

worked at several formidable tasks at the same time. 

[His] response was to maintain the machine shop tradi-

tion of personal leadership. Each day 

he would take a stroll about the labo-

ratory buildings, going up to each 

man at the workbench, questioning 

him about what he had done, dis-

cussing the results, and deciding 

what to do next. This practice kept 

him well informed about the pro-

gress in each experimental project, 

giving him the opportunity to make 

his contribution in the form of sug-

gestions for future experiments. It 

also preserved the element of per-

sonal contact that was the mark of the machine shops 

when the ‘Old Man’ took a personal interest in the work 

of the artisans at the benches. Edison fitted easily into 

the role of the master of the shop and the ultimate au-

thority on the direction of the experimental projects. 

Believing that the real measure of success is the number 

of experiments that can be crowded into 24 hours, Edi-

son made his men work as hard and as long as he did. 

He was a demanding employer who did not suffer fools 

or poor workmanship gladly.” 

Today we call invention factories industrial research 

labs. But they are really invention factories because they 

methodically turn out invention after invention in a fac-

tory like manner. This repeatable miracle is due mostly 

to one central practice: a highly refined approach to 

formal management of the fundamental process in-

volved, which is the Scientific Method. 

 (3) The continuous process improvement of the Scien-

tific Method has taken thousands of years. Before the 

method was established as the foundational tool for all 

of science, its evolution was informal. But that changed 

radically once its potential started to become apparent, 

causing those in the field to begin working on improving 

the process. Once the maturity of the process passed a 

certain critical threshold, the method became so produc-

tive that the Scientific Revolution became possible.  

On the next page is the history of the Scientific 

Method. This shows the long road of incremental im-

provement the method has traveled. A quick scan of the 

years shows that the number of improvements per cen-

tury peaked in the 17
th

 century, the same century that 

historians assign to the invention of the Scientific 

Method.  

The Scientific Method 

1. Observe a phenomenon that 

has no good explanation. 

2. Formulate a hypothesis. 

3. Design an experiment(s) to  

test the hypothesis. 

4. Perform the experiment(s). 

5. Accept, reject, or modify 

the hypothesis. 
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Improvement fell precipitously after that for two 

centuries, and then rebounded in the 20
th

 century, though 

these were much smaller improvements than those of the 

17
th

 century. Continuous process improvement contin-

ues, and it always will, because if a process serves as the 

foundation for the ship of progress, then some of those 

aboard will always be seeking to find a better way at the 

level with the most leverage of all: process improve-

ment.  

It is these three strategies that caused the Scientific 

Revolution, rather than the newly discovered tactic of 

the Scientific Method. The same strategies, if properly 

exploited by the environmental movement, can cause 

another even bigger revolution: the Sustainability Revo-

lution. Thinking analytically, this is because these 

strategies serve to maximize process efficiency. As 

shown in the equation below, this has the emergent ef-

fect of minimizing the effort required to solve the prob-

lem and maximizing the result. Here process efficiency 

is the ratio of input to desired output. 

Process Efficiency x Effort = Results 

From the viewpoint of this equation, solution suc-

cess is all about process efficiency. And process effi-

ciency is all about how well the elements in one’s 

process are defined, managed, and continuously im-

proved.  

Process Element 6 – A true analysis of the 

problem is performed 

This is almost as important as the previous element: 

formal definition, management, and continuous im-

provement of a process that fits the problem. It thus 

carries a weight of 3. The great benefit of a true analysis 

is to narrow potential hypotheses down from billions to 

hundreds, dozens, or one. This changes guesswork into 

an analytical approach.  

Analytical means the use of analysis to solve prob-

lems. Analysis is breaking a problem down into smaller 

problems so they can be solved individually. For a diffi-

cult problem, this has the effect of taking a giant Gor-

dian knot of incomprehensible complexity and deftly 

turning it into a collection of much simpler and therefore 

potentially solvable problems. In practice this decompo-

sition is so powerful it can transform a problem from 

insolvable to solvable. 

When we say a true analysis of the problem is per-

formed, we mean:  

1. Structure – A structured examination of the sys-

tem with the problem has been performed. 

 

 

Timeline of the  
History of the Scientific Method 

  800 - The scientific method in its modern form arguably 

developed in early Muslim philosophy, in particular, 

using experiments to distinguish between competing 

scientific theories, citation, peer review and open 

inquiry leading to development of consensus, and a 

general belief that knowledge reveals nature 

honestly. 

1000 - First collaborative encyclopedia. 

1015 - Muslim scientist Alhazen uses the scientific method 

to obtain the results in his book Optics. He performed 

experiments and used the scientific method to show 

that the intromission theory of vision supported by 

Aristotle was scientifically correct, and that the 

emission theory of vision supported by Ptolemy and 

Euclid was wrong. 

1327 - Ockham's razor clearly formulated, by William of 

Ockham. 

1590 - First controlled experiment, by Francis Bacon. 

1600 - First dedicated laboratory. 

1620 - Novum Organum published by Francis Bacon. 

1637 - First Scientific method, by René Descartes. 

1650 - First society of experts, the Royal Society. 

1650 - Experimental evidence established as the arbiter of 

truth, again by the Royal Society of London. 

1665 - Repeatability established, by Robert Boyle. 

1665 - Scholarly journals established. 

1675 - Peer review begun. 

1687 - Principle of hypothesis and prediction introduced by 

Isaac Newton. 

1710 - The problem of induction identified by David Hume. 

1753 - Description of an experiment using two identical 

populations with only one variable, by James Lind in 

A Treatise of the Scurvy.  

1926 - Randomized design, by Ronald Fisher. 

1934 - Falsifiability as a principal for evaluating new 

hypotheses introduced, by Karl Popper in Logik der 

Forschung  trans: The Logic of Scientific Discovery. 

If it is not testable, then it is not science.  

1937 - Use of controlled placebo trials begins. 

1946 - First computer simulation. 

1950 - First double blind experiment. 

1962 - Meta study of the Scientific Method, by Thomas Kuhn 

in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.  

(Timeline adapted from Wikipedia, The History of the S. M.) 
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2. Diagnosis –The fundamental flaws causing the 

problem symptoms have been found. The patient 

has been diagnosed. 

3. Resolution space exhaustion – An exhaustive 

examination of the full range of solution alterna-

tives to resolve those flaws has been conducted.  

If any of these three steps has been omitted or done 

poorly, a true analysis has not been performed. 

Yet when you walk in the door, or the website, of 

almost all environmental organizations and look for 

evidence of a true analysis, what do you find? Every-

thing but the presence of the above three steps. Time and 

time again, in examining website, books, articles, and 

even attending meetings and conferences, all I have 

found is the practices of Classic Activism and its in-

stinctive, intuitive approach. It’s as if the entire move-

ment, like a stampeding herd of buffalo, decided en 

masse to rush forward with the same process that does 

NOT fit the problem, and jump off the cliff together. 

Morgan Jones, in The Thinker’s Toolkit: 14 Power-

ful Techniques for Problem Solving, describes this 

common pitfall: (Italics added) 

"As a result [of taking an instinctive, intui-

tive approach] we unwittingly, repeatedly, ha-

bitually commit a variety of analytic sins. For 

example:  

“We commonly begin our analysis of a 

problem by formulating our conclusions; we 

thus start at what should be the end of the ana-

lytic process. 

“Our analysis usually focuses on the solu-

tion we intuitively favor; we therefore give in-

adequate attention to alternative solutions. 

Failure to consider alternatives fully is the most 

common cause of flawed or incomplete analysis.   

“Not surprisingly, the solution we intuitively 

favor is, more often than not, the first one that 

seems satisfactory. Economists call this phe-

nomenon satisficing (a merging of satisfy and 

suffice). Herbert Simon coined the neologism in 

1955, referring to the observation that managers 

most of the time settle for a satisfactory solution 

that suffices for the time being rather than pur-

sue the optimum solution that a 'rational model' 

would likely yield. 

“Most people are functionally illiterate 

when it comes to structuring their problems. 

When asked how they structured their analysis 

of a particular problem, most haven't the vaguest 

notion what the questioner is talking about. The 

word structuring is simply not a part of their 

analytic vocabulary." 
40

 

The environmental organizations listed in the proc-

ess maturity table are chock full of these “analytic sins,” 

as well as “functionally illiterate when it comes to struc-

turing their problems.” We will discuss many of these 

later in this chapter as we rate each organization. 

Next, let’s look at the element that should be part of 

any process that does not want to depend on guesswork. 

Process Element 7 – The Scientific Method is 

used to prove all key assumptions 

You might expect that the thousands of solutions 

that environmentalists and environmental organizations 

have been proposing for decades would be more than 

guesswork. The solutions are usually plausible and per-

suasive. They sound like they are the result of a long and 

carefully reasoned analysis, especially when they are 

wrapped in authoritative terms and published in articles 

or books. But this is a facade. Behind it lies no hard 

proof whatsoever these solutions will work.  

A picture is worth a thousand words. So is the right 

example.  

In 1987 the United Nations World Commission on 

Environment and Development published Our Common 

Future, a 400 page book on how to go about solving the 

environmental sustainability problem.  Also known as 

the Brundtland Report, this is the book that, on page 8, 

famously defined sustainable development as devel-

opment that “meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet 

their own needs.” 

Finally a serious global effort to solve the problem 

was underway. On pages 313 and 314 the report summa-

rized the solution: 
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“Proposals for Institutional and Legal 

Change 

“The ability to choose policy paths that are 

sustainable requires that the ecological dimen-

sions of policy be considered at the same time as 

the economic, trade, energy, agricultural, indus-

trial, and other dimensions—on the same agen-

das and in the same national and international 

institutions. That is the chief institutional chal-

lenge of the 1990s.  

“There are significant proposals for institu-

tional and legal changes in previous chapters of 

our report. The Commission’s proposals for in-

stitutional and legal change at the national, re-

gional, and international levels are embodied in 

six priority areas: 

1. getting at the sources, 

2. dealing with the effects, 

3. assessing global risks, 

4. making informed choices, 

5. providing the legal means, and 

6. investing our future.  

“Together, these priorities represent the 

main directions for institutional and legal change 

needed to make the transition to sustainable de-

velopment. Concerted action is needed under all 

six.” 

This summary of the solution is presented in the last 

chapter. What is not presented anywhere in the book is 

how these six solution areas were arrived it. They are 

presented as being intuitively obvious. The closest the 

book comes to analysis and proof of why this will solve 

the problem is on pages 308 and 309, which say: (Italics 

added) 

“The previous chapters have described the 

policy directions required. 

 “The time has come to break out of past pat-

terns. Attempts to maintain social and ecological 

stability through old approaches to development 

and environmental protection will increase in-

stability. Security must be brought through 

change. The commission has noted a number of 

actions that must be taken to reduce risks to sur-

vival and to put future development on paths that 

are sustainable.” 

Rather than providing proof the proposed solution 

will work, the report repeats over and over that the solu-

tion is “required.” “The time has come” to adopt the 

solution.” Change “must” be brought about. The list of 

six actions “must” be taken. 

This is the same as saying to solve the problem we 

must solve the problem. It is a tautology. It is also the 

fourth step of Classic Activism, which is to exhort and 

inspire people to support the proper practices. This step 

is included in the process maturity table as key process 

element 4. But because it has so little effect it carries a 

weight of zero.  

This is a very important point to understand. Our 

Common Future provided no scientific proof whatsoever 

its proposed solution would work. Instead, it substituted 

exhortation and inspiration. This is THE sign they were 

following the problem solving process of Classic Activ-

ism, rather than the more mature process of Analytical 

Activism. This is why if we rated it, Our Common Fu-

ture would score a zero for this key process element, the 

Scientific Method is used to prove all key assumptions. 

Our Common Future is an example of a very imma-

ture approach to solving the problem—at the global 

level. Remember now, this was the United Nations 

World Commission on Environment and Development. 

It was the world’s leading solution effort for the 1990s. 

Now, nine years later in 2006, we can see this solution 

failed. Why? Low problem solving process maturity. 

Let’s return to our discussion of why this process 

element is so important. 

The Scientific Method is the only known method for 

producing reliable new cause and effect knowledge. 

Without it problem solvers cannot build conclusion 

upon conclusion reliably, which prevents building a 

complex analysis or a complex solution. Only simple 

analyses or solutions can be built using unreliable 

knowledge. Thus it carries a high weight of 3. 

What past solution efforts like Our Common Future 

tried to do is skip the use of the Scientific Method to 

prove all key assumptions, and substitute intuition and 

common sense. While this works on easy problems, it 

fails on difficult ones.  

Process Element 8 – Learning from past 

failures and successes is maximized 

As George Santayana wrote in The Life of Reason in 

1905, “Those who cannot remember the past are con-

demned to repeat it.” Or, as my 5 year old niece once 

said, as she watched her mother struggle to solve a prob-

lem, “If what you are trying is not working, then try 

something different.” 

If you do not learn from your own experiences, you 

will make the same mistakes over and over. You and 

your organization will be unable to grow to meet greater 

challenges, because you have a poor Cycle of Con-

tinuous Improvement. This cycle is shown on the 

next page. 
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Process element 8 is part of element 5: Formal defi-

nition, management, and continuous improvement of a 

process that fits the problem. The continuous improve-

ment aspect of that element is so vital it has been broken 

out and turned into a process element of its own. Process 

element 8 carries a weight of 2. If it had not been broken 

out, then element 5 would have a weight of 6 instead of 

4.  

An organization without a Cycle of Continuous 

Improvement is like a child that cannot learn. The 

child will never mentally mature into an adult. They will 

forever remain a child, in terms of ability to deal effec-

tively with the world around them.  

Looking at the diagram, it is the Quality of Learning 

step that makes the actual improvement change. By 

examining past results and the decisions and actions that 

lead to them, the Quality of Learning step is used to 

improve the Quality and Quantity of Knowledge. This 

will have the effect of increasing the Quality of Deci-

sions in the future, which will increase the Quality of 

Actions, which will increase Quality of Learning again, 

and so on, as the cycle goes round and round. Because 

the amount of undiscovered knowledge in the universe 

is nearly inexhaustible, the cycle can grow indefinitely. 

Its practical limit to growth occurs when diminishing 

returns begin to set in, and further improvement is no 

longer justified. 

The diagram shows why all organizations who are 

serious about helping to solve the sustainability problem 

must have a formal continuous process improvement 

program. Without it they will remain forever stuck at the 

level of the child who cannot learn.  

The Cycle of Continuous Improvement is the 

cycle that all people and organizations use to improve 

their ability to achieve their missions. It is a reinforcing 

feedback loop. The cycle works best when formalized, 

so much so that when this first occurred for industry it 

was considered a monumental step forward.  

In 1939 Dr. Walter Shewhart published Statistical 

Method from the Viewpoint of Quality Control. It was a 

dry title but a dazzling subject. The highlight of the 

book was what is now known as the Shewhart Cycle, 

also called the Deming Cycle after its main popularizer.  

A version of the cycle from Wikipedia is shown below: 

 

This is also called the PDCA continuous im-

provement cycle. It is so effective and so widely needed 

that a companion process has evolved to introduce it to 

organizations. This is the FOCUS-PDCA process, as 

listed in the Wikipedia entry on the Shewhart Cycle: 

1. Find a process that needs improvement. 

2. Organize a team that knows the process. 

3. Clarify knowledge of the process by flowcharting 

or data collection. 

4. Uncover the underlying causes of variation or 

poor quality. 

5. Start the P-D-C-A cycle by choosing a single 

modification to the process. 

6. Plan a pilot to test the improvement. 

7. Do the improvement. 

8. Check that the process actually improved. 

9. Act to adopt, adjust or abandon the change. 

Notice how the FOCUS steps lead smoothly into the 

first cycle of the PDCA steps. By the time they have 

reached step 9, an organization has made the leap from 

adolescence to adulthood. They are now a learning or-

ganization, and if they keep it up, they can learn enough 

to solve any solvable problem. 

 

This completes the four elements from Analytical 

Activism. But these plus the three from Classic Activ-

ism are not enough. We must add three additional ele-

ments at a more tactical level if we are to have a 

reasonably complete way to assess process maturity. 

Quality and
Quantity of
Knowledge

Quality of
Actions

Quality of
Decisions

Quality of
Learning

Cycle of Continuous

Improvement

R

Quality of
Results
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The Three Elements  

from the Problem Domain 

Classic and Analytical Activism are generic proc-

esses. They handle any type of problem. But the global 

environmental sustainability problem is not just any 

problem. It is a unique problem with specific features 

that, if not considered by the problem solving process, 

will cause solution failure. These features are accommo-

dated by the key process elements listed below. 

From the point of view of how to best approach 

solving it, the defining characteristic of the global envi-

ronmental sustainability problem is that it is a complex 

social system problem. This is the problem domain. 

Two out of three of these elements carry a weight of 

2. This signifies they are much more important than the 

elements from Classic Activism, and much less impor-

tant than the ones from Analytical Activism, with one 

exception: the 8
th

 process element also carries a weight 

of 2.  

Process Element 9 – The analysis centers on 

a social system structural analysis 

A complex social system problem is so complex 

that its behavioral rules cannot be understood using 

common sense and informal analysis. Instead, a formal 

analysis using specialized tools is required. The only 

known tool for doing this well is system dynamics.  

This tool is required because complex social system 

problems exhibit the following characteristics that make 

them difficult to solve: 
41

 

1. Emergent behavior – The behavior of the sys-

tem cannot be determined by inspection of its 

parts, because its behavior is an emergent prop-

erty of the structure of the system. 

2. Counterintuitive behavior – How the system 

responds to solution efforts is counterintuitive. 

Our normal rules of how the world works do not 

apply. 

3. Long term behavior delays – The large de-

lays in system feedback channels frequently 

cause solutions to cause the system to behave 

worse before it gets better, and vice versa.  

4. Tight coupling – The agents in the social sys-

tem interact so strongly with one another that you 

cannot change only one thing. Any change to the 

system causes additional changes. Everything is 

connected to everything. 

5. Feedback loops – The behavior of the system 

is an emergent property of its structure, which is 

the feedback loops that dominate the system at 

any one time.  

6. Nonlinear responses – In simple systems 

cause and effect are linearly related. But in com-

plex systems they vary exponentially, due to the 

amplification of feedback loops. This makes pre-

dicting the effect of a solution change much more 

difficult than we are accustomed to. 

7. Adaptation – Because social systems are com-

posed of intelligent agents who are continually 

evolving, the system can adapt to a solution and, 

over time, render it irrelevant. This can cause a 

solution to succeed at first and mysteriously fail 

later. 

System dynamics is an approach to modeling com-

plex social system problems that emphasizes the feed-

back loop structure involved. Once this structure is 

identified correctly, all of the above characteristics can 

be understood. The system is no longer an unpredictable 

cantankerous monster. It is now a predictable domesti-

cated kitten, because we have changed our perception of 

the system from a black box to a glass box.  

A black box model of a system knows only the re-

lationship between inputs and outputs. For example, 

society has long known that you must eat to survive. But 

until modern anatomy and biology explained that food 

provided the nutrients and energy needed by the body 

and how these processes worked, no one knew why we 

had to eat to survive. Or they had theories that were 

wrong. 

What modern anatomy and biology provided was a 

glass box model, which is a model allowing everyone to 

clearly and correctly see why cause and effect occur. 

After Newton discovered gravity and the mathematical 

laws governing the movement of bodies, astronomers 

had a glass box model of the universe. They could now 

accurately predict where heavenly bodies would be in 

Key Process Elements  Weight 

Problem Domain Key Best Practices 

9. The analysis centers around a social system 
structural analysis 

2 

10.  Low and high leverage points have been 
identified and tested.  

2 

11.  Why change resistance is so successful has 
been determined. (Diagnosis of root cause) 

1 

Effects

Black Box Model

Causes
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the future (the effect) given their present location, speed, 

and other bodies whose presence affected them (the 

cause). 

The tool of system dynamics turns night into day. 

Properly applied, it can turn a black box model into a 

glass box model every time.  

To accomplish this process element, the analysis 

centers around a social system structural analysis, prob-

lem solvers must perform an analysis using system dy-

namics. The result will be a glass box model of the 

structure of the system. In that model will be a suffi-

ciently complete explanation of two main things: why 

the present structure of the system is causing the prob-

lem, and how the system will respond to solution ele-

ments. Without the knowledge such a glass box model 

provides, the problem will tend to remain insolvable. 

  

Process Element 10 – Low and high leverage 

points have been identified and tested. 

This element also works with process element 9, the 

one that performs a structural analysis. This element 

introduces the concept of leverage points, and encour-

ages problem solvers to think in terms of low and high 

leverage points.  

The Folly of Pushing on Low Leverage Points was 

presented on page 24. Please reread that section, which 

used the diagram below: 

Leverage point analysis requires these three steps: 

1. Model the structure of the system. 

2. Find the low leverage points. These are the ones 

that tend to be intuitively attractive but do not 

solve the problem, no matter how hard they are 

pushed on. 

3. Find the high leverage points. These are the ones 

we need to push on to solve the problem. 

Identification of low leverage points diagnoses why 

problem solvers have been failing to solve a difficult 

problem, because change resistance is always present in 

a difficult social problem. Once they can see why their 

best efforts have come to naught, problem solvers have 

the natural tendency to want to direct the limited amount 

of force they have elsewhere—to high leverage points.  

To summarize, a good structural analysis shows 

where the low and high leverage points in the system 

are. If problem solvers redirect their efforts to pushing 

on the high instead of low leverage points, the problem 

is solved. 

Process Element 11 – Why change resistance 

is so successful has been determined. 

(Diagnosis of root cause) 

The problem domain best practices work together. 

Element 9 provides a model of why the present structure 

of the system is causing the problem. This can be used 

to determine exactly why change resistance has been so 

successful. Once this problem solving step occurs we 

have arrived at the root cause of the problem. We have 

diagnosed why the patient is ill.  

This process element could have remained part of 

element 9, which performs a structural analysis. But it 

has been broken out so that its importance can be em-

phasized and more accurately scored. 

The chapter on Assessment of Problem Difficulty 

showed that more than anything else, what makes a 

complex social system problem difficult is the presence 

of change resistance. Unless the cause of change resis-

tance is known it cannot be resolved intelligently. Only 

guesswork can be used. Because complex social system 

problems are so complex, it usually takes anywhere 

from dozens to thousands of guesses to stumble across 

the solution element that will work. 

But this is usually too slow to ever solve the prob-

lem, because another characteristic of such problems is 

they are evolving. The problem to be solved is changing 

over time. Thus when guesswork finally does find a 

solution that would have worked, it no longer does, 

because it solves a problem that no longer exists.  

Because a complex social system problem usually 

cannot be solved until the cause of change resistance has 

been determined, if an organization scores a zero for this 

element they will probably be unable to achieve their 

mission. 

* * * 

Effects

Glass Box Model

Causes

A correct and

sufficiently complete

explanation of the

relationship between

causes and effects.

Large effect on
system behavior

Small problem
solving force

High
leverage
point
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This completes the presentation of the process ele-

ments used in the process maturity table. Next we use 

those elements to rate the list of organizations. 

As we do this, you will notice a pattern. It is stark 

and obvious. Because the organizations were selected to 

be representative of the environmental movement as a 

whole, whatever patterns they exhibit apply to the entire 

movement. 

The pattern is that all the environmental organiza-

tions score high in Classic Activism elements and low in 

the rest. The exceptions are those that, for one reason or 

another, are not typical environmental organizations. 

This pattern shows beyond a shadow of a doubt that the 

main reason the environmental movement is failing to 

solve the sustainability problem is because of its reliance 

on Classic Activism. 

Here are the ten environmental organizations, in al-

phabetical order: 

 

The Alliance for Climate Protection 

The alliance was formed to capitalize on the mo-

mentum of Al Gore’s 2006 movie, An Inconvenient 

Truth. Their website is at allianceforclimateprotec-

tion.org. The information from this site was collected on 

August 22, 2006. The “goals of the campaign” are to: 

“1. Motivate a critical mass of the public and 

influential constituencies to demand strong and 

just action to cut U.S. emissions and to make 

solving global warming a national political im-

perative. 

“2. Implement solutions to global warming that 

cap and cut U.S. global warming pollution 

emissions in the near term, setting a framework 

and trajectory to reduce emissions by more than 

half by mid-century. 

“3. Develop a political consensus for further in-

ternational agreements that includes full partici-

pation by developing economies in achieving 

emission reduction targets.” 

 

The movie was released in the US in May 2006. 

This was essentially the kickoff date for the “educational 

campaign” of the alliance. Now, three months later, is it 

too early to measure mission success? 

For a normal organization, yes. But this is one 

whose existence is timed to leverage the release of a 

film. Thus if the organization is going to succeed in the 

above three mission goals, evidence it is well on the way 

to achieving them should appear within 90 days of the 

movie’s release. 

As far as I can tell, the movie and the alliance have 

had no discernable effect on reaching the above three 

goals. Yes, there was an increase in environmental arti-

cles in the media for awhile. But that has not translated 

into any tangible progress. It may happen after the Fall 

2006 US elections if the Democrats gain control of the 

House of Representatives or the Senate. But this proba-

bly would have happened anyhow, give the Democrat’s 

long history of pro-environmentalism. Thus the alliance 

receives a low rating for mission success. 

KPE 1 – Identify the problem 

The climate change problem has already been well 

identified, so the alliance did not have to do it again. 

They automatically receive a score of 3. 
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KPE 2 – Find the proper practices 

The alliance also did not have to do this KPE, since 

the proper technical practices to solve the climate 

change problem are already known. This KPE automati-

cally receives a score of 3.  

Some may argue that the proper practices are not al-

ready known. They would point out that they don’t yet 

have a low cost way to generate electricity from the sun, 

or to store that energy once captured, or to cut green-

house gas emissions, and so on.  

However, this argument is flawed. Cost is irrelevant 

because the goal is to live sustainably, not to live sus-

tainably and to do so in the cheapest manner possible. 

The objection of “we can’t do it because it’s too expen-

sive” is a form of change resistance. 

The proper practices ultimately boil down to reduc-

ing the PAT factors in the IPAT equation. These are 

Population, Affluence (consumption per capita), and 

Technology (environmental degradation per unit of 

consumption). Simply put, the proper practices are less 

population, less consumption per person, and less envi-

ronmental degradation per unit of consumption. If one 

PAT factor cannot be reduced, then another can be. This 

negates the argument that because we don’t have the 

necessary technology, we cannot solve a certain sustain-

ability problem, such as climate change. If the T cannot 

be reduced, then reduce the A or the P. If people don’t 

want to do that, then what you have is not the inability 

to find the proper practices, but change resistance.  

KPE 3 – Tell the people the truth about the 

problem and the proper practices. 

This is where the alliance’s effort shines. An Incon-

venient Truth was a superb documentary and educational 

effort. It was the third highest grossing documentary 

ever in the US. It received much publicity. Scientific 

reviews praised its accuracy. So let’s give the alliance 

the maximum score for this element: a 5.  

The movie and the alliance are outstanding exam-

ples of the use of Classic Activism. The image below is 

from www.climatecrisis.net/takeaction on August 22, 

2006. This is the movie website. Note the exhortation to 

“See the truth,” as well as the title of the movie itself. 

This exemplifies the gospel of Classic Activism: to tell 

people the truth about the problem and the proper prac-

tices. The strategy is that once people know the truth of 

what’s good for them, they will take the appropriate 

action needed. So, on the web page the above image was 

taken from, here’s what we see: (Italics added) 

“Take Action - You have the power to make 

a difference. Small changes to your daily routine 

can add up to big changes in helping to stop 

global warming. 

● Reduce your impact AT HOME 

● Reduce your impact WHILE ON THE MOVE 

● Help bring about change LOCALLY, NATION-

ALLY AND INTERNATIONALLY 

● Download these 10 SIMPLE TIPS to take with 

you! 

“Learn about other ways that movies are in-

spiring people to make a difference at 

www.Participate.net.” 

Mixed in with the educational data of KPE 2 is the 

emotional argument of KPE 3. This may be seen in 

“You have the power to make a difference” and the use 

of the word “inspiring” in the last sentence. It’s as if the 

web page was directly saying its goal was to inspire you 

to make a difference, which is indeed its goal. 

But it is the wrong goal if strong change resistance 

is present, because no amount of emotional appeal is 

going to change the incentives of agents who have in-

centives to do something else.  

An Inconvenient Truth contains a telling line, a 

quote from Upton Sinclair: “It is difficult to get a man to 

understand something when his salary depends upon his 

not understanding it.” The contextual implication is that 

those working for corporations, who are strongly against 

solving the sustainability problem, have a disincentive to 

behave sustainably.  

Looking deeper, there is a shocking irony here. The 

movie producers were obviously well aware of the im-

portance of a person’s incentives. But why did they not 

take this rule and abstract it up to include all intelligent 

agents, and thus corporations? That would quickly lead 

to a statement like “It is difficult to get corporations to 

behave sustainably when maximization of their profits 

depends on them not behaving sustainably.” Once they 

arrived at that insight, they would soon arrive at more, 

such as “It is difficult to get politicians to understand 

that sustainability must be society’s top priority, when 

their election and reelection depends on them not under-

standing it.” This refers to The Dueling Loops of the 

Political Powerplace. 

Why have activists such as Al Gore, the Alliance for 

Climate Protection, and the producers of An Inconven-
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ient Truth not taken this path? Because they are living, 

breathing, and working under the influence of the para-

digm of Classic Activism, and so there could not possi-

bly be another way.  

KPE 4 – If that fails, exhort and inspire the 

people to support the proper practices. 

The movie did very well here too, so it receives an-

other 5 for this element. In fact the move did so well 

here that syndicated film critic Roger Ebert wrote that: 

“In 39 years, I have never written these words in a 

movie review, but here they are: You owe it to yourself 

to see this film. If you do not, and you have grandchil-

dren, you should explain to them why you decided not 

to.” 
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A prime example of this KPE from the movie is 

“Political will is a renewable resource.” I’ve seen the 

movie four times, in order to study this original source 

material more closely and its effect on audiences. This 

line draws a predictable laugh and nods of agreement. 

But notice how it does it: with emotion, not logic. Re-

peated often enough, solution efforts like this have the 

insidious effect of turning your own supporters into 

those who also begin to rely more on emotion than 

logic. These efforts are thus counter productive.  

KPEs 5, 6 and 7 – The first three best 

practices of Analytical Activism 

There is not the slightest hint that Al Gore or the al-

liance is using a formal process, is performing a true 

analysis of the problem, or is using the  

Scientific Method to prove all key assumptions. The 

alliance scores a zero for these three KPEs. 

Some readers may object, and point out that the 

movie was very scientific and much analysis of the 

causes of the climate change problem have been done. 

This is true. But what the process maturity table is rating 

is the overall approach to achieving one’s mission, not 

what is used in a few isolated components of that effort. 

Where is the use of the Scientific Method to prove that 

the movie, combined with an educational campaign, will 

solve the problem? Where is a true analysis of what to 

do to achieve the organization’s mission? There is none.  

KPE 8 – Learning from past failures and 

successes is maximized 

The alliance scores a 2 here for slightly productive. 

They have learned that newspaper articles and books are 

no longer the best place to tell the people the truth about 

the problem and to exhort and inspire them to solve it. 

These days television is the king of the media. By pro-

ducing a movie that will someday probably be a TV 

staple, Al Gore shows he has learned from the past. In 

addition, the movie has served to rejuvenate many seri-

ous environmentalists, at least for a little while. 

The reason this KPE received only a 2 is there was 

no learning at a higher level. Why have similar educa-

tional efforts failed to make a difference on the more 

difficult environmental problems? There is no attempt to 

learn why this happened. Thus Al Gore and the Alliance 

for Climate Protection are doomed to continue what 

George Santayana warned so forcibly against: “Those 

who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat 

it.” 

KPEs 9, 10 and 11 – The problem domain 

best practices 

If you have not adopted the best practices of Ana-

lytical Activism, then there is no way you are going to 

use the best practices required for the particular problem 

domain that the sustainability problem falls into. These 

practices are highly technical. They appear only when an 

organization has made a serious commitment to an ana-

lytical approach.  

While I have the greatest respect for Al Gore, and 

greatly admire his long efforts to promote sustainability, 

we must be honest. Neither he nor the alliance has taken 

an analytical approach. The result is a zero for all three 

of these KPEs. 

The Core of Classic Activism 

Late in the movie Al gets to the very core of what 

for him is the crux of the problem, when he confides 

that: 

“I guess the thing I’ve spent more time on 

than anything else in this whole show is trying to 

identify all those things in people’s minds that 

serve as obstacles to their understanding this. 

And whenever I feel like I’ve identified an ob-

stacle I try to take it apart, roll it away, move 

it… blow it up. I set myself a goal. Communi-

cate this real clearly. 

“The only way I know how to do it is city by 

city, person by person, …family by family… 

and I have faith that pretty soon enough minds 

will have changed that… we will cross a thresh-

old.” 

This poignant passage is the very core of Classic 

Activism, whose central strategy is changing one mind 

at a time. If enough minds are changed then the problem 

is solved. When Al says “The only way I know how to 

do it is” what he is really saying is the only way I know 

to solve the problem is through Classic Activism, “and I 

have [such] faith [in Classic Activism] that pretty soon 
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enough minds will have changed that… we will cross a 

threshold [and the problem will be solved].” 

Process Maturity Rating 

While the alliance scored well in key process ele-

ments 1, 2 and 3, it scored a zero in all the rest except 

for a 2 in KPE 8. This gives them a process maturity 

rating of 225. Because this is on a scale of 0 to 10,000, 

225 is a very low rating. This explains why the alliance 

has had no discernable effect on system change.  

The alliance scored high in Classic Activism and 

low in everything else. This is the pattern you will see in 

the rest of the table, except for those with non-typical 

missions. 

 

The Club of Rome 

In the 1970s and 80s 

the Club of Rome was 

the best known and most 

effective environmental 

NGO in the world, due 

to one phenomenal suc-

cess: correct identifica-

tion of what is now 

widely acknowledged as the biggest, most urgent prob-

lem in the world. 

That problem is global environmental sustainability. 

It was described and communicated in easy-to-read 

format by the runaway best seller Limits to Growth in 

1972, which went on to become the top selling environ-

mental book of all time, at about 30 million copies. This 

compares to about 10 million copies for Silent Spring.
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What is even more astounding is Limits to Growth was a 

technical book, written in layman's language. It was not 

an easy read. But its basic thesis, that civilization was 

about to overshoot its environmental limits and that this 

would lead to collapse unless civilization drastically 

changed course, was so revolutionary that tens of mil-

lions read it anyhow. What they read was a book based 

on a novel, irrefutable computer simulation model of 

how society and the environment interacted, complete 

with simulation run scenarios about what probably 

would or would not happen depending on what course 

society chose. 

As a result of the two year Limits to Growth project, 

the Club of Rome enjoyed immense prestige and influ-

ence for years. But it was a first-time-up-at-bat home 

run that was never repeated. Subsequent reports, pro-

jects, conferences, and work have led to very little of 

tangible value. Today, while some remember the Club 

for what it once was, most view it as just another early 

player in the history of the environmental movement. 

However, the Club still maintains branches in about 40 

countries and holds an annual conference. 

If the process maturity table also included environ-

mental books, it would contain one entry for the Club of 

Rome and another for the Limits to Growth project. This 

is necessary because while Limits to Growth achieved 

high mission success, the Club of Rome has enjoyed low 

success.  

The Club of Rome’s first project, Limits to Growth, 

identified the problem to be solved in 1972. But identi-

fying a problem does not solve it. Trying to do that is 

what the Club and the world have been doing ever since. 

KPE 1 – Define the problem 

When the Club soared into preeminence with the re-

lease of the Limits to Growth project report in 1972, it 

was focused on what that book focused on. This was the 

limits to growth imposed on the human system by envi-

ronmental limits. In the chapter titled The Limits to Ex-

ponential Growth the first edition of Limits to Growth 

bluntly stated that: 

“In this chapter we will assess the world’s 

stocks of these physical resources, since they are 

the ultimate determinants of the limits to growth 

on this earth.”  

The chapter noted that the limits to growth fell into 

two categories: physical and social. But the book made 

the clear distinction that it is physical limits that civiliza-

tion is now running up against—not social limits. There-

fore overshoot of the earth’s physical limits is the 

principle problem to solve. 

However, four years later in 1976 the Club pub-

lished another book: RIO: Shaping the International 

Order. Billed as “the successor to The Limits to Growth 

and Mankind at the Turning Point,” it focused on a com-

pletely different problem:  

“The removal of manifest injustices endemic 

in the present system of relationships between 

nations and peoples with a view to creating a 

new international order in which a life of dignity 

and well-being becomes the inalienable right of 

all.” 

The Club was now redefining the problem as one of 

social injustice. Fortunately, by 1991 the Club was 

somewhat back on track, when it published The First 

Global Revolution. According to the back cover: 

“The First Global Revolution outlines a 

strategy for mobilizing the globe for environ-

mental security and clean technology by spelling 

out how to convert from a military to a civil 

economy, how to tackle global warming and the 
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energy problem, and how to deal with world 

poverty and the disparities between North and 

South…” 

Now the problem was defined as “environmental 

security.” But by 2006 the Club was off track again. 

Here is the Club’s current mission statement: 

“The Club of Rome’s essential mission is to 

act as a global catalyst of change that is free of 

any political, ideological or business interest. 

“The Club of Rome contributes to the solu-

tion of what it calls the world problematique, the 

complex set of the most crucial problems – po-

litical, social, economic, technological, envi-

ronmental, psychological and cultural - facing 

humanity.” 
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Examine the mission statement. What problem is 

the Club solving? 

It appears to be anything that falls into “the complex 

set of the most crucial problems – political, social, eco-

nomic, technological, environmental, psychological and 

cultural.” While it is admirable to focus on the most 

crucial global problems, if you are not focused on par-

ticular ones then your management, members, employ-

ees, and followers will work on whatever they find the 

most alluring. This will be inefficient because it dissi-

pates limited resources.  

Due to the lack of a consistent, focused definition of 

the problem, the Club scores a 2 on this KPE.  

KPE 2 – Find the proper practices 

As soon as the sustainability problem was discov-

ered there was a rush to find the proper practices needed 

to live sustainably. Most of these were technical prac-

tices, such as the use of renewable energy. Some were 

system level practices, like approaches to regulation and 

problem management. This is the area the Club began to 

focus on, as shown in RIO: Reshaping the International 

Order, a 432 page book published in 1976. The back 

cover summarizes the ambitious promise of the book: 

“Blueprint for Survival – Today the world 

faces problems of crisis dimension on virtually 

every front—with the threats of famine, pollu-

tion, resource starvation, economic collapse, so-

cial disintegration and political violence crossing 

every national border to imperil us all. 

“To find a way to deal with this state of un-

precedented danger, the Club of Rome asked a 

vast team of experts in virtually every field of 

knowledge to prepare a blueprint for man’s sur-

vival. Their report recommended nothing less 

than Reshaping the International Order. Literally 

thousands of scientists, scholars, and officials 

from the industrialized West, the Socialist 

States, and the Third World took part in drawing 

up a fully practical plan for the changes we can 

and must make if we are to survive. 

“The result represents the kind of hope that 

all humanity has been looking for—a real plan 

for a real world that we all can live in together.” 

The proper practices were what the report recom-

mended. These were listed on page 223 as: 

“A. Proposals aimed at removing gross ine-

qualities in the distribution of world income and 

economic opportunities. 

“B. Proposals to ensure more harmonious 

growth of the global economic system. 

“C. Proposals to provide the beginnings of a 

global planning system.”  

Practice B was mostly concerned with controlling 

inflation and avoiding recessions.  

Practices A, B and C do not solve the global envi-

ronmental sustainability problem. They solve the pov-

erty problem, which is the wrong problem. As discussed 

in the previous key process element, the Club’s goal was 

drifting around, and so was its solution.  

But sometime in the 1980s the Club got its mission 

back on track, and its recommended proper practices 

followed. The First Global Revolution had a multitude 

of them, so many that I found it difficult to figure them 

out. They are loosely grouped under “the three imme-

diacies,” which on page 140 are: 

“1. The reconversion from a military to a 

civil economy 

“2. Global warming and energy problems 

“3. The problems of world poverty and dis-

parities” 

An example of the detailed proper practices is the 

ones given for area 2. These are: 

“Reduction of the global emission of carbon 

dioxide which will necessitate less use of fossil 

fuels 

“Reforestation, especially in the tropics 

“Development of alternative forms of en-

ergy 

“Conservation of energy and development 

of greater efficiency in its use” 

At the higher level the proper practices for 

area 2 were given as: 

“A worldwide campaign of energy conser-

vation and efficiency 
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“The setting up in each country of an Energy 

Efficiency Council 

“A competent high-level body to consider 

indepth and over a long time frame the implica-

tions of the macro pollution phenomenon on 

economy, society, and the individual” 

And so on. The solution, which takes up the entire 

second half of the book, rambles over all sorts of terri-

tory. It is disorganized. It is impossible to understand as 

a coherent whole. The authors may have felt the same, 

because the final chapter opens with these words: 

“We shall make no attempt to summarize 

our conclusions; indeed the very nature of the 

problematique precludes such a possibility.” 

This is shoddy thinking. The ability to summarize 

one’s conclusions is mandatory if one is to communicate 

them clearly and consistently. It is also required when 

looking back on one’s work, to analyze it for conceptual 

integrity, completeness, and above all, correctness.  

Due to such a weak set of proper practices, which 

do not seem to have improved in later works, the Club 

of Rome scores a 2 on this KPE, find the proper prac-

tices. 

KPE 3 – Tell the people the truth about the 

problem and the proper practices. 

The Club of Rome has done very well here. They 

have regularly published books and articles. Due to their 

many highly placed members, they have been able to 

circulate their ideas into academia, international institu-

tions, and governments. They score a perfect 5 on this 

KPE. 

KPE 4 – If that fails, exhort and inspire the 

people to support the proper practices. 

The Club scores another 5 on this one. The level of 

exhortation and inspiration in their printed works is 

admirable, and even of occasional high literary quality. 

For example, the back cover of Aurelio Pecci’s One 

Hundred Pages for the Future, published in 1981, had 

this testimonial on the back cover: 

“I read this book from cover to cover and 

found packed in its pages more wisdom, original 

concepts and ideas, and intellectual stimulation 

than in any other book I have recently read. – US 

Senator Claiborne Pell” 

KPE 5 – Formal definition, management, and 

continuous improvement of a process that fits 

the problem 

Now we move into the four key process elements 

from Analytical Activism. The first is the most impor-

tant one of them all. If the Club scores well here, it will 

probably score well in the remaining process elements. 

It is with great sadness that I convey the finding that 

the Club of Rome, like nearly all environmental organi-

zations, shows not the slightest sign of this practice. It 

thus scores a zero.  

I can say this with some confidence, because I was 

once a member of the US branch of the Club of Rome, 

USACOR. But that relationship lasted only a few 

months. Because I practice Analytical Activism, the first 

thing I did was to assess the process maturity of the 

Club of Rome. The results were published in the Club’s 

internal newsletter as a paper titled Can These Best 

Practices Make the Club Effective Once Again?  

Seldom have I received such a strong reaction to my 

work. To make a long story short, the powers that be at 

USACOR were so upset about the conclusions in the 

paper (and what they implied) that I was booted out of 

the Club, on the pretense that my membership was ap-

proved at a board meeting that lacked a quorum. Well, 

what really happened is this is another case of shooting 

the messenger, combined with a heavy addiction to 

Classic Activism. Shooting the messenger is a form of 

change resistance. 

The international Club was fine to work with. But 

the US branch was not. However, it is the Club as a 

whole that this assessment covers.  

When I began the assessment that led to the Best 

Practices paper, I requested historic documents and 

received some very good ones. These are private docu-

ments, so I will quote sensitively from them.  

One document, A Future for the Club of Rome, 

2004, does say “a renewed mandate and a rejuvenated 

process would yield something the world rather urgently 

needs.” So there is some awareness of the importance of 

process. But when we look for evidence that the Club is 

following a formal process, there is none. There is only 

an informal one that varies greatly over the years. It is 

not written down. People are not trained in it. Planning 

documents such as A Future for the Club of Rome do not 

center on communicating the results of a formal process. 

If they did we would see the process prominently men-

tioned, what its main steps had found, what the status of 

the process was, etc. If the Club was process driven, 

convincing members that a proposed plan for the Club’s 

future should work would involve explaining how the 

process used had covered critical steps like a failure 
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analysis, examination of alternatives, experimental test-

ing of the leading alternatives, and so on. 

If an organization’s overall problem solving process 

is not formalized, it cannot be easily continuously im-

proved. All (well, almost all) organizational processes 

start out immature. They are continuously improved 

over the years, as organizations adapt to the world 

around them and figure out how to achieve their mis-

sions. Organization maturity is really process maturity. 

Thus when you look at an organization that is having 

repeated trouble achieving its goals, either its process is 

inadequate or its goals are impossible to achieve. 
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A Future for the Club of Rome makes a valiant at-

tempt at the right process with the section on The Proc-

esses Needed. This says “The activities by which the 

Club of Rome takes its work at the global level forward 

should, broadly, remain the same as in the past: Annual 

meeting, special conferences, media events, publication 

of reports, publication of occasional special statements, 

and projects by members or in collaboration with other 

organizations.” However, this is not a problem solving 

process. It is merely the things that the Club would like 

to do as part of routine operations. Where is the problem 

solving process itself, the one that defines the mission 

level problem to be solved, performs an analysis and 

necessary experiments, converges on a solution, and 

then evolves that solution as it is implemented? Where 

is the process function in the organization? Where are 

the process managers, at the international and national 

levels? 

The Club has fallen into another one Morgan Jones’ 

analytic sins (see page 91 for an introduction to these), 

which he describes this way: 

“We tend to confuse 'discussing/thinking 

hard' about a problem with 'analyzing' it, when 

in fact the two activities are not at all the same. 

Discussing and thinking hard can be like pedal-

ing an exercise bike: they expend lots of energy 

and sweat but go nowhere. 

“Like the traveler who is so distracted by the 

surroundings that he loses his way, we focus on 

the substance (evidence, arguments, and conclu-

sions) and not on the process of our analysis. We 

aren't interested in the process and don't really 

understand it.” 

From this perspective, what A Future for the Club of 

Rome is really proposing is lots more “discuss-

ing/thinking hard about a problem,” in the form of meet-

ings, conferences, reports, newsletters, etc. But there is 

no real process for determining the correct strategies and 

the most advantageous opportunities to drive those ac-

tivities. Thus the Club has been expending “lots of en-

ergy and sweat” on attempts to reinvent itself, but has 

gotten nowhere. There is no conception within the Club 

of a formal continuously improved process that fits the 

problem, so there is no practice of one.  

It is for these many reasons that the Club scores a 

zero on this key process element. 

KPE 6 – A true analysis of the problem is 

performed 

Access to management documents allows a deeper 

look at the Club of Rome than any other organization. 

Let’s use this opportunity to look at another important 

KPE in depth. 

A Future for the Club of Rome is a proposal for how 

to become effective once again. If a true analysis was 

performed, there should be evidence of it in this docu-

ment, which is well written and contains many poten-

tially helpful insights.  

On inspection, however, A Future for the Club of 

Rome contains no real analysis. Instead it is a long state-

ment of intuitively preferred actions with rationales to 

support why they should work. For example, the 14 

page paper opens with these three paragraphs: (Bolding 

and italics added) 

“In the 30-odd years since the Big Bang cre-

ated by the Club of Rome with the publication of 

Limits to Growth, many new stars and even su-

pernovae have come (and some have gone) in 

the constellation of institutions that deal with the 

world’s major problematiques. The Club can no 

longer claim monopoly of the issues or of the 

most effective ways to deal with them. Yet, it 

still appears to have a special status in the minds 

of many, particularly people of influence and 

leaders of opinion. 

“Moreover, the predicament of today’s 

world is not really better than that of 30 years 

ago; and a new and striking message that 

shakes up people’s conscience could again 

create a worldwide resonance and incite con-

structive reaction. 

“Talk about worldwide issues such as pov-

erty, pollution, conflict, north/south digital di-

vide, illiteracy, the inequitable world economic 

and financial order, etc, is meaningless unless it 

comes with credible prescriptions for solutions, 

an attitude that has distinguished the Club of 

Rome from many other initiatives that have at-

tempted to address the predicament of human-

kind.” 

The paper is an honest, sincere attempt to help solve 

“the world’s major problematiques.” But notice the 
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assertion (in bold) in the second paragraph. There is no 

decomposition of the problem or any proof supporting 

this key proposition, which later forms the basis of the 

proposed solution. There is only a plea that it should 

work.  

I was not alone in noticing this. Dennis Meadows, 

project manager for the Limits to Growth project, one of 

the four authors of the first edition of the book, and 

manager and coauthor of the second and third editions, 

noticed the problem too. In his five page review, titled 

Reflections on the revised draft, A Future for the Club of 

Rome, he had this to say: 

“I totally disagree with the next statement, ‘a 

new and striking message that shakes up peo-

ple’s conscience could again create a worldwide 

resonance and incite constructive reaction.’ The 

world is a very different place than it was in the 

early 1970s. The circumstances that produced 

LTG were unique to that time; they will not be 

repeated. It is sterile for the COR to orient any 

efforts to rejuvenate itself on a model derived 

from the phenomenon of LTG. There is not go-

ing to be another block buster book on the world 

problematique.” 

The solution to how the Club can become effective 

once again is presented this way, intermingled with an 

elegant mix of emotionally appealing reasons for why it 

should work, instead of a true analysis: (Italics added) 

“The broader concern under which we pro-

pose that the Club of Rome makes a quantum 

jump onto a trajectory that brings it back to its 

former position of preeminence is the Ethics of 

Human Solidarity. This overarching concern 

places primary emphasis on the role of people, 

and on the need for global solidarity. It is, in 

fact, simply a broader statement of the original 

focal concern of ‘Limits’: the moral platform 

that enables humanity to choose between nar-

rowly-defined, selfish, competitive-market prof-

its on the one side, and the mutuality and 

cooperative endeavor needed to live together on 

a finite planet on the other. Indeed, it simply tan-

tamounts to ‘Limits to Material Growth and No 

Limits to Ethical Development’. 

“For the Club of Rome to maintain its stand-

ing, the issues it deals with must transcend the 

simplistic socio-political problems that occur in 

the usual shopping lists of problems that organi-

zations come up with. By bringing such issues 

within the concept of ‘Ethics of Human Solidar-

ity’ and tying them to the metaphor of ‘Limits’, 

the Club uses its USP to maximum advantage 

and also further builds its positioning in the 

marketplace of ideas as an entity that adds sig-

nificant gravitas to the issues it deals with. The 

‘Limits’ metaphor is a fundamental element in 

the ‘brand identification’ of the Club of Rome. 

However, it should not be seen as a dogma that 

restricts the Club to propagating messages of 

‘doom’ – the Club of Rome’s uniqueness lies in 

formulating positive solutions and paths of hope 

that can evoke worldwide debate and lead to cor-

rective action.” 

This is intellectual conjecture rather than a well rea-

soned, analytically sound argument. Simply saying that 

“the issues it deals with must transcend” is not a form of 

analyzing why A will cause B. It is only an emotional 

plea that A should cause B. Saying “By bringing such 

issues within the concept of … the Club uses its USP to 

maximum advantage” glosses over any analysis and 

proof of why that is going to work. It only argues that it 

should. If you read the above two paragraphs closely 

several times, you will see they are no more than a na-

ïve, emotional plea to try this solution because it makes 

intuitive sense. It has no more chance of working than 

any other similar exhortation for “a quantum jump into a 

trajectory that brings [the Club] back to its former posi-

tion of preeminence.” 

A true analysis would employ a structured examina-

tion that has discovered the fundamental flaws causing 

the Club’s lack of success in the last few decades. After 

discovery of those flaws, there would be an exhaustive 

examination of the many possible solution alternatives 

to correct those flaws. But there is no hint of this ap-

proach in A Future for the Club of Rome. 

Earlier (on page 91) Morgan Jones described the 

“variety of analytic sins” that problem solvers com-

monly commit. They can be found in nearly all envi-

ronmental organizations. The Club of Rome is but one 

small example. 

For example, Jones says “We commonly begin our 

analysis of a problem by formulating our conclusions; 

we thus start at what should be the end of the analytic 

process.” The Club falls right into this trap when A Fu-

ture for the Club of Rome opens with the foregone con-

clusion that “a new and striking message that shakes up 

people’s conscience could again create a worldwide 

resonance and incite constructive reaction.” Thus the 

paper starts at the end of the analytic process instead of 

the beginning.  

Jones also says “Not surprisingly, the solution we 

intuitively favor is, more often than not, the first one that 

seems satisfactory. Economists call this phenomenon 

satisficing.” The Club satisfices all too well when A 

Future for the Club of Rome states that “The activities 
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by which the Club of Rome takes its work at the global 

level forward should, broadly, remain the same as in the 

past.” 

A Future also contains no listing of the alternative 

solutions that were considered. Instead the paper makes 

a big point of listing how many people input to the pa-

per, thus confusing examination of alternatives with 

consideration of suggestions. 34 names were listed. But 

where is the list of the other alternatives that were con-

sidered, with a summary of why they were rejected? – 

The paper presents its conclusions with not even a hint 

that a structured analysis was performed. 

A true analysis of the problem would use a formal 

highly structured approach. The Club is currently using 

just the opposite: an intuitive unstructured approach. 

Here’s what Morgan Jones has to say about the differ-

ence between the two: (Bolding added) 

“In the instinctive approach the mind gen-

erally remains closed to alternatives, favoring in-

stead the first satisfactory decision or solution. 

Consequently, the outcome is frequently flawed 

or at least less effective than would be the case 

with the structured approach. 

“In the structured approach the mind re-

mains open, enabling one to examine each ele-

ment of the decision or problem separately, 

systematically, and sufficiently, ensuring that all 

alternatives are considered. The outcome is al-

most always more comprehensive and more ef-

fective than with the instinctive approach.” 

Here’s an example of how the instinctive approach 

has caused the Club to remain closed to alternatives. 

This is from The COR’s First 35 Years, a 34 page his-

tory of the Club written in late 2005: (Italics added) 

“As a logical extension of the Salzburg 

meeting, Peccei asked Jan Tinbergen to produce 

a followup report on global food and develop-

ment policies… The basic thesis was that the 

gap between rich and poor countries (with the 

wealthiest roughly 13 times richer than the poor-

est) was intolerable and the situation was inher-

ently unstable. What would be required to 

reduce the gap to 6:1 over 15 to 30 years? …The 

main Report argued that people in the rich coun-

tries would have to change their patterns of con-

sumption and accept lower profits, but a 

dissenting group saw consumption as a symptom 

rather than a cause of the problems, which 

stemmed rather from the fundamental power 

structure.” 

This is not dissension. It is a promising alternative 

that needs to be thoroughly explored. 
46

 Calling this 

dissension shows how the Club’s mind was, as Jones 

describes it, “closed to alternatives, favoring instead the 

first satisfactory decision or solution.”  

There is another reason the Club chose the solution 

they did. Because no real analysis was used, they fell 

back on common sense and their own experience to pick 

a solution. The founder of the field of system dynamics, 

Jay Forrester of MIT, has this to say about that trap:  

(Bolding and italics added) 

“Social systems are inherently insensitive to 

most policy changes that people select in an effort 

to alter behavior. In fact, a social system draws 

attention to the very points at which an attempt to 

intervene will fail. Human experience, which has 

been developed from contact with simple sys-

tems, leads us to look close to the symptoms of 

trouble for a cause. But when we look, we are 

misled because the social system presents us with 

an apparent cause that is plausible according to 

the lessons we have learned from simple systems, 

although this apparent cause is usually a coinci-

dent occurrence that, like the trouble symptom 

itself, is being produced by the feedback loop dy-

namics of a larger system.” 
47

 

Thus the so called “dissenting group” rightly saw 

consumption as a coincident occurrence rather than a 

cause. They wanted to explore the fundamental power 

structure involved, and see if that was causing excess 

consumption. If it was, then the Club should focus on 

resolving the problems in the power structure, not on 

telling the world over and over that it must reduce con-

sumption or pay the price. But because most Club mem-

bers were following an instinctive problem solving 

approach and were fully committed to the paradigm of 

Classic Activism, they refused to see things any other 

way, and so rejected what could have become a valid 

analysis, followed by a viable solution. 
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To make these two opposing viewpoints crystal 

clear, please see the diagram blow. Conventional wis-

dom was thinking in terms of excess consumption 

causes environmental unsustainability. This is true, so it 

has great appeal. It seems like a sufficient analysis. But 

there is a deeper truth that only the so called dissenting 

group saw: Only the addition of the underlying cause of 

the coincident occurrence gives a correct analysis.  

Based on A Future for the Club of Rome, the history 

paper, and other readings, it would be safe to say that the 

Club deserves a very low rating on key process element 

6, a true analysis of the problem is performed. Since it at 

least tried to consider a few options and ran the A Future 

for the Club of Rome paper through rounds of improve-

ment, let’s give the Club a 1 instead of a zero. This may 

sound unfairly low, but it is time for environmentalists 

to engage in some long overdue honest self-

examination. Once you have seen a good analysis of a 

previously misunderstood problem, you will realize that 

it is entirely possible to do much better. 

KPE 7 – The Scientific Method is used to 

prove all key assumptions 

A glaring problem with A Future for the Club of 

Rome and the Club’s history is the persistent pattern of 

deciding what to do with no real proof it will work. 

While you can rarely prove a solution will work with 

100% certainty, you can usually prove that it is more 

likely to work than other solutions.  

Nowhere in A Future for the Club of Rome is there 

any discussion of experimental proof that “the Ethics of 

Human Solidarity” is going to work. Simply saying that 

“This overarching concern places primary emphasis on 

the role of people, and on the need for global solidarity.” 

and “It is… the moral platform that enables humanity to 

choose between narrowly-defined, selfish, competitive-

market profits on the one side, and the mutuality and 

cooperative endeavor needed to live together on a finite 

planet on the other.” is not going to make it work. All 

this paper is doing is saying this solution will work be-

cause it should.  

As another example, Dennis Meadows, in his re-

view of A Future for the Club of Rome, argues: 

“The proposal by Khosla and Körber ignores 

the essential roles of money and intellectual bril-

liance. You get the impression from their proposal 

that slight changes in meeting schedules by the cur-

rent members [will cause the COR to] suddenly 

generate ideas that galvanize the world. They offer 

no evidence to support this idea, and indeed, I do 

not think there is any such evidence.” 

Without evidence that something will work, you can 

only guess whether it will. A Future for the Club of 

Rome was followed by 7 Steps to Implementation: of the 

strategy paper A Future for the Club of Rome, a five 

page plan for implementing the ideas in A Future in 

seven steps. How many guesses does 7 Steps to Imple-

mentation take? Seven big ones. As far as I know, none 

are supported by experimental proof or even a compara-

tive analysis of how they have worked for similar or-

ganizations with similar missions. Indeed the words test, 

proof, hypotheses, alternative, and experiment never 

appear in the document, nor its predecessor A Future for 

the Club of Rome, even once.  

Certainly many of the Club’s reports employ the 

Scientific Method in tactical areas. But the Club’s over-

all approach to achieving its mission does not. Thus 

there is no fundamentally correct stream of decisions 

driving what its reports and other activities should be. 

The inevitable result is that each report is an educated 

guess at what it should focus on. If that hypothesis is 

wrong, as it appears to have been except for the first 

report, then even the most brilliant and heroic work on 

the report has only a low probability of making a major 

contribution to the Club’s mission. Whether a report 

uses the Scientific Method becomes irrelevant.  

Thus the Club scores a zero on key process element 

7: Use of the Scientific Method to prove all key assump-

tions. This is ironic, given that A Future for the Club of 

Rome says “[The Club’s] work is based on scientific 

methods” and “Talk about worldwide issues… is mean-

ingless unless it comes with credible prescriptions for 

solutions.”  

KPE 8 – Learning from past failures and 

successes is maximized 

If you do not learn from experience, you will make 

the same mistakes over and over. It appears the Club has 

fallen into this trap and doesn’t even know it. 
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Once you start thinking in terms of process, you will 

see that all problem solving efforts have these three 

main steps: 

1. Identify the problem to be solved. 

2. Develop a solution somehow. 

3. Implement the solution. 

The Club has learned the wrong lesson from the ex-

traordinary success of Limits to Growth. All LTG did 

was step one of the above meta-process. LTG identified 

the sustainability problem, a problem so huge and 

threatening that it grabbed the world’s attention in a 

heartbeat. But once a problem is sufficiently identified, it 

does not need to be identified again or identified any 

better. Instead, problem solvers should move on to the 

second meta-step, develop a solution. Particularly for 

large difficult problems, the second step requires a to-

tally different process from the first step. But what is the 

Club doing? It is desperately trying to continue the proc-

ess that worked so well for identifying the problem, by 

more reports, more models, and so on that call the 

world’s attention to the problem and its many symp-

toms. Thus whenever the Club invokes the memory of 

LTG, as it so frequently does, what the Club is really 

doing is recommitting itself to the same process the 

LTG project used, with the blind hope it will achieve the 

same success. Dennis Meadows, in his review of A Fu-

ture for the Club of Rome, saw the same trap: 

“The report is preoccupied with the once-in-

a-lifetime phenomenon of Limits to Growth. 

Such a book will never happen again. It should 

not be the basis for a strategy for future devel-

opment of the Club of Rome.” 

One of the right lessons to be learned from the suc-

cess of LTG is that the right process, the right tools, and 

the right sharp people can solve difficult problems in 

record time. What would the right process be? Not one 

that is tuned to identifying problems, but one that is 

designed to solve problems of the type that was identi-

fied. 

This is a complex social system problem. But the 

Club is treating it as if it was a technical problem that 

had no serious dynamic social complexity beyond what 

LTG discovered, even though A Future for the Club of 

Rome says “The unique strength of the Club of Rome 

lies in its systems approach.”  

If the Club has been using a process that fit the 

problem, the process would be something like the Sys-

tem Improvement Process, which has these four main 

steps: 

1. Problem definition 

2. System understanding 

3. Solution convergence 

4. Implementation 

Limits to Growth performed the first step by identi-

fying the problem. And then, because it had no real 

process, the Club dashed right into step 4, implementing 

lots of solutions that intuitively looked like they would 

work. They did not, except on easy problems where 

change resistance was small. When it is large, as it is for 

problems like climate change, only a process which 

accommodates change resistance will work. The System 

Improvement handles this with steps 2.1, 3.1, and 4.1. 

(See page 22) 

It is my hypothesis that if the Club (and other envi-

ronmental organizations) adopted a process tailored for 

solving this type of problem, they would increase their 

chances of helping to solve it by over an order of magni-

tude. 

Meanwhile, the Club has not learned much at all 

from its past failures and successes. However, it has 

learned enough to be slightly productive, so it scores a 2 

on this key process area. 

KPEs 9, 10 and 11 – The problem domain 

best practices 

The Club scores a zero in all of these. There is abso-

lutely no analysis that centers on a social system struc-

tural analysis. There is no identification and testing of 

low and high leverage points. Nor is there any attempt to 

determine why change resistance has been so successful. 

But this is exactly what you would expect if the entire 

organization is not driven by a process that fits the prob-

lem.  

Process Maturity Rating 

Like most environmental organizations, the Club of 

Rome scores well in the KPEs of Classic Activism, and 

low in the rest. The result is a process maturity rating of 

256 on a scale of 0 to 10,000. They did much better than 

the Alliance for Climate Protection, which received a 

121. But 256 is only 2.56% of 10,000, which is far too 

low to be mature enough to solve the global problem-

atique. 
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The European Union Environment 

Directorate General (Environment DG) 

As of 2006, the European Union stands in a class by 

itself on environmental sustainability. The EU is fully 

committed to achieving full sustainability in all areas as 

fast as is necessary, and has already made sizable, on 

schedule gains to prove its commitment. No other large 

country or region of the world is even close to this level 

of sustainability. They rate high in mission success. 

A notable difference between the EU and the rest of 

the world is the EU has solved the change resistance part 

of the problem, and has moved into the proper coupling 

stage. Proper coupling is the structural changes re-

quired for the human system to be properly coupled to 

the greater system it lives with in, the environment, so 

that the system as a whole can function sustainably.  

Several key factors appear to have allowed the EU 

to solve the crux of the sustainability problem: change 

resistance.  

One factor relates to the prime reason for the forma-

tion of the EU: to avoid any more catastrophic wars. 

According the Wikipedia entry on the EU, after the 

Second World War the “impetus for the founding of 

(what was later to become) the European Union greatly 

increased, driven by the determination to rebuild Europe 

and to eliminate the possibility of another war.” This put 

the EU into the mindset of taking proactive action to 

avoid future catastrophes. Thus as soon as the sustain-

ability problem was identified as a new catastrophe if it 

remained unsolved, the EU gave it a high priority and 

solved it. Sustainability is now just another EU respon-

sibility. 

A second factor is the much smaller influence of 

for-profit corporations on EU countries and the EU 

Commission, compared to other countries.  

A third factor is the EU has passed through the 

demographic transition, causing it to shift its cultural 

focus from industrial growth to quality of life. A demo-

graphic transition occurs when population growth falls 

to maintenance (no growth) levels or less, after a period 

of growth due to industrialization. The phenomenon 

occurs because once industrialization has given a popu-

lation economic security, a high level of well being, and 

long life spans, birth rates fall to replacement levels or 

below. The cultural emphasis changes from one focused 

on industrial growth (development) to one more con-

cerned with quality of life. Once quality of life is peo-

ple’s top priority, anything endangering it, such as 

environmental degradation, automatically receives a 

high priority.  

Because the EU has solved the change resistance 

part of the problem, they are solving a different problem 

from the rest of the environmental organizations in the 

process maturity table. They are now solving the proper 

coupling problem. But there is still much to be learned 

from how they are solving that and how they arrived at 

that point. 

The European Union is a group of 25 democratic 

states that have transferred considerable areas of sover-

eignty to the union. One of these is environmental qual-

ity. This responsibility is managed by the European 

Union Environment Directorate General, or Environ-

ment DG for short. This directorate is one of 36 that 

compose the European Commission, which is what runs 

the EU. In 2006 the Environment DG had a staff of 

about 550 and a budget of 275 million euros.  

We will take a broad view and rate the EU’s ap-

proach to solving the sustainability problem as a whole 

whenever possible. However, it is the Environment DG 

that this assessment mostly applies to, because it does 

the actual work.  

KPE 1 – Define the problem 

At the topmost level, the problem is defined by the 

Environment DG’s mission statement, which is: “Pro-

tecting, preserving and improving the environment for 

present and future generations, and promoting sustain-

able development.” 
48

 This is too vague to be sufficient 

for a well defined problem. To make the problem defini-

tion more precise, The Sixth Environment Action Pro-

gramme of the European Community, which runs from 

2002 to 2012, lists the “four priority areas for action” for 

this period as: (Bolding and italics are in the original) 
49

 

“Tackling climate change - Objective - to 

stabilize the atmospheric concentrations of 

greenhouse gases at a level that will not cause 

unnatural variations of the earth's climate. 

“Nature and Bio-diversity - Protecting a 

unique resource - Objective - to protect and re-

store the functioning of natural systems and halt 

the loss of biodiversity in the European Union 

and globally. To protect soils against erosion 

and pollution. 

“Environment and Health - Objective - to 

achieve a quality of the environment where the 

levels of man – made contaminants, including 

different types of radiation, do not give rise to 

significant impacts on or risks to human health. 

“Sustainable use of natural resources and 

management of wastes - Objective - to ensure 
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the consumption of renewable and non-

renewable resources does not exceed the carry-

ing capacity of the environment. To achieve a 

de-coupling of resource use from economic 

growth through significantly improved resource 

efficiency, dematerialization of the economy, and 

waste prevention.” 

This is a world class problem definition. While it is 

not presented in fully quantified terms, which would 

make it even more precise, it sets a standard the rest of 

the world can aspire to. Note the total absence of includ-

ing the poverty problem or trying to balance environ-

mental degradation goals with economic growth. The 

environment comes first, and everything else comes 

second. The Environment DG scores a perfect 5 for 

problem definition. 

KPE 2 – Find the proper practices 

For most of the environmental organizations in the 

process maturity table the proper practices are at the low 

nuts-and-bolts level, such as better approaches to renew-

able resources and more efficient consumption tech-

nologies. But the Environment DG is working at a 

higher level. Its task is to find, implement, and enforce 

the proper practices necessary to properly couple a hu-

man system containing 460 million people to the envi-

ronment. Thus it is more concerned with setting up the 

high level mechanisms that automatically generate the 

low level nuts-and-bolts proper practices. This is the 

same structure oriented strategy that other organizations 

in the table should also be using, but are not. 

The sixth action programme “sets out the environ-

mental objectives and targets that need to be met and 

describes how the instruments of Community environ-

mental policy will be used to tackle these issues while 

pointing to the need for further action in other policy 

fields.” Thus the Environment DG is more concerned 

with creating the proper infrastructure required to gener-

ate the proper practices.  

The sixth action programme document elaborates on 

how this will be done: 

“Whilst the Programme focuses on actions 

and commitments that need to be made at the 

Community level, it also identifies actions and 

responsibilities that need to be addressed at the 

national, regional and local levels and in the dif-

ferent economic sectors. In selecting these ac-

tions, full account is taken of the need for the 

highest possible level of harmonisation and ap-

proximation of laws to ensure the functioning of 

the internal market. This includes a limited 

number of Thematic Strategies (which may in-

clude a range of instruments from proposals for 

legislation for adoption by the European Parlia-

ment and the Council of Ministers through to 

dissemination of information) in areas where 

only a package of co-ordinated measures will 

yield results. The Thematic Strategies will set 

out the overall policy approach and the proposed 

package of measures needed to achieve the envi-

ronmental objectives and targets in a cost-

efficient way- which themselves will be deter-

mined on the basis of sound scientific and eco-

nomic cost-benefit analysis and on open 

dialogue and consultation with the various par-

ties concerned.” 

As an example of how detailed and how state-of-

the-art the sixth action programme document is on the 

proper practices, here is one on: 

“Helping Consumers Make Informed 

Choices - People, as consumers, need to be 

given relevant and readily understandable infor-

mation about a product's environmental creden-

tials if they are to make choices that support 

environment-friendly initiatives by companies. 

Public and corporate procurement officers also 

need this information. The Commission will 

look at options to ensure that companies provide 

the necessary information to consumers via their 

websites and other communication channels.” 

The Environment DG scores another perfect 5 on 

this KPE, find the proper practices.  

KPE 3 – Tell the people the truth about the 

problem and the proper practices. 

The Environment DG does an excellent job of this. 

The proper practices are policies and legislation. These 

are communicated by the EU through its member states 

to their administration, citizens, corporations, and other 

organizations. The Environment DG is highly concerned 

with how well this communication goes, because if 

people don’t know what they should do then they can’t 

do it. The Environment DG also measures what actions 

have been taken, and what the actual response of the 

environment to these measures has been.  

The 2005 Environment Policy Review 
50

 analyzes 

how well KPE 3 is being performed in terms of results. 

For example, it reports that “By implementing existing 

and additional domestic measures and by using the 

Kyoto mechanisms, 17 out of the 23 Member States 

with a Kyoto target and the EU as a whole, are currently 

projected to meet their targets.” 

The Environment DG is having so little trouble 

achieving this KPE that it expends most of its efforts at 
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a higher level: measurement of variance between goals 

and results, and action if the results are not good 

enough. Thus it scores another perfect 5 on this KPE.  

KPE 4 – If that fails, exhort and inspire the 

people to support the proper practices. 

EU member states do not always meet their goals. 

The system the Environment DG has set up to monitor 

goal attainment handles early detection of goal failure 

well. This allows the DG to step in and help the member 

state in whatever ways are necessary. The result is very 

little need to exhort and inspire. Instead, deviation from 

expectations is seen as a deficiency in education or as-

sistance. This is provided, and the deviations are re-

solved.  

The above graph from the 2005 Environment Policy 

Review is a fine example of if you keep up with who’s 

behind, you can help them out, with no exhortation or 

inspiration required. 

The Environment DG continues to perform at world 

class levels in this KPE, and scores another 5. 

That the Environment DG has no need to exhort and 

inspire should serve as a convincing example to classic 

activists that this practice is not necessary—if you have 

the right overall process.  

KPE 5 – Formal definition, management, and 

continuous improvement of a process that fits 

the problem 

The Environment DG is solving the coupling prob-

lem, not the change resistance or complete problem. 

Thus it does not require the same problem solving proc-

ess that most other environmental organizations do. 

Despite hours of searching, I could not find docu-

ments describing the process that the Environment DG 

was using to manage itself and achieve its mission. My 

conclusion is there is none. Instead, the DG is using an 

undefined, informal process. Their administrative proce-

dures are defined. But the overall process used to 

achieve their mission is not.  

However, even so, it is pretty good. It fits the prob-

lem very well and its gets excellent results, which is 

evidence of a good fit. But since there is no formal defi-

nition, they score a 3 on this KPE instead of another 

perfect 5.  

A formal definition of the process will be needed as 

the Environment DG starts to encounter diminishing 

returns. It will become harder and harder, for example, 

to achieve each 10% reduction in greenhouse gas emis-

sions. The DG’s “long term target” is “a 70% cut.” Go-

ing from 60% to 70% will be about an order of 

magnitude harder than going from 0 to 10%. Further-

more, 70% is insufficient. 90% is more realistic. Going 

from 80% to 90% will be even harder, probably by an-

other order of magnitude.  

KPE 6 – A true analysis of the problem is 

performed 

The hallmark of a true analysis is the decomposition 

of a problem into smaller problems, each of which is 

much easier to solve. Earlier we wrote: 

“When we say a true analysis of the prob-

lem is performed, we mean (1) a structured ex-

amination of the system with the problem has 

been performed, (2) the fundamental flaws caus-

ing the problem symptoms have been found, and 

(3) an exhaustive examination of the full range 

of solution alternatives to resolve those flaws has 

been conducted. If any of these three steps has 

been omitted or done poorly, a true analysis has 

not been performed.” 

A true analysis was not performed. Instead, an intui-

tive leap was taken from objectives to solutions. The 

absence of analysis can be seen in this paragraph de-

scribing how the Seven Environmental Thematic Strate-

gies were chosen: (Italics added) 

Open infringement 

cases in member states 
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“Each strategy is founded on thorough re-

search and science, and follows an in-depth re-

view of existing policy and wide-ranging 

stakeholder consultation. The aim has been to 

create positive synergies between the seven 

strategies, as well as to integrate them with exist-

ing sectoral policies, the Lisbon Strategy and the 

Sustainable Development Strategy. Each The-

matic Strategy will thus help achieve the long-

term goal of environmental sustainability while 

contributing to the Lisbon goals of enhancing 

growth and employment and promoting eco-

innovation.” 
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Note the phrase “follows an in-depth review of ex-

isting policy and wide-ranging stakeholder consulta-

tion.” This was the analysis that preceded development 

of the strategies, which are the high level solution. A 

review of existing policy is not an analysis of the sys-

tem. It is an analysis of past attempts to solve the prob-

lem, to see what went wrong, what went right, and what 

can be improved. While this can be productive, it is not 

nearly productive as a true analysis, because a true 

analysis yields a model of how the system behaves. The 

model can then be used to generate solution hypotheses 

that have a much higher probability of being true than 

ones generated with no model. Without a model you are 

forced to guess at what will work, and if it doesn’t, all 

you can do is review existing policy. 

Substitution of “review of existing policy” for true 

analysis will work on easy problems, ones that yield to 

educated guesses. It will fail on more difficult problems. 

These are the ones the European Union will face as it 

draws closer to attempting to achieve 100% sustainabil-

ity.  

In four short years, starting in 1946, the US Manhat-

tan Project invented the atomic bomb and a delivery 

system. Despite the horrors of the Cold War that fol-

lowed, the bomb worked so well that the Japanese front 

of the Second World War ended in a matter of days 

instead of years. 

Suppose the Manhattan Project has used “review of 

existing policies” as its analysis technique. How could it 

possibly have solved the many subproblems it faced? It 

would have failed. Solving these problems requires a 

model explaining how the constituent elements involved 

work. The model can be used to generate insights for 

where experimentation would be most productive. The 

results are then fed back into model improvement. Once 

the model is mature, so are the experiments, which can 

then be scaled up to the real thing, which solves the real 

problem.  

The sustainability problem dwarfs the Manhattan 

project, the Apollo project, the English Channel project, 

the Panama Canal project, the Concorde project, and 

every other project known to the history of civilization. 

It is a project stuffed with unknowns. Dozens of major 

discoveries are required, and they must be integrated 

into a coherent, workable solution in a short amount of 

time. Judging by the fact that ALL of the above projects 

relied heavily on explanatory models of the problem 

they were solving, the sustainability problem must do 

the same.  

But you would never know this from the approach 

nearly all environmental organizations take. They sail 

right over a true analysis and into solution hypothesiz-

ing, with all the confidence of a gambler on a nine day 

hot streak. And then, when their solutions fail altogether 

or come up short, what to they do? 

About what the Environment DG does. They engage 

in “review of existing policies.” 

Here is another example of the weakness of this key 

process element. When the Environment DG wanted to 

begin to solve the resource management side of the 

sustainability problem, what did they do? They commis-

sioned the Analysis of the Fundamental Concepts of 

Resource Management, a 54 page study published in 

2000. 
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 This analyzed the proper coupling aspect of 

natural resources, not by modeling the system and the 

coupling, but by study of existing studies and literature. 

The result is the study came up with very little of value. 

This was so low that the study itself ended with a call 

for “The Need for New Concepts.”  

But here the study, and possibly the Environment 

DG, went astray. The section concludes that: (Italics 

added) 

“Research is necessary to understand the re-

lationship between production and consumption, 

environment, technological adaptation and inno-

vation, economic growth and development, and 

demographic factors: How can economies grow 

and prosper while reducing the use of energy 

and material and the production of harmful ma-

terial?” 

This is a bias towards continued growth. It says the 

solution must include continued economic growth. But 

what if the sustainability problem cannot be solved 

without holding growth constant or reducing it? Or what 

if the problem cannot be solved unless growth is stopped 

while we work on ways to reduce environmental degra-

dation?  

This bias is the result of the mantra of Sustainable 

Development. But that is a subject best taken up else-

where.  

Still, the Environment DG is using a moderately 

productive approach to analysis, considering that the 
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proper coupling problem is so much easier to solve than 

the change resistance one. Thus they score a 3 on the 

key process element of a true analysis of the problem is 

performed.  

KPE 7 – The Scientific Method (SM) is used 

to prove all key assumptions 

The Environment DG scores a 3 here for moderately 

productive. It certainly uses the SM to determine if indi-

vidual technical approaches will work, which is the bulk 

of its decisions. But because it is not process driven and 

has not performed a true analysis, it completely skips the 

use of the SM on several strategic hypotheses: 

Unproven hypothesis 1: Continuous improve-

ment of quality of life is possible – For example, a 

page on the EU’s Sustainable Development Strategy 

(SDS) makes this claim: (Italics added) 

“The overall aim of the renewed EU SDS is 

to identify and develop actions to enable the EU 

to achieve continuous improvement of quality of 

life both for current and for future generations, 

through the creation of sustainable communities 

able to manage and use resources efficiently and 

to tap the ecological and social innovation poten-

tial of the economy, ensuring prosperity, envi-

ronmental protection and social cohesion.” 
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The implicit hypothesis is that “continuous im-

provement of quality of life” is possible. This has never 

been proven, and of course has a limit. This limit may 

have already been exceeded, given current system con-

straints. There does not appear to be any effort in the 

Environment DG to prove this hypothesis. Instead, it is 

taken as a given, as part of the dogma of Sustainable 

Development.  

What about the options of accepting no improve-

ment in quality of life, or even reducing it, in return for 

making environmental sustainability a much easier goal 

to achieve? Wouldn’t that help tremendously? Shouldn’t 

holding quality of life constant be seriously considered, 

given that quality of life is already so high in Europe? 

Unproven hypothesis 2: The solution must in-

clude continued economic growth – A similar 

unproven implicit hypothesis was mentioned in the pre-

vious KPE, which made the assumption that the solution 

to the sustainability problem must include continued 

economic growth. This is an even more important hy-

pothesis to test, because economic growth impacts the 

environment much more than quality of life growth.  

Unproven hypothesis 3: Extreme micromanage-

ment will work – However, the largest unproven hy-

pothesis is the overall approach the Sixth Environmental 

Action Programme takes. Study of the documents de-

scribing the program show it to be one of extreme mi-

cromanagement. The solution elements involve targets, 

regulations, taxes, subsidies, information transfer, re-

search on new technologies, social pressure like “name, 

fame, and shame,” and many more. Hundreds of specific 

actions to be taken are listed. The implicit hypothesis is 

that extreme micromanagement will work.  

I suspect this is a false hypothesis. Extreme micro-

management is the same as a command and control 

economy. This is a thoroughly discredited form of hu-

man system management. It fails because large human 

systems, such as countries, are too complex to be cen-

trally managed. Only a decentralized self-managing 

approach will work in the long run. Like communism, 

command and control can work in the short run. But it 

has never worked in the long run, because the ineffi-

ciencies of centralized planning, decision making, com-

munication, enforcement, and information collection 

cause the effort required to do all that to eventually ex-

ceed the capacity of the system.  

Why then is the Environment DG pursuing the ex-

treme micromanagement route? Because due to lack of a 

process that fits the problem and a true analysis, they 

have failed to find a better alternative. 

For an example of the application of a process that 

fits the problem and a true analysis, please see the chap-

ter on The Proper Coupling Package. This shows that it 

is entirely possible to engineer a self-managing solution 

that is NOT dependent on a command and control ap-

proach. 

The Environment DG is not the only environmental 

organization falling into this error. They all are.  

Due to not using the Scientific Method to prove 

these three critical hypotheses, the Environment DG 

deserves a score of 1 for this KPE. But we will be leni-

ent and increase it to a 3 for moderately productive, 

because at this early stage of the hundred year effort it 

will take to solve the problem and implement the solu-

tion they are doing very well. They are setting the stan-

dard for the rest of the world to follow. It is probable 

that eventually they will correct the falsity of the three 

strategic hypotheses reviewed here, and arrive at ones 

that are sound and will lead to a solution that will work.  

KPE 8 – Learning from past failure and 

successes is maximized 

I was so impressed with how well the Environment 

DG learned from experience that they score a perfect 5 

here. They are world class.  

The best indicator of this is the continuous im-

provement seen between action plans. There is a serious, 

formal review process of what worked and what didn’t. 
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This occurs as often as is feasible and economical. The 

Environment DG is so good at this that it has the 

world’s largest and best collection of best practices for 

managing The Transition to the Age of Sustainability. 

KPE 9 – The analysis centers on a social 

system structural analysis 

Now we come to the three problem domain KPEs. 

These become very analytical and specific to the sus-

tainability problem.  

As we argued in KPE 8, the Environment DG is 

pursuing a solution based on three false hypotheses. No 

social system structural analysis was performed. Thus 

they deserve a zero for KPE 9.  

However, we could say that the Environment DG is 

solving the proper coupling part of the problem rather 

than the change resistance part. This is mostly a techni-

cal problem and requires no social system structural 

analysis. Thus it does not apply and they should receive 

an automatic score of 3. 

But it does apply, for the reasons discussed in deal-

ing with the third false hypothesis. But again we will be 

lenient, say it does not apply, and give them a 3, because 

they are in the early stage of solving the problem. They 

are doing very well for this stage. 

KPE 10 – Low and high leverage points have 

been identified and tested 

There is no explicit concept of leverage points in the 

Environment DG’s work. But there is an intuitive one. 

Instead of the use of structural analysis to identify the 

system’s leverage points, they have used trial and error. 

In the micromanaging approach they are using for this 

early stage, they are doing very well on this KPE. Pro-

gress in actual system change is so good they are highly 

productive here, and score a 4 for this KPE. 

KPE 11 – Why change resistance is 

successful has been determined 

This does not apply since the Environment DG is 

solving the proper coupling problem. They score an 

automatic 3 for this KPE. 

Process Maturity Rating 

Of all the environmental organizations, the Envi-

ronment DG stands in a class by itself. Europe has 

solved the change resistance problem and has moved on 

to the proper coupling problem. The Environment DG is 

a well managed agency with high quality staff, using 

state of the art approaches, and getting world class re-

sults. 

For these reasons you might expect them to score 

very high. But they don’t. As mature as the Environment 

DG is, it has a long way to go on the scale of process 

maturity. This will become evident as the agency moves 

from small changes in Europe’s sustainable behavior to 

big ones. These will be an order of magnitude more 

difficult to solve, even with low change resistance. As so 

many industries have shown, such as software, the mili-

tary, and electronics, only a highly mature process can 

achieve the very highest results.  

Thus the Environment DG scored only modestly 

well in the Analytical Activism and Problem Domain 

key process elements. Their process maturity rating is 

5,184. On a scale of 0 to 10,000 this is a 52%. If they 

were trying to solve the change resistance part of the 

problem this would be inadequate. But it is more than 

adequate for solving the proper coupling part, which 

explains why they have a high overall mission success.  
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The Natural Step 

The Natural Step is unique. It is a comprehensive 

scientific philosophy on how to solve the sustainability 

problem, complete with a consensus approach to get past 

change resistance. It achieved great success at first in the 

country where it started, Sweden, in the 1990s. Since 

then the philosophy has spread around the world. Here is 

an overview: 

“[The Natural Step is] an international non-

profit research, education and advisory organiza-

tion that uses a science-based, systems frame-

work to help organizations, individuals and 

communities take meaningful steps toward sus-

tainability. The mission of The Natural Step is to 

act as a catalyst to bring about systemic change, 

by making fundamental principles of sustainabil-

ity easier to understand and effective sustainabil-

ity initiatives easier to implement. 

“Founded in 1989 in Sweden by Dr. Karl-

Henrik Robèrt, the organization now has offices 

in 12 countries and has a large team of profes-

sionals working with hundreds of corporations, 

municipalities, academic institutions and non-

profit organizations to help them achieve their 

sustainability goals.  The Natural Step has re-

ceived numerous awards from around the world 

for its work in sustainability including Mikhail 

Gorbachev’s Millennium Award in 1999, The 

Blue Planet Award in 2000, considered the “No-

bel Prize of the Environment”, and in June, 

2005, Dr. Robèrt was honoured with the first 

Laureate Medal for Social Responsibility issued 

by the new Global Centre for Leadership and 

Business Ethics.” 
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Like most environmental organizations, The Natural 

Step uses Classic Activism as its central process. Be-

cause it is so science based and is managed by technical 

types, it has been able to implement the steps of Classic 

Activism quite well. Let’s see how it did this. 

KPE 1 – Define the problem 

The Natural Step defines the problem this way: 

“In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to 

systematically increasing: 

1. concentrations of substances extracted from the 

earth's crust; 

2. concentrations of substances produced by society; 

3. degradation by physical means; and, in that soci-

ety. . . 

4. human needs are met worldwide.” 
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These four requirements have been taken up by 

many environmentalists. One example is shown in the 

image below. 
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These four requirements are the tightest, most ana-

lytical attempt to define the problem of all the entities in 

the process maturity table. At first glance they deserve a 

perfect 5. 

But the definition is flawed. Notice the use of “is 

not subject to systematically increasing.” What if a soci-

ety has overshot its environmental limits and then stops 

increasing its environmental impact? By the above defi-

nition, the society would now be sustainable, because it 

is no longer increasing its impact. Thus items 1, 2, and 3 

are a flawed definition. 

Item 4 is also flawed. This mixes environmental 

sustainability with social do-goodism. The goal of item 

4 is to meet the “needs” of everyone. What exactly are 

these needs? How can they be agreed upon for 6.5 bil-

lion people? What if these needs are constantly chang-

ing? What about the fact that there has never been a 

society that met all its members “needs,” even before the 

sustainability problem appeared? 

The Natural Step has fallen into the trap of mixing 

environmental and social sustainability. The two must 
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be separated so that the first can receive higher priority. 

The second is a problem that has been around every 

since Homo sapiens first appeared. To try to solve it 

now, when there is a much more pressing problem, is 

counterproductive. 

However, when you examine the emphasis The 

Natural Step places on the four items in practice, nearly 

all of it is on the first three, and it is intuitively under-

stood that the human system needs to be below envi-

ronmental limits in these three areas. Thus they get a 3 

instead of a 1 for the first KPE, define the problem.  

KPE 2 – Find the proper practices 

The four items have been expanded into: 

“The Four Systems Conditions for Sustainable Hu-

man Society According To The Natural Step [are]: 

“1. Eliminate our contribution to systematic in-

creases in concentrations of substances from the 

Earth's crust. – This means substituting certain miner-

als that are scarce in nature with others that are more 

abundant, using all mined materials efficiently, and 

systematically reducing dependence on fossil fuels. 

“2. Eliminate our contribution to systematic in-

creases in concentrations of substances produced by 

society. – This means systematically substituting certain 

persistent and unnatural compounds with ones that are 

normally abundant or break down more easily in nature, 

and using all substances produced by society efficiently. 

“3. Eliminate our contribution to systematic physical 

degradation of nature through over-harvesting, de-

pletion, foreign introductions and other forms of 

modification. – This means drawing resources only 

from well-managed eco-systems, systematically pursu-

ing the most productive and efficient use both of those 

resources and land, and exercising caution in all kinds of 

modification of nature. 

“4. Contribute as much as we can to the goal of meet-

ing human needs in our society and worldwide, going 

over and above all the substitution and dematerial-

ization measures taken in meeting the first three 

objectives. – This means using all of our resources effi-

ciently, fairly and responsibly so that the needs of all 

people on whom we have an impact, and the future 

needs of people who are not yet born, stand the best 

chance of being met.” 
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By stating the proper practices in this higher level, 

strategic format, The Natural Step has been able to help 

a wide variety of people and organizations derive the 

lower level, tactical proper practices they need to follow. 

In the first three items they have done very well, and 

score a 5. 

But in the fourth item they fall short. Notice the 

contradiction between “contribute as much as we can” 

and “human needs are met worldwide” in the earlier 

version of item 4 in KPE 1. “As much as we can” is not 

the same as “met.”. Or suppose you ignore number 4 in 

KPE 1 and try only to “contribute as much as we can.” 

This is a vaguely defined goal. It is a very poor system 

condition. It is also a symptom of how slippery the ide-

alistic goal of meeting “human needs” is.  

Because The Natural Step falls so short in the fourth 

item, they score only a 4 for this KPE, find the proper 

practices.  

KPE 3 – Tell the people the truth about the 

problem and the proper practices. 

The Natural Step has done very well here. They 

have disseminated their philosophy worldwide so well 

that most educated environmentalists are aware of it. 

Many corporations and even some governmental units 

have picked it up and are practicing it. They score a 

perfect 5 for this element. 

KPE 4 – If that fails, exhort and inspire the 

people to support the proper practices. 

Like most organizations practicing Classic Activ-

ism, The Natural Step does well here. The founder of 

The Natural Step, Karl-Henrik Robèrt, writes and talks 

in an engaging inspiration manner. Here is a typical 

passage: 

“ON CONSENSUS-BUILDING 

“To me it's just obvious that there must be some 

truth about our environmental problems that is true for 

everyone, whether they're left- or right-wingers. There 

must be some truth that we could define together based 

on knowledge, and I wanted to know where this knowl-

edge was. How much could we agree upon from the 

facts? 

“But all I saw was this arguing going on - it was like 

watching a house burn down while the fire brigade was 

arguing about how the fire brigade should be organized. 

I felt, ‘God! Couldn't we agree upon something, and see 

how much we could start doing on that basis?’ 

“That was when I became a slave to what became 

The Natural Step. I started to write the consensus report 

- which was only a consensus in my own brain, but I 

tried to foresee the problems that people had when they 

wanted to reach consensus. For example, if I wanted to 

get rid of nuclear power, I tried to understand how intel-

ligent people who want nuclear power would argue. I 

did my best, then I sent this report to the best scientists 

in Sweden - communists as well as conservatives. I 

asked them, ‘Could you please find the errors in this for 

me?’ 
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“If there is anything that unites professors, it's that 

they can't help finding errors in what others have done, 

so they helped me very well. I got the document back, 

solved the problems they had pointed out to me, and 

sent out a second version. 

“I did this 21 times. 

“The final report is the 22nd version of the first con-

sensus report. This was very challenging to industry and 

to a lot of organizations, because at last somebody had 

gathered a consensus about what we should do. I man-

aged to raise money to distribute this report to every 

Swedish household and every school - 4.3 million cop-

ies. The package comes with an endorsement from the 

King, and it employs a very simple pedagogical method: 

an audio cassette talks along with the pictures and ex-

plains what is wrong - the systemic errors that make up 

the trunk and the branches of the pollution tree - and 

finishes by explaining what we must do if we want both 

to survive and to keep our wealth, which really amounts 

to the same thing.” 
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This style of inspiration and exhortation got results 

and was repeated by followers. The Natural Step scores 

a perfect 5 for this key process element.  

KPE 5 – Formal definition, management, and 

continuous improvement of a process that fits 

the problem 

While The Natural Step scores high in Classic Ac-

tivism elements, it scores low in all the rest. This may be 

surprising, given the philosophy’s strong scientific basis. 

But even scientists and doctors are not immune to the 

tendency of most problem solvers to stick to the proc-

esses they are accustomed to, no matter what the prob-

lem. Most problem solvers are habit driven, not process 

driven. 

When confronted with a widespread problem, a 

common habit of scientists and doctors is to write a 

report, communicate it to others, and use the report as 

the foundation for the solution. This is a process. It is 

the process that Karl-Henrik Robèrt used to found The 

Natural Step. While this process did very well in getting 

some initial attention and small amounts of system 

change, it fared less well outside of Sweden, where it 

achieved only modest success. This reason is the process 

did not fit the problem from an Analytical Activism 

point of view. From a classic activist’s viewpoint, it’s a 

great process. But not from the eagle eyes of an analyti-

cal activist, who sees far more of what should be in a 

process for solving complex social system problems 

with a high amount of change resistance.  

Not only was the wrong process used, it was not 

formalized, it was not managed, and it was not continu-

ously improved. However, at least there was a process 

and it led to the four conditions of sustainability. Thus 

instead of a zero, The Natural Step scores a 1, very low 

productivity, on this process element. 

KPE 6 – A true analysis of the problem is 

performed 

There is not the slightest sign of a true analysis, 

which would have these aspects: (1) a structured exami-

nation of the system with the problem has been per-

formed, (2) the fundamental flaws causing the problem 

symptoms have been found, and (3) an exhaustive ex-

amination of the full range of solution alternatives to 

resolve those flaws has been conducted. 

Instead, Robèrt performed an intuitive analysis. He 

assumed that if he came up with the proper practices in 

solid scientific terms, got consensus on them, and spread 

the word, that the problem would be solved. This is so 

far from what a true analysis really is that The Natural 

Step scores a zero. 

KPE 7 – The Scientific Method is used to 

prove all key assumptions 

Robèrt began his quest by assuming that a scientific 

based consensus report would solve the problem. But 

this has never been proven. Robèrt fell into the same 

trap that all classic activists do—he blindly assumed that 

his key hypothesis of all it takes to solve this problem is 

find the truth and spread it to others was so obviously 

sound that it needed no testing.  

The hypothesis held for Sweden, because Sweden 

was already on board the sustainability bandwagon. And 

it worked well in a neighboring country, the Nether-

lands, for the same reason. But in the rest of the world 

The Natural Step barely made a ripple. There was some 

initial enthusiasm. Hundreds of companies, including 

big ones like IKEA, Electrolux, and Interface, commit-

ted themselves to The Natural Step way. But while they 

have made substantial sustainability improvements, 

there are millions of other companies who were unaf-

fected.  

Because there was no attempt whatsoever to prove 

his key hypothesis, The Natural Step receives a zero for 

this process element.  

KPE 8 – Learning from past failure and 

successes is maximized 

While reading the literature on The Natural Step, I 

noticed that there was no significant change in their 

problem solving strategy over time. The guiding phi-

losophy shot out of a cannon and never changed course. 

Even today in 2006, a full 17 years after The Natural 

Step organization was founded, no strategies have 

changed. Tactics have, but strategies have not.  
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A look at the masters program in Strategic Leader-

ship Towards Sustainability, at the Blekinge Institute of 

Technology in Sweden, proves this point. This program 

was created by The Natural Step and Sweden. Clicking 

on “Guiding Philosophy” on the website, at 

www.bth.se/tmslm,  leads to this: 

“Society within the biosphere is inherently a 

highly complex system. This program is founded 

on the basic premise that to achieve ‘success’ – 

i.e. a sustainable society – within such a com-

plex system, success must be understood at a 

fundamental level. Achieving success requires a 

systematic and structured approach to planning 

and decision-making. In particular, there must be 

a focus on an imagined principle outcome of 

success as a ‘sustainable society in the bio-

sphere.’ From this understanding, one can 

‘backcast’ to the present and begin to take action 

as part of a clearly focused strategy. 

“The entire program will revolve around an 

intellectually strict model for making systematic 

progress towards an attractive and sustainable 

society. Built on a total systems perspective and 

a scientifically relevant world-view, it is widely 

known as The Natural Step framework, an inter-

nationally recognized methodology for guiding 

strategy towards sustainability. It is a generic 

and therefore widely applicable approach to sus-

tainable development at multiple scales (e.g. 

global, national, business, corporate, community 

and individual).” 

The above guiding philosophy sounds good. It has 

all the right buzzwords: complex system, basic prem-

ises, fundamental level, systematic, structured approach, 

backcast, clearly focused strategy, intellectually strict 

model, total systems perspective, scientifically relevant 

world view, methodology, generic, and multiple scales. 

But the presence of the right buzzwords does not make a 

problem solving approach correct. Only the presence of 

the right key process elements and proven hypotheses 

can do that.  

The guiding philosophy says that “The entire pro-

gram will revolve around an intellectually strict model 

for making systematic progress towards an attractive and 

sustainable society.” This model is The Natural Step 

framework. But as we have argued, that framework is 

flawed for a number of reasons. It has remained so ever 

since it was created. The material in the above program 

shows no sign the basic framework has improved, even 

though it has failed to significantly help solve the prob-

lem. All that has changed is The Natural Step has im-

proved its ability to tell more people about itself, and to 

teach itself at a university. 

The above quote is a shining example of pseudo 

systems thinking. This occurs when problem solvers 

think they are using true systems thinking but are not. 

On page 21 this book introduced the term “structural 

thinking,” which to us is what true systems thinking is. 

The people behind The Natural Step firmly believe 

they are systems thinkers. But they are not, using the 

definition from the sequel to the book that popularized 

the phrase and brought it to the business world. This was 

The Fifth Discipline, by Peter Senge in 1990. Here is the 

definition from The Fifth Discipline Fieldbook: 

“Systems thinking [is] a way of thinking 

about, and a language for describing and under-

standing, the forces and interrelationships that 

shape the behavior of systems. This discipline 

helps us to see how to change systems more ef-

fectively, and to act more in tune with the natu-

ral processes of the natural and economic 

world.” 

Or there is our own definition from page 21, which is: 

“Structural thinking sees the world as a 

complex structure composed of nodes, relation-

ships, and interacting feedback loops. Once this 

structure is modeled, simulated and understood 

the fundamental behavior of the system becomes 

plainly obvious, making the system’s response to 

solution efforts predictable.  

“We prefer this term to the more common 

one of ‘systems thinking,’ which too often only 

implies thinking of the system as a whole. This 

is not enough.” 

What would The Natural Step have to add to their 

approach to be true systems thinkers? 

First, they need to work in “a language for describ-

ing and understanding the forces and interrelationships 

that shape the behavior of systems.” This requires causal 

flow diagrams or system dynamics simulation models. 

For a problem as difficult as the sustainability problem, 

the latter is mandatory. 

Second, they have not analyzed the whole system. 

They have studied only the technical side of the problem 

and missed the social side, which is where change resis-

tance is coming from. True systems thinking would see 

that overcoming change resistance is the crux of the 

problem, and study that.  

Third, this is a complex social system problem. All 

such problems revolve around the behavior of the sys-

tem’s dominant social agents. The Natural Step has 

failed to focus its efforts on finding out who these are, 
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why they are behaving sustainably, and what can be 

done to reengineer the system so that their natural be-

havior is sustainable.  

But this is a common error. Nearly all environmen-

talists and environmental organizations are pseudo sys-

tems thinkers. But a few, including those who have 

taken up the message in The Fifth Discipline or the field 

of system dynamics, are the real thing. 

It appears that because The Natural Step uses 

pseudo systems thinking and no process that fits the 

problem, it has been unable to learn from past experi-

ence at the strategic level. Because of this it is still pro-

moting the same strategic message that has failed for 

over 15 years to solve the problem. However, their tac-

tics have improved, such as the idea of teaching their 

philosophy as a master’s level degree. So instead of a 

zero, they score a 1 on this key process element.  

KPEs 9, 10, and 11 – The problem domain 

key best practices 

There is no evidence of any of these whatsoever. 

The Natural Step scores a zero on all three of these 

KPEs.  

Process Maturity Rating 

The Natural Step scored high on the process ele-

ments of Classic Activism and low on the rest. The re-

sult is a process maturity rating of 289. This explains 

why it has been unable to achieve more than low mis-

sion success.  

This low rating is not what most might expect when 

they first read about The Natural Step. Its founder is a 

doctor. He used feedback from the best scientists in 

Sweden to develop The Natural Step framework. Aren’t 

scientists and doctors pretty good at solving problems? 

Yes, if the problem is in the domain they have been 

trained in. But no if the problem is so different from 

what they are used to that it demands a completely dif-

ferent problem solving approach. This holds for the 

global environmental sustainability problem, and goes a 

long way to explaining why, despite an ample supply of 

brilliant comets and an enormous supply of effort and 

eloquence, the environmental movement has failed to 

move the elephant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Natural Resources Defense Council  

The About page on NRDC’s website says: 

“NRDC is the nation's most effective envi-

ronmental action organization. We use law, sci-

ence and the support of 1.2 million members and 

online activists to protect the planet's wildlife 

and wild places and to ensure a safe and healthy 

environment for all living things.” 

There is some agreement on this. The Wall Street 

Journal writes that “NRDC is by many accounts, the 

most effective lobbying and litigating group on envi-

ronmental issues.” Eco Magazine chimes in with “By 

almost any measure, the most influential national envi-

ronmental organization is NRDC.” Many more say 

about the same thing. 

But it is a grand illusion. The terms most effective 

and most influential do not mean that NRDC is effective 

or influential. It only means that on a relative basis, it is 

the most effective or influential. The real question is 

how effective is NRDC or any environmental organiza-

tion at protecting “the planet's wildlife and wild places 

and to ensure a safe and healthy environment for all 

living things”? 

The humbling truth is that none are effective at all. 

This can be seen by examining graphi-

cal proof that the environmental 

movement has had no substantial effect 

on the global environmental sustain-

ability problem, as seen in the ecologi-

cal footprint versus carrying capacity 

graph. 

Notice how the footprint has con-

tinued marching steadily upward, all 

through the 1970s, 80s, and 90s. Noth-

ing stopped its relentless growth. The 

efforts of environmentalists, including 

those in governments and international 

agencies, have had only a negligible 

effect on this curve. 
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The same phenomenon may be seen in the graph be-

low of the steady rise of atmospheric carbon dioxide, the 

main greenhouse gas. This is the black sawtooth line. 

Once again, the environmental movement appears to 

have had no significant effect on a highly critical 

trend.
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Thus NDRC has achieved low mission success, no 

matter how much praise they may receive. The same is 

true for all the environmental organizations and book 

authors working on solving the sustainability problem. 

They have all failed. Yes, some progress has been made. 

Yes, we might still solve the problem in time. But the 

fact remains that the problem is not solved. And, be-

cause the problem has grown much worse since it was 

first identified in 1972 by Limits to Growth, mission 

success has actually gone backward, from low to super 

low.    

The point of the process maturity table is that if 

NDRC and other very capable organizations want to 

achieve their missions, there is only one way to do it. 

They need to pause, do quite a bit of self-reflection, and 

transform themselves into organizations that score high 

on process maturity. Anything less is a continuation of 

the grand illusion.  

KPE 1 – Define the problem 

Here is NDRC’s mission statement as it appeared on 

their website on September 13, 2006: 

“The Natural Resources Defense Council's 

purpose is to safeguard the Earth: its people, its 

plants and animals and the natural systems on 

which all life depends. 

“We work to restore the integrity of the ele-

ments that sustain life -- air, land and water -- 

and to defend endangered natural places. 

“We seek to establish sustainability and 

good stewardship of the Earth as central ethical 

imperatives of human society. NRDC affirms the 

integral place of human beings in the environ-

ment. 

“We strive to protect nature in ways that ad-

vance the long-term welfare of present and fu-

ture generations. 

“We work to foster the fundamental right of 

all people to have a voice in decisions that affect 

their environment. We seek to break down the 

pattern of disproportionate environmental bur-

dens borne by people of color and others who 

face social or economic inequities. Ultimately, 

NRDC strives to help create a new way of life 

for humankind, one that can be sustained indefi-

nitely without fouling or depleting the resources 

that support all life on Earth.” 

What is their exact goal? Are natural places more 

important than people? What does “the integral place of 

human beings in the environment” mean? How is “long-

term welfare” defined? Are they in the business of “the 

fundamental right of all people to have a voice in deci-

sions that affect their environment,” or are they in the 

business of saving that environment? Are they in the 

business of correcting “disproportionate environmental 

burdens borne by people of color and others who face 

social or economic inequalities,” or are they in the busi-

ness of saving the environment? Which is it? What does 

“a new way of life for humankind” mean? 

Here is what Peter F. Drucker has to say about mis-

sions statements like this: 

“One of the most common mistakes is to 

make the mission statement into a hero sandwich 

of good intentions. It has to be simple and clear. 

You can only do so many things. [If you] are try-

ing to do fifty things, it won’t work.” 
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Drucker gives a few examples of crisp, clear mis-

sion statements. The mission of the US Girl Scouts is 

“to help girls grow into proud, self-confident, and self-

respecting young women.” For the Salvation Army it is 

“to make citizens out of the rejected.” An even finer 

example comes from “Arnold of Rugby, the greatest 

English educator of the nineteenth century, who created 

the English public school, defined its mission as making 

gentlemen out of savages.” 

Drucker says his “favorite mission statement is not 

that of a non-profit institution, but of a business. It’s a 

definition that changed Sears from a near-bankrupt, 
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struggling mail-order house into the world’s leading 

retailer within less than ten years: ‘It’s our mission to be 

the informed and responsible buyer—first for the 

American farmer, and later for the American family 

altogether.’ “ 

He points to the problem caused by a poor mission 

statement, using as an example the common one for 

hospitals: “Our mission is health care.” The problem is 

“nobody can tell you what action or behavior follows 

from” that. 

Neither can anyone tell what follows from NDRC’s 

well intentioned but sprawling, let’s-do-it-all mission 

statement. Because an organization’s mission statement 

is its problem definition, NDRC scores a 3 here for only 

moderately productive. The statement has been produc-

tive enough to attract donors and employees and focus 

them in a general direction.  

A more focused mission statement would be some-

thing like “Our mission is the promotion and enforce-

ment of laws that will lead to a healthy environment for 

all living things, indefinitely.” 

KPE 2 – Find the proper practices 

The proper practices are the same as the rules a so-

ciety must live by to achieve a goal. NDRC seeks to 

promote and enforce these rules rather than find them, 

which it does not have to do, because many of the 

proper practices are already known and others are de-

veloping the ones that remain unknown. They score an 

automatic 3 here.  

KPE 3 – Tell the people the truth about the 

problem and the proper practices. 

Promoting the laws a society needs to live by is the 

same as promoting the truth about a problem and the 

proper practices needed to solve the problem. Selec-

tively enforcing the laws a society already has in an area 

of interest is the same as forcibly spreading the legal 

truth. The NDRC does all this so well that it scores a 5 

for world class. It has set the standard on this process 

element. 

KPE 4 – If that fails, exhort and inspire the 

people to support the proper practices. 

NDRC wisely does not engage in this at all, and so 

scores a zero. This does not affect their rating, because 

this element has a weight of zero.  

KPE 5 – Formal definition, management, and 

continuous improvement of a process that fits 

the problem 

Examination of the NDRC website shows no hint of 

an overall process to achieve its mission. There is only 

evidence of lots of structured activity to promote the 

proper practices needed to live sustainably, as well as to 

promote and enforce laws to do this.  

The total lack of a formal process seems to stem 

from the assumption that if NRDC just promotes and 

enforces the right laws, then it can achieve its mission. 

This of course is just another variation of the central 

tenant of Classic Activism: If we can just promote and 

enforce the right proper practices, the problem is solved.  

For total lack of a process to solve the problem of 

how to achieve their mission, the NDRC scores a zero 

on this key process element.  

KPE 6 – A true analysis of the problem is 

performed 

I wish it weren’t so, but there is no indication that 

any analysis has been performed, much less a true analy-

sis. The NDRC scores another zero here. 

KPE 7 – The Scientific Method is used to 

prove all key assumptions 

The key assumption at NDRC is that the promotion 

and enforcement of the right laws will lead to solution of 

the environmental sustainability problem. This assump-

tion towers over all others. It is the very core of their 

strategy and specialty.  

But sadly, it has never been tested. What if a society 

doesn’t want to adopt the proper laws specifying the 

proper practices? Then what do you do? What if this is 

what has happened for decades? Should you not ques-

tion your key assumption, and ask if perhaps it is false? 

For not even questioning their key assumption, even 

in the face of several decades of proof it is not enough to 

solve the problem, the NDRC receives another zero. 

KPE 8 – Learning from past failure and 

successes is maximized 

The NDRC has done very well here in one respect, 

and poorly in another. In strategy execution of a legal 

approach, it has refined and improved its approach over 

the years, to where it is now the force to be reckoned 

with if the US administration attempts to misinterpret or 

simply not enforce existing laws. The same can be said 

of its learning curve on promoting new laws and 

changes to existing ones. It is clearly world class here. 

However, like nearly all environmental organiza-

tions, the NDRC is winning battle after battle but losing 

the war. Being the best at a legal approach is not enough 

to solve the sustainability problem. This is a lesson that 

seems to have escaped the legal eagle’s eyes. The 

NDRC is blind to the noblest truth of them all: that legal 

pressure is a low leverage point, because the opposition 

can, and has, pushed back just as hard. The result is 
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modest progress on the easy problems and abject failure 

on most of the rest.  

For example, the NDRC has had no effect at all on 

the passing of the most important law of them all on the 

most important problem of them all: climate change. In 

1999 the US Senate rejected the Kyoto Protocol treaty 

by a shocking 95 to zero. It has not been brought back to 

the floor since. If the NDRC was learning from experi-

ence, then it would by now have discovered that there 

are other higher leverage places in the human system to 

be pushing, and it would be pushing there. But it is not.  

On mission strategy execution the NDRC gets a 5. 

But on learning from past experience that this is the 

wrong strategy they get a zero. This averages out to a 3 

for moderate productivity, which is the score they re-

ceive.  

KPEs 9, 10, and 11 – The problem domain 

key best practices 

Because the process does not fit the problem, there 

is no awareness of the need for any of these practices. 

The result is they are not done even in small amounts. 

The NDRC scores a zero on all three of these KPEs.  

Process Maturity Rating 

Like so many other environmental organizations, 

the NDRC scored high in the steps of Classic Activism 

and low in the rest. The result is a process maturity rat-

ing of 289. Because this is on a scale of zero to 10,000, 

it is embarrassingly low. Once again, low process matur-

ity has explained why even a well respected, well 

funded organization has failed to make a substantial 

contribution to solving the sustainability problem.  

What might be the easiest improvements that legal 

organizations could make to improve their process ma-

turity and become tigers instead of kittens? Obviously 

the first is a process that fits the problem. The process 

would reflect the chief strategy of legal pressure. It 

would allow determination of where that pressure is best 

applied, and more importantly, what else must be done 

for legal pressure to work. The process would lead to 

identification of the proper high leverage points to push 

on, so that the leverage point of legal pressure would 

finally work.  

For examples of identified high leverage points and 

how they were found, please see the chapters on The 

Dueling Loops of the Political Powerplace and The 

Proper Coupling Package.  

The Nature Conservancy (TNC) 

The mission of The Nature Conservancy is not to 

solve the environmental sustainability problem. Instead, 

it is a conservation organization: 

“The mission of The Nature Conservancy is 

to preserve the plants, animals and natural 

communities that represent the diversity of life 

on earth by protecting the lands and waters they 

need to survive.” 

The bolding is theirs and is a nice capsule summary 

of their mission. It points to the goal of preserving 

enough of the biosphere to save the diversity of life on 

earth, while ignoring the rest. This is a save-the-

representative-ecosystems strategy, and is nearly identi-

cal to the first form of environmentalism: the conserva-

tion movement of the 19
th

 and early 20
th

 centuries. The 

idea was that if we set aside enough areas of the world 

as protected parks or managed renewable natural re-

sources, such as forests, then that would keep enough of 

the earth in pristine condition for the average condition 

of the earth to be acceptable. This did not work, how-

ever, because it had no effect on pollution and environ-

mental degradation elsewhere. It was a naive solution.  

Still, The Nature Conservancy is doing a superb job 

of conservation. As of 2005 they have protected an im-

pressive 17 million acres in the US and 117 million 

acres in other countries. They have achieved high mis-

sion success. 

Or so it seems. But there is a dark cloud hanging 

over every protected acre. It is the brutal fact that if the 

rest of the biosphere is not protected, it will soon de-

grade to the point where the human system collapses. 

That in turn will cause the islands of conservation that 

The Nature Conservancy has so lovingly set aside to be 

impossible to maintain, and they too will fall to the irre-

sistible forces of collapse.  

The Nature Conservancy has attained high mission 

success in the short term but low mission success in the 

long term. Rather than grade them only on the long 

term, as we really should do, we will take the average 

and call it medium mission success. This is because out 

of all the environmental entities studied, The Nature 

Conservancy is the only one with a defined process that 

fits their problem. They are such a shining light that 

every environmental organization that is serious about 

achieving its mission should study this process, called 
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Conservation by Design. It is discussed at length in KPE 

5.  The process is so good, and used so widely through-

out The Nature Conservancy (TNC), that it is possible 

that the continued improvement of the process may 

carry TNC into two critical discoveries: The first is how 

to achieve sustainability in the rest of the world too. The 

second is that they must figure out how to do that if they 

are to achieve their own mission on a long term basis.  

TNC has done a small amount of work in this area. 

It “has five priority conservation initiatives to address 

the principal threats to conservation at the sites where 

we work, focusing on fire, climate change, freshwater, 

marine, invasive species and forests.” But their efforts 

here are minor and only slightly effective. Their ap-

proach is much like other organizations, though a bit 

better because it is process driven.  

KPE 1 – Define the problem 

The Nature Conservancy has defined their problem 

as one of conservation, as shown by this statement: “The 

Nature Conservancy’s vision is to conserve portfolios of 

functional conservation areas within and across ecore-

gions. Through this portfolio approach, we will work 

with partners to conserve a full array of ecosystems and 

viable native species.”  

Currently their goal is “By 2015, The Nature Con-

servancy will work with others to ensure the effective 

conservation of places that represent at least 10% of 

every major habitat type on Earth. The percentage goal 

is provisional. The Nature Conservancy will launch a 

longer-term, collaborative process that will articulate 

explicit outcome and activity objectives for each major 

habitat type; identify key strategies to abate threats; and 

take Conservancy action. We will engage the world’s 

leading scientists, conservationists, and private and pub-

lic officials in developing these goals.” 

Compared to most environmental organizations, this 

is world class productivity. The Nature Conservancy 

scores a 5 for defining the problem so well, including 

quantification of the goal state.  

KPE 2 – Find the proper practices 

The proper practices needed for conservation differ 

from those needed for sustainability. Conservation has 

not been practiced very well, with the exception of large 

parks in a few countries. Even these have been subject to 

poaching and illicit or excessive timbering. To achieve 

its mission, The Nature Conservancy must develop a 

coherent set of practices that it can replicate over and 

over to conserve enough habitats to meet its goal of “at 

least 10% of every major habitat type on Earth.” 

TNC’s perspective is that the proper practices are: 

“…our methods, tools and techniques. How 

can The Nature Conservancy protect all of these 

places? 

“We can't buy them all, and we certainly 

can't protect them single-handedly. But by join-

ing together with communities, businesses, gov-

ernments, partner organizations, indigenous 

people and communities, and people like you, 

we can preserve our lands and waters for future 

generations to use and enjoy. 

“Following are just a few of the ways by 

which we achieve our mission: 

1. Conservation by Design 

2. Nature Travel 

 - Conservation Journeys 

 - Ecotourism 

 - Nature Lodging 

3. Conservation Methods: Conservation-Friendly 

Public Policies 

 - Public Land Management 

 - Parks in Peril Program 

 - Convention on Biological Diversity 

 - Conservation and SD Forums 

4. Conservation Methods: Funding for Conservation 

 - Debt for Nature Swaps 

 - Conservation Trust Funds 

 - Ecosystem Services Payments 

 - Resource Extraction Fees 

 - Public Finance Campaigns” 

Additional items are listed for private lands conser-

vation and partnering. The above list shows how TNC 

has a large suite of mature practices for achieving its 

mission. These have been carefully improved over the 

years by good management and application of their 

process, Conservation by Design. Overall, their conser-

vation practices are more oriented to getting lands into a 

conserved status than managing them once they are 

there. This is okay, because the former is where they are 

making their greatest contribution. 

TNC has become a model for others to emulate. Its 

conservation practices are world class, so they receive a 

perfect 5 for this key process element. 

KPE 3 – Tell the people the truth about the 

problem and the proper practices. 

This element refers to how TNC tells the world 

about the need to put ecosystems under conservation 

management and the process required to go about doing 

that. They receive another perfect 5 for this because they 

have done it so well for decades. In fact, they have done 

it so well that others have adopted their approach, as 

seen in this passage from the history of TNC: 
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“In fact, the Chinese government is basing 

its new national-level conservation and devel-

opment plans on Conservation by Design; and in 

Madagascar, all national parks are going through 

the 5-S planning process. In the United States, 

Conservation by Design has been infused into 

state wildlife management planning in all 50 

states, with important ramifications for budgets 

and places on the landscape.” 

KPE 4 – If that fails, exhort and inspire the 

people to support the proper practices. 

TNC invests little in this area, which is a good sign. 

They seem to realize that many people require a frequent 

environmentalist’s inspirational fix, via warm and fuzzy 

pictures to get you to reaffirm your love of nature, and a 

steady stream of articles backing those pictures up. This 

is also a good way to get donations. Their literature is 

strewn with this sort of thing, which the field of eco-

marketing: selling the public on the need to protect 

nature. They could probably not do without eco-

marketing, even though most of it is purely an emotional 

argument, one that those who are objectively sold on 

sustainability do not require.  

For example, the lead article on their website on 

September 17, 2006 began with this appeal: 

“Learn how the Hook and Bullet Crowd 

is a Powerful Force for Protecting Nature – 

When a hunter dreams of a trophy elk, thoughts 

run to frozen mornings deep in the Rocky Moun-

tains. Minnesota seldom comes to mind, and 

there’s little reason why it should, since the state 

issued only five permits to hunt elk last year. 

Nonetheless, when The Nature Conservancy 

needed help acquiring a critical 800-acre piece 

of Minnesota grassland, it was the hunters of the 

Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, based in fara-

way Montana, who stepped up.” 

The article ended with this appeal to the reader’s self-

esteem. The final sentence is the one they want readers 

to remember and practice: 

“Part of the strategy is to get nonhunters to 

buy the stamps. Says Scott Sutherland of Ducks 

Unlimited, ‘Anyone who cares about wild places 

and spaces should care about this program.’ ” 

TNC scores a 3 for moderately productive on this 

process element.  But because this KPE has a weight of 

zero, this doesn’t affect TNC’s total score at all.  

KPE 5 – Formal definition, management, and 

continuous improvement of a process that fits 

the problem 

Now we arrive at the crown jewel in The Nature 

Conservancy’s approach to achieving its mission: Con-

servation by Design. Here is the story of its creation, as 

told by Steve McCormick, their current President and 

CEO as of 2006: 

“In the 1990s, advances in large-scale con-

servation planning and The Nature Conser-

vancy’s own five decades of experience led us to 

create Conservation by Design, a framework 

through which we set out to fulfill our mission in 

the face of mounting assaults on the natural 

world. Our late president John Sawhill chal-

lenged a small group of staff to devise a new vi-

sion and approach that would help us to be as 

strategic, effective and efficient as possible in 

our work to conserve biodiversity. I was privi-

leged to lead the team that developed Conserva-

tion by Design: A Framework for Mission 

Success, first printed in 1996 and updated in 

2001. 

“In the intervening years, Conservation by 

Design has come to be our touchstone for action. 

It tells us where to work, what biodiversity to 

conserve, what strategies we should use, and 

how effective we have been. 

Conservation by Design instantly became the proc-

ess driving the Conservancy’s core work. As the above 

passage above explains, “It tells us where to work, what 

bio-diversity to conserve, what strategies we should use, 

and how effective we have been.” That is precisely what 

a good process should do.  

There is absolutely no doubt the Conservancy is 

world class in this key process element, so they get a 

perfect 5 here. Their core process, Conservation by De-

sign, is so superior that the Chinese government and all 

50 state wildlife management agencies in the US have 

incorporated it into their own processes. The process is 

so good and so central to the Conservancy’s work that a 

diagram of the process appears on many of their web 

pages, as reproduced on the next page.  

Clicking on the five areas of the diagram takes you 

to a web page about that step in the process. This click-

ing is one way to get people to start thinking in terms of 

process. The process is introduced on the How We 

Work: Conservation by Design pages with: “To fulfill 

our long-term vision and achieve our goals, The Nature 

Conservancy employs an integrated conservation proc-

ess comprised of four fundamental components.” These 

are the four nodes in the loop in the diagram. 
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Notice how the process is a closed loop. “Measuring 

Success” allows the continuous improvement necessary 

to turn a waterfall process into an iterative one that is 

continually self-improving, using the very strong rein-

forcing loop shown in the diagram. 

KPE 6 – A true analysis of the problem is 

performed 

The Conversancy has two main types of problems: 

its overall mission and its conservation projects.  A true 

analysis is routinely performed on projects. On the mis-

sion, I can’t tell from examination of their website. But a 

read of their history page and numerous other pages 

shows there is a strong informal analysis rather than 

none at all, so at least it’s not zero. An educated estimate 

is better than none at all here, so I’d score them high on 

project analysis and low on mission analysis. This 

would give them a 3 on this element. But because they 

have such a good project process, their 

mission seldom needs analysis any 

more. So if we weight the importance 

of their project analysis as high and 

their mission analysis as low, we get 

much more than a 3. Let’s go with a 4. 

KPE 7 – The Scientific Method 

is used to prove all key 

assumptions 

This follows the same pattern as 

the previous KPE. The Scientific 

Method is rigorously used to test key 

assumptions in conservation projects. 

But at the level of their overall ap-

proach to solving the problem of how 

to best achieve their mission, it seems 

to be low. This appears to be no conception of testing 

the idea the Conservation by Design will achieve their 

long range mission. It will only achieve their short term 

goals. For the same reasons as the previous KPE, they 

receive another 4.  

KPE 8 – Learning from past failure and 

successes is maximized 

The Nature Conservancy is the only environmental 

NGO I’ve examined that has a formal process for learn-

ing from experience. This is the Measuring Success step 

in Conservation by Design. Here is a short description of 

the step: 

“For purposes of assessing progress toward 

our mission, The Nature Conservancy defines 

conservation success as the combination of three 

outcomes: the maintenance of viable biodiver-

sity, abatement of critical threats, and effective 

protection and management of places where we 

take action with partners. These outcomes are 

measured in a variety of ways and at multiple 

scales, from local conservation areas to global 

habitats within the framework of both the 5-S 

approach and our ecoregional assessment meth-

ods. The results are used to guide management 

actions, resource allocation and future invest-

ments. 

“Collectively, these measures seek to quan-

tify our conservation impact—the direct contri-

bution of the Conservancy and our partners to 

conserving biodiversity. To hold the organiza-

tion accountable for results, we aspire to meas-

ure success across the full portfolios, not just the 

areas identified as priorities for conservation ac-

tion. We are working with a wide range of part-

ners to develop linked monitoring systems that 

employ common types of 

biological, physical, social 

and economic indicators.” 

Non-profit organizations 

have no bottom line. They must 

create one, as TNC has done. 

For doing this so well they 

would seem to deserve a perfect 

5. But once again, they have 

done well only at the tactical 

level of projects and creating 

islands of conservation. The real 

problem of global environmental 

sustainability problem remain 

mostly unaffected by their work, 

which puts the long term viabil-

ity of all their conservation work 

in jeopardy. But again, their superior process may lead 

them to make a substantial contribution to solving the 

long term part of their mission. They thus score a 4 in-

stead of a 5.  

KPE 9 – The analysis centers on a social 

system structural analysis 

This element is necessary if it would greatly help 

achieve the mission in some way, such as if change 

resistance is present. How might this element help The 

Nature Conservancy? 

It would probably help conservation projects. As 

good as TNC is, if it knew how the social system it in-

teracts with worked in much more detail, it would be 

able to spot new ways to better achieve its mission, both 

short and long term. For example, why is an organiza-

tion like TNC even required? Why doesn’t the human 

system automatically conserve enough ecosystems to 

Conservation by Design, the core 

process of The Nature Conservancy. 
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protect the species and representative living systems 

they contain? What if TNC was putting a hefty chunk of 

its 600 million dollars in income a year toward structural 

change that made conservation a self-managed part of 

the human system? That would seem to be a much 

higher leverage point than the more direct points that 

TNC has been pushing on, although it has done some 

indirect work by encouraging laws favorable to conser-

vation.  

Because there appears to be a large potential gain if 

this KPE was performed, and it was not, TNC scores a 

zero on it.  

KPE 10 – Low and high leverage points have 

been identified and tested 

If no social system structural analysis has been per-

formed, then it is impossible to identify the system’s low 

and high leverage points. TNC scores another zero on 

this element. 

KPE 11 – Why change resistance is 

successful has been determined 

Change resistance is present. People, businesses, 

and governments do not like to practice ecosystem con-

servation. TNC and many other organizations have had 

to wage a long, expensive battle to get as far as they 

have.  Why is such strong change resistance present? If 

the details of that were known, they would go a long 

way to helping TNC better achieve its mission. 

For complete lack of any serious analysis of why 

change resistance has been so successful, TNC scores a 

zero on this element.  

Process Maturity Rating 

Like all environmental organizations, The Nature 

Conservancy scores high in the first four key process 

elements, which are the four steps of Classic Activism. 

They are classic activists. But to a limited extent be-

cause of being process driven, they are also analytical 

activists, so they do well in the key best practices of 

Analytical Activism. But then they fall down in the last 

three key process elements, because they did not take 

Analytical Activism far enough to incorporate the Prob-

lem Domain Key Best Practices. This results in a proc-

ess maturity rating of 4,489. This is quite good 

compared to most organizations in the table. It is a me-

dium rating, which explains The Nature Conservancy’s 

medium mission success.  

But it could be so much better, with only a small 

amount of effort. TNC has already taken the biggest step 

to process maturity, by becoming formal process driven. 

This allowed them to score 52 out of 60 points in the 

Analytical Activism Key Best Practices, which is out-

standing. All they have to do is go a little further, by 

extending their process to the Problem Domain Key 

Best Practices. These appears to hold the key to achiev-

ing their long term mission success.  

 

The Sierra Club 

Founded in 1892 by John Muir, the Sierra Club is 

representative of grassroots environmental NGOs. It 

uses Classic Activism and its 750,000 members, 60 

some state chapters, another hundred some groups 

within those states, lobbyists, and so on to achieve its 

mission. Due to its size, long history, and deep en-

trenchment in the American culture and political net-

work, it has enjoyed great past success. It was 

instrumental in helping the early conservation move-

ment create large national parks in the US. It rode the 

wave of environmentalism in the 1970s and 80s, and 

was then a major player in environmental policy formu-

lation. However, since then the Sierra Club, like most 

environmental NGOs in the US, has seen its effective-

ness fall to that of just another of thousands of special 

interest groups. Thus its mission success is currently 

low.  

KPE 1 – Define the problem 

The Sierra Club’s mission statement is to: 

1. Explore, enjoy, and protect the wild places of the 

earth. 

2. Practice and promote the responsible use of the 

earth's ecosystems and resources. 

3. Educate and enlist humanity to protect and restore 

the quality of the natural and human environment. 

4. Use all lawful means to carry out these objec-

tives. 

The strategy behind the first item is to first encour-

age people to explore the wild places of the earth. Once 

they start to do that, they will start to enjoy it. And then 

they will want to protect it, so that they and their de-

scendents can explore and enjoy it forever.  

This is an attractive strategy, but as a mission state-

ment it is unfocused. How much effort should go into 

items 1 or 2 or 3? How can you measure how well the 

mission has been achieved? What does “responsible” 
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mean? Questions like these are unanswerable or contro-

versial. As Peter F. Drucker wrote earlier in this chapter: 

“One of the most common mistakes is to 

make the mission statement into a hero sandwich 

of good intentions. It has to be simple and clear. 

You can only do so many things.” 

The mission statement could be improved by sepa-

ration of goals from means and a clear statement of its 

goal. Top goals seldom change. The means to achieve 

them changes frequently. Until this occurs, the Sierra 

Club scores a 2 for slightly productive in defining the 

problem. 

KPE 2 – Find the proper practices 

Let’s assume the Sierra Club’s goal is helping to 

achieve global environmental sustainability, at a high 

level of quality of life. This is the same assumption 

we’ve been making for all environmental entities, unless 

they have a different stated goal. 

The general proper practices to achieve this goal are 

already well known, so the Sierra Club need not find 

them. It can focus on seeing them followed. Thus this 

KPE does not apply. The Club receives an automatic 3 

for this element. 

KPE 3 – Tell the people the truth about the 

problem and the proper practices. 

The club scores a perfect 5 for this element. It has 

done very well in keeping the truth about the problem 

and the proper practices alive over the decades. Even 

now, due to its large membership and influence on the 

press, it continues to do well here.  

KPE 4 – If that fails, exhort and inspire the 

people to support the proper practices. 

But KPE 3 has failed to work, so the Club is forced 

to exhort and inspire the people to support and adopt the 

proper practices. Nothing else need be tried, because 

there are no alternatives in Classic Activism when KPE 

3 fails. How well has the Club done in exhortation and 

inspiration? 

The Club is world class here and scores a 5. Mixed 

in with its steady stream of telling the people the truth 

about the problem and the proper practices is a large 

dose of exhortation and inspiration. For example, one of 

its members and long-time directors was Ansel Adams, 

whose black and white photos of epic natural beauty 

inspired millions to want to protect what they saw in 

those images. The Club’s founder, John Muir, left be-

hind voluminous writing that continues to inspire envi-

ronmentalists a hundred years later, with passages like: 

“Nothing can be done well at a speed of 

forty miles a day. The multitude of mixed, novel 

impressions rapidly piled on one another make 

only a dreamy, bewildering, swirling blur, most 

of which is unrememberable. Far more time 

should be taken.  

“Climb the mountains and get their good tid-

ings. Nature’s peace will flow into you as sun-

shine flows into trees. The winds will blow their 

own freshness into you, and the storms their en-

ergy, while cares will drop off like autumn 

leaves.” 
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Sierra Magazine, the Club’s bimonthly sent to all 

members and available on countless newsstands, sounds 

the inspirational call with articles like: 

“My Low-Carbon Diet: From gas gluttony to 

fuel fitness in three weeks 

“Fall Fashion: Photographer Christopher Grif-

fith turns his lens from the latest Parisian styles 

to the elegance of autumn” 

And so forth. This is the same approach taken by 

nearly all environmental NGOs, because they all use the 

same process: Classic Activism. But the Sierra Club is 

better at implementing the process than most, because 

it’s been doing it the longest and has found a formula 

that draws a large membership year after year.  

But once again, even world class inspiration doesn’t 

matter because it is simply not enough to solve difficult 

sustainability problems. This KPE has a weight of zero, 

which says that all the effort the Sierra Club and other 

organizations put into this area is wasted. Better would 

be to allocate it to key process elements 5 to 11. The 

most important of these is: 

KPE 5 – Formal definition, management, and 

continuous improvement of a process that fits 

the problem 

I was privileged to work with the Greater Gwinnett 

County Group of Georgia in late 2005, in an effort to 

introduce some of the ideas at Thwink.org to the Sierra 

Club. What I discovered about the organization’s ap-

proach to process was an eye opener. 

At the time the Club was engaged in its annual Di-

rection Setting Process. This sets the action areas the 

organization and its 750,000 members will work on for 

the next year. If this is well designed, then it’s a process 

that fits the problem.  

Unfortunately, it was not designed well and did not 

fit the problem at all. Interestingly, the group of seven 

people I worked with agreed. There was a 100% consen-

sus that what they were being asked to do was not very 
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productive. But the members of the group pointed out 

that few others felt that way. They were the “radicals.” 

At the group level the process took about two hours. 

It involved following the instructions in a 20 page docu-

ment. The general pattern was of two types: One was to 

brainstorm the factors that might be affecting something, 

and then vote on which were the most important. The 

other was to vote on choices offered by the national 

planning committee. There was great emphasis on eve-

ryone having an equal opportunity to speak up and input 

into the process.  

However, there was no emphasis on insuring that 

those inputting into the process had expertise in the area. 

There was no emphasis on first studying a subject and 

then later, after days or weeks of analysis, arriving at a 

conclusion. Instead, everyone was asked to make snap 

judgments. And finally, the eight conservation ap-

proaches the group was asked to rate in importance was 

the essentially the same as what the Sierra Club had 

already been doing for the last few decades. There was 

no option to take an innovative approach.  

While this is a defined process, it is the wrong proc-

ess. Asking thousands of members to vote on what are 

the critical things an organization should do is like 

NASA taking a poll of the population to decide how it 

should build a rocket ship. This is nuts, because difficult 

problems require highly specialized expertise and long 

analysis if good decisions are to be made. It appears that 

the Club is emphasizing democracy and egalitarianism 

instead of sound decision making.  

After the two hour process was over, we sat around 

and discussed what had happened, where it was weak 

and where it was strong. Then we discussed the ideas of 

Thwink.org, and how they seemed to be a much better 

way of making decisions, because it is an analytical 

approach instead of an intuitive one. The group decided 

to submit a long description of this alternative approach 

with their process results report, which asked for “com-

ments.” But guess what? The long description, in the 

form of a 30 page document, had no affect whatsoever 

on Club management. The group never heard from them 

about it, apparently because all management wanted was 

the prescribed lists and vote counts.  

Now, a year later as I write this, nothing has 

changed. It’s all still about the same: very democratic 

instead of very effective. This, I suspect, is a common 

pattern for grassroots environmental organizations. 

The Sierra Club has a defined process to achieve its 

mission. It does not fit the problem, however. The Club 

scores only a 1 for very low productivity on this ele-

ment. 

KPE 6 – A true analysis of the problem is 

performed 

There appears to be no sign of this in the Club on 

the environmental sustainability problem as a whole. 

Instead, the Club continues to perform nothing but the 

four steps of Classic Activism. 

For example, as I was writing this, I took a quick 

look at the Club’s “Energy Vision and Policy” action 

area. Here is how the Club is solving the unsustainable 

energy problem: (Bolding added) 

“It is clear that Sierra Club leaders want to 

provide America with a vision of an energy fu-

ture that inspires and that does not consider our 

current social, political and economic systems as 

immutable. 

“For each of these pathways we will docu-

ment the degree to which various energy 

sources, beginning with the most desirable, can 

be combined to meet America's economic needs 

safely, cleanly, fairly, and at affordable prices 

for everyone. We will lay out the degree to 

which each of these pathways exacerbates, or 

minimizes, the risk of global warming and cli-

mate collapse. We will also describe the eco-

nomic, public health, national security, and 

innovative benefits of Best Practices over Busi-

ness as Usual, and of America as Leaders over 

Best Practices. The Board will then choose its 

preferred roadmap. 

“So in October we will begin to train, plan, 

and design together the regional plans and road-

maps. Each group, chapter, and in some cases 

region, will be asked to take responsibility for 

promoting and implementing the Club's pre-

ferred energy demand and supply solutions 

within their boundaries. These workshops will 

be the primary mechanism through which the 

Global Warming and Energy Committee, the 

Smart Energy Solutions Conservation Initiative 

Committee and Field Staff will work with grass-

roots leaders to dovetail our national energy 

work and vision with their local, state, and re-

gional energy work and vision.” 
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There is no analysis behind this policy decision that 

examines the problem as a whole and arrives at a solu-

tion, one that has been experimentally tested to have a 

high probability of working. Instead, this is steps 3 and 4 

of Classic Activism, promotion and inspiration to adopt 

the proper practices, or the “best practices” as the Club 

calls them. But the best practices have been known and 

promoted for decades, and it has not solved the problem. 

Is there any reason to believe that trying the same thing 
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again is going to lead to a different outcome? Isn’t this 

Einstein’s definition of insanity, which he said was “do-

ing the same thing over and over and expecting different 

results”? 

This is part of the strong belief among classic activ-

ists that if we can just tell enough people the truth about 

the problem and the proper practices they should be 

following, then sooner or later they will adopt them, 

because it is in their best interests. But this paradigm 

fails to consider that there may be strong reasons that 

certain agents are not adopting the proper practices. It 

would be much better to direct your analysis and solu-

tion efforts there.  

Because of no true analysis whatsoever, the Club 

scores a zero on this key process element. 

KPE 7 – The Scientific Method is used to 

prove all key assumptions 

The Sierra Club follows the herd here. They do use 

the Scientific Method at the tactical level, like determin-

ing what types of renewable energy are most efficient. 

But at the strategic level, where the key assumptions lie, 

there is no conception of the need to confirm those as-

sumptions. Instead, there is simply blind adherence to 

the belief that the Club knows what its doing, and that it 

will work, and if it doesn’t, then let’s just try it again 

next year a little harder and a little better. The Club 

scores a zero on this element. 

KPE 8 – Learning from past failure and 

successes is maximized 

The Sierra Club is, in theory, organized like all 

grassroots organizations. How the Club works in the 

large is shown in the diagram below: 

It is the Measurement of Results step that allows an 

organization to learn from past failures and successes. 

But examination of the Club shows this is poorly done. 

For example, in their Direction Setting Process that I 

observed in late 2005, the first step in the planning cycle 

was to intuitively list the goals the Club wanted to 

achieve at the tactical level, such as “Build a New En-

ergy Future.” Then management asked everyone how 

the Club could achieve them.  

But the first question to ask should not be how to 

achieve future goals, or even what they should be. It 

should be why have we failed to achieve them in the 

past? Or if there were some successes, they should be 

examined for clues to how to replicate that success. But 

this practice does not exist on anything approaching a 

formal basis. It is probably there on a very informal 

basis, so instead of a zero the Club scores a 2 for slightly 

productive. 

KPEs 9, 10, and 11 – The problem domain 

key best practices 

There is no sign of any of these in the Club’s proc-

ess. It receives a zero on all of them. 

Process Maturity Rating 

Despite its stellar history and prominent reputation 

in the United States, the Sierra Club scores very low in 

process maturity. The rating is 424 on a scale of zero to 

10,000. This explains why the Sierra Club has had little 

effect on public policy on difficult problems.  

The Club would not have to change very much to 

drastically improve its process maturity. The overall 

management structure is fine. It is the emphasis on a 

mature process that actually fits the problem that is 

missing. My impression of the various documents and 

work efforts of the Club is that they were committing 

two of Morgan Jones biggest analytic sins every day. 

The first occurs when: 

“We commonly begin our analysis of a 

problem by formulating our conclusions; we 

thus start at what should be the end of the ana-

lytic process.” 

The Club commits this analytic sin every time it 

lists more visions of what the world should do to be 

sustainable. It needs to realize that lack of these proper 

practices is a symptom of a deeper fundamental cause. 

Until that cause is found, the patient is undiagnosed, and 

no amount of treating the symptoms will work, unless 

the disease goes away of its own accord. This is not 

likely to happen here, according to the analysis of the 

Dueling Loops.  

The second analytic sin occurs when: 

“We tend to confuse 'discussing/thinking 

hard' about a problem with 'analyzing' it, when 

in fact the two activities are not at all the same. 

Discussing and thinking hard can be like pedal-
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ing an exercise bike: they expend lots of energy 

and sweat but go nowhere.” 

I saw hours and hours of “discussing/thinking hard” 

in the group I worked with. And I saw thousands more 

hours on the work that went into documents and deci-

sions on the Club website, including over 5,000 hours 

on a single study that my own analysis showed was not 

productive. 
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 But when I looked for a real analysis to 

support any of these decisions, I found nothing.  

The Club would do well to learn from the world of 

for-profit business, where formal process and true analy-

sis is the norm.  

The United Nations Environmental 

Program (UNEP) 

By now you may be 

thoroughly convinced that 

Classic Activism is the 

dominant paradigm of envi-

ronmentalism. But does this 

hold even at the international 

level of the United Nations? 

It does. Even civiliza-

tion’s supreme cooperative effort to solve the problem is 

not immune to the intoxicating appeal of Classic Activ-

ism. It’s as if Homo sapiens has tied one hand behind his 

back and said “I’m totally confident I can solve this 

problem using the same process I’ve always used. If it 

doesn’t work, that’s not a sign I did a poor job. It’s a 

sign it’s a tough problem. Some problems cannot be 

solved.” 

Let’s see if this line of reasoning is true or not.  

KPE 1 – Define the problem 

The UNEP’s mission is:  

“To provide leadership and encourage part-

nership in caring for the environment by inspir-

ing, informing, and enabling nations and peoples 

to improve their quality of life without compro-

mising that of future generations.” 

This is a vague mission statement. It is more the 

product of consensus and idealism than one that is so 

finely focused everyone knows what it means, and pro-

gress towards it can be unambiguously measured.  

For example, what is leadership? There is no stan-

dard definition. Can good leadership be measured? No. 

Only the outcomes of good leadership can be measured. 

It is outcomes that must be in an organization’s mission 

statement. What is partnership? It too is vague and im-

measurable.  

What if a little bit of leadership and partnership is 

provided? Has the UNEP fulfilled its mission? This is 

impossible to say, because the mission statement does 

not say how much of it must be provided. However, it 

does imply that enough of it must be provided to see 

some “caring for the environment.” Well, how much 

“caring” must be achieved? Again, we have another 

term that is vague and immeasurable.  

Next in the statement is the phrase “inspiring, in-

forming, and enabling.” This is not a goal. It is a means 

to a goal. But it is a telling phrase, because it reveals the 

bias toward how the UNEP expects to reach its goal of 

“caring for the environment.” All this will apparently 

take is lots of “inspiring, informing, and enabling.” Will 

this work? That doesn’t matter. As long as the UNEP 

engages in “inspiring, informing, and enabling” about 

“caring for the environment” then it has achieved its 

mission.  

Finally, at the tail end of this hero sandwich of good 

intentions, we come to the phrase “to improve their 

quality of life without compromising that of future gen-

erations.” What does this mean? Isn’t improving quality 

of life a completely separate issue from taking care of 

the environment? Is the UNEP also in the business of 

“enabling nations and peoples to improve their quality 

of life?” Apparently so. Well, which has more priority: 

the environment or quality of life? Can this be discerned 

from the phrase “without compromising that of future 

generations?” Most seem to think it can, because this is 

part of the standard definition of sustainable develop-

ment. But actually it cannot. There is no agreement 

among economists on this. There is even less among 

nations. The developed nations seem to think that their 

quality of life is sacrosanct. Its present level is a rock 

bottom minimum and cannot be lowered. Meanwhile, 

the developing nations feel they absolutely must achieve 

the level of quality of life of the developed nations, and 

soon.  Neither feels that their goal should even consider 

the quality of life of future generations. If they did, we 

would see developed countries saying it’s fine for our 

GDP per capita to fall (because that it the quickest and 

surest way to reduce negative impact on the environ-

ment), and we would see developing countries saying 

our GDP per capita only needs to grow a little, until we 

are past the starvation level and have our dignity. There-

fore what we have here is an impossible goal:  “to im-

prove their quality of life without compromising that of 

future generations.” 

All these glaring weaknesses add up to one thing: a 

problem definition so vague, immeasurable, and conten-

tious that to a results-oriented manager trying to achieve 

it, it is worthless. It receives a score of 1 for very low 

productivity.  

The above may sound unfairly harsh. After all, 

some would say, the UN and the UNEP are doing the 
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best they can. They are under funded, have few powers 

of enforcement, and so on. 

To which I would reply, that is part of the problem 

to solve. The UN has a budget of about three billion 

dollars a year. It should not be hard to realize that envi-

ronmental sustainability should be the UN’s top priority, 

because if it is not solved then no other problems will 

matter—and all other problems will get worse. Where 

are the leaders with the insight and courage to see this, 

and steer the UN on a course that does not take the na-

tions of the world over a cliff? 

KPE 2 – Find the proper practices 

Once again, the general proper practices to achieve 

this goal are already well known, so the UNEP need not 

find them. It can focus on seeing them followed. Thus 

this KPE does not apply. The UNEP receives an auto-

matic 3 for this element. 

When we say proper practices, we mean the be-

havior that directly reduces negative environmental 

impact. Examples are the use of renewable energy, con-

servation (using less of anything), and population con-

trol. Excluded are indirect behaviors like tradable 

permits and pollution penalties.  

In other words, the improper practices are the im-

mediate cause of unsustainability. This causes problem 

solvers to come to the intuitive snap judgment that the 

proper practices are the solution. They are not. Follow-

ing the proper practices is the symptom of a good solu-

tion. How do you cause the agents in the system to 

follow the proper practices as a normal part of their 

everyday behavior, and not be constantly trying to 

thwart and circumvent them? The answer is you must 

make deep fundamental structural changes in the human 

system. If the changes are not deep, fundamental, and 

structural, then they will not solve anything but easy 

problems and the occasional medium difficulty problem. 

We must avoid the trap of requiring continual large 

amounts of effort and expense, which is itself unsustain-

able. Presently a large amount of effort goes into jaw-

boning, persuading, enticing, cajoling, and using every 

trick in the book to get agents (people, corporations, and 

governments) to behave sustainably. But if that effort 

must be continued forever to cause the solution to work 

forever, sooner or later those expending the effort will 

turn their attention to other problems, lose interest, run 

out of time and money, and so on. This is the very pre-

dictable phenomenon that Jay Forrester of MIT cau-

tioned against when he wrote that a viable long term 

solution must overcome: 

"The tendency of a [social] system to resist 

and counteract an applied force... Compensating 

counteraction can be disastrous if the applied 

programs are expensive. Only applied programs 

of intrinsic low cost are feasible." 
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The deep foundational structural changes needed to 

engineer a sustainable solution of low intrinsic cost are 

what it takes an analytical approach to discover. They 

will never be found using Classic Activism, because that 

paradigm simply does not have the conception that any-

thing more than the proper practices necessary to solve 

the problem.  

KPE 3 – Tell the people the truth about the 

problem and the proper practices. 

But the UNEP, like all Classic Activist organiza-

tions, does not know this. And so, like soldiers marching 

in lockstep to the beat of the same dogma, they pursue a 

“tell the people the truth about the problem and the 

proper practices” solution strategy. This is so central to 

the UNEP it is enshrined in their mission statement, 

which says they will solve the problem “by inspiring, 

informing, and enabling nations and peoples” to follow 

the proper practices. Here “enabling” seems to be seen 

as giving nations the means to follow the proper prac-

tices, such as financial aid, education, technology trans-

fer programs, and so on. As far as I can tell it does not 

have the deeper implication of finding the correct deep 

foundational structural change that would “enable” 

agents to naturally and efficiently live sustainably.  

So, even though telling the people the truth about 

the problem and the proper practices is relatively worth-

less on difficult sustainability problems, the UNEP does 

it anyhow. And it does it very well, with hundreds of 

projects and programs over the years. It scores a perfect 

5 on this process element. 

But it is a pyrrhic 5, because by putting all their 

eggs in the intuitive basket of Classic Activism, there 

are none left to put into the analytical basket of Analyti-

cal Activism.  

KPE 4 – If that fails, exhort and inspire the 

people to support the proper practices. 

Actually the UNEP has a few eggs left after telling 

the people the truth about the problem and the proper 

practices. Since that doesn’t work on the more difficult 

problems, it then raises the decibel level of its message 

and attempts to exhort and inspire the people to support 

the proper practices. After all, “inspire” is in their mis-

sion statement. They must do it.  

The UNEP does this reasonably well, by using emo-

tional appealing pictures in its literature, such as the one 

below: 
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Don’t you just cringe at the sight of poor children 

living in a world of poverty and environmental blight? 

Such emotional arguments work. Sometimes. 

But we are not determining whether exhortation and 

inspiration work. We are only assessing how well the 

UNEP has done in trying to make it work. Since better 

literature exists that is more inspiring, lets give them 

only a 4 for highly productive.  

But this doesn’t matter in the final process maturity 

rating, because KPE 4 has a weight of zero. This means 

that on difficult problem, pictures and verbal appeals 

like the above have little effect on solving the problem. 

Why? Because on difficult problems systemic change 

resistance is present. It cannot be resolved by warm and 

fuzzy pictures, which tend to not work on the agents in 

the system who have incentives to make the problem 

worse. Only by reengineering the system to remove 

those incentives can difficult complex social system 

problems be solved. They will not be solved by pictures 

and appeals like the above. 

KPE 5 – Formal definition, management, and 

continuous improvement of a process that fits 

the problem 

Examination of the UNEP shows that it spends very 

little time on a process that fits the problem, and lots of 

time on a process to perform its stated mission. The two 

are not the same. 

The list below is from “About UNEP: The Organi-

zation:” 
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“How UNEP Works - UNEP has eight divisions to 

promote and facilitate sound environmental man-

agement for sustainable development: 

1. Early Warning and Assessment 

2. Policy Development and Law 

3. Environmental Policy Implementation 

4. Technology, Industry and Economics 

5. Regional Cooperation 

6. Environmental Conventions 

7. Communications and Public Information 

8. Global Environment Facility Coordination” 

Notice the bias in the process towards sustainable 

development. As we have argued elsewhere, “develop-

ment” means economic growth, and economic growth 

that is sustainable is impossible using present technol-

ogy, or even that available in the next 20 to 50 years. So 

right away we can see that the process is deeply flawed, 

because it is designed to achieve an impossible goal.  

But that is irrelevant, because sustainable develop-

ment is an implied solution in the UNEP’s mission 

statement, and the statement has been approved. It is 

also an explicit solution supported by their constituents, 

as seen in this quote from the same publication: “2002: 

World Summit on Sustainable Development reaffirms 

UNEP’s central role in international efforts to achieve 

sustainable development.” (This approval and support 

was easy, because the majority of members of the 

United Nations are developing countries, and most of 

the rest are developed countries whose most important 

goal is maximum GDP growth.) So how could a process 

built around encouraging sustainable development pos-

sibly be wrong? 

A process that fits the sustainability problem must 

include these seven characteristics: 

1. A complex social system problem viewpoint. 

2. Change resistance as the crux of the problem. 

3. A structural analysis of the problem. 

4. Identification of low and high leverage points. 

5. The use of the Scientific Method to prove all 

key assumptions.  

6. A formal, written procedure for integrating all 

of the above into a coherent, efficient and  

effective process. 

7. Continuous improvement of all of the above. 

The UNEP does very well in creating and managing 

a large, typical bureaucracy to achieve its stated mission. 

But this is not what is needed. The mission is wrong, 

and needs to be rewritten from scratch, as described 

earlier. And the present bureaucratic process needs to 

also be redesigned from scratch to incorporate the above 
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seven characteristics. Until then, the UNEP is only ca-

pable of achieving the easy parts of its mission. 

There is a mindset in large public bureaucracies that 

all we have to do to achieve our mission is push push 

push, organize lots of relevant projects and programs, 

publish lots of slick publications, and lobby others like 

mad, and that somehow we will achieve our goals. They 

are addicted to it because it works so well. Sometimes. 

Then when it fails, do they ask why? No. They, like all 

classic activists, then proceed to execute the same proc-

ess harder and somehow better. This is the pattern the 

UNEP has followed over the years. For example, read 

any of its annual Global Environmental Outlook books, 

which run about 4oo pages each. Nowhere will you find 

the above seven characteristics. Instead, you will see 

nothing but Classic Activism steps 1, 2, 3, and 4.  

For a complete lack of any of the signs of a process 

that fits the problem, in any of its eight divisions, the 

UNEP scores a zero on this key process element. 

KPE 6 – A true analysis of the problem is 

performed 

Recall that the three characteristics of a true analysis 

are: (1) a structured examination of the system with the 

problem has been performed, (2) the fundamental flaws 

causing the problem symptoms have been found, and (3) 

an exhaustive examination of the full range of solution 

alternatives to resolve those flaws has been conducted. 

There is no hint of any of these on the problem as a 

whole. The UNEP scores a zero on this element. 

KPE 7 – The Scientific Method is used to 

prove all key assumptions 

If your process is so poor or non-existent that you 

don’t even know what your key assumptions are, then 

you certainly cannot test them. This is the case for the 

UNEP, whose process is non-existent. The UNEP scores 

a zero. 

Here are the untested key assumptions (that I am 

aware of) the UNEP has made on difficult problems like 

climate change. Each, I strongly suspect, is false: 

1. Sustainable development is a good solution. 

2. Inspiration and education are a good way to get 

people and nations to adopt the proper practices. 

3. A good definition of sustainability is the standard 

one from the Brundtland Report. This defined 

sustainability as sustainable development, and 

sustainable development as development that 

“meets the needs of the present without compro-

mising the ability of future generations to meet 

their own needs.” 

We have already discussed why the first two are fal-

lacious. On the third, here’s what Herman Daly, a 

widely respected ecological economist, wrote in Beyond 

Growth: The Economics of Sustainable Development, in 

1996: 

“Sustainable development is a term that eve-

ryone likes, but nobody is sure of what it means. 

The term rose to the prominence of a mantra—or 

a shibboleth—following the 1987 publication of 

the UN sponsored Brundtland Commission re-

port, Our Common Future, which defined the 

term as development that meets the needs of the 

present without sacrificing the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs. 

“While not vacuous by any means, this defi-

nition was sufficiently vague to allow for a 

broad consensus. Probably that was a good po-

litical strategy at the time—a consensus on a 

vague concept was better than disagreement on a 

sharply defined one. By 1995, however, this ini-

tial vagueness is no longer a basis for consensus, 

but a breeding ground for disagreement. Accep-

tance of a largely undefined term sets the stage 

for a situation where whoever can pin his or her 

definition on the term will automatically win a 

large political battle for influence over our fu-

ture.” 

Which is just what happened. Daly defines sustain-

able development as "development without growth 

beyond environmental limits." But economists like him 

were unable to get others to see things this way. He 

describes the dire results: 

"One way to render any concept innocuous 

is to expand its meaning to include everything. 

By 1991 the phrase [sustainable development] 

had acquired such cachet that everything had to 

be sustainable, and the relatively clear notion of 

environmental sustainability of the economic 

subsystem was buried under 'helpful' extensions 

such as social sustainability, political sustain-

ability, financial sustainability, cultural sustain-

ability, and on and on. Any definition that 

excludes nothing is a worthless definition." 

Which is why we define sustainability as the ability 

to continue a defined behavior indefinitely. 

For more practical detail, the behavior you wish to 

continue indefinitely must be defined. For example, 

environmental sustainability is the ability of the envi-

ronment to support a defined level of environmental 

quality and natural resource extraction rates indefinitely. 

Then there is economic sustainability, which is the 
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ability of an economy to support a defined level of eco-

nomic production indefinitely. And we must not forget 

social sustainability, which is the ability of a social 

system, such as a country, to function at a defined level 

of social well being and harmony indefinitely. An alter-

native definition of sustainablity, one that is close to the 

popular meaning of the word, is environmental, eco-

nomic, and social sustainability. 

There is a bird's nest of interdependencies between 

these types of sustainability. Social sustainability de-

pends on economic sustainability, and vice versa. Social 

and economic sustainability depend on environmental 

sustainability. To a much smaller extent, environmental 

sustainability depends on economic and social sustain-

ability. But the dominant dependency is that from a 

system structure viewpoint, the human system is a sub-

system of the larger system it lives within: the environ-

ment. Therefore, of the three, environmental 

sustainability must be society's top priority. 

However, this priority is anything but clear in the 

standard Brundtland definition of sustainability. 

KPE 8 – Learning from past failure and 

successes is maximized 

The UNEP has many failures and a few successes. It 

has done well in encouraging nations to create their own 

environmental agencies. It has played a major role in 

creation of international environmental treaties. Some of 

these have solved major global environmental sustain-

ability problems, like the Montreal Protocol. But overall, 

its failures outweigh its successes by a landslide.  

The UNEP is not alone here. Because the UNEP is 

the world’s leading agency for solving the global envi-

ronmental sustainability problem, we will take some 

time to examine its lack of success and what can be 

learned. We start with a description of the UNEP’s prob-

lems: 

“Many of UNEP's problems go back to the 

run up to the 1992 Earth Summit, when its role 

was never properly clarified. The result was a 

mess, nay a compounded mess. By 1992 a num-

ber of Multilateral Environmental Agreements 

(MEAs) had been established with their own 

secretariats and Conferences of the Parties 

(COPs) based in various capitals. Their alle-

giance to the small catalytic agency that had par-

ented many of them was unclear. Then at Rio the 

governments agreed to a climate convention, a 

biodiversity convention and eventually a deserti-

fication convention, all with their own secretari-

ats - and that the Global Environment Facility 

should help with finance. Again the relationships 

were not clear. To compound the difficulties, the 

Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) 

was created with a small secretariat in New 

York, to follow up on the Earth Summit and re-

port (along with UNEP) to the United Nations 

Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). It 

might have worked if all these bodies had been 

sited in Nairobi, Geneva or New York - but not 

when they were scattered across three conti-

nents. 

“So what was UNEP to be for? In the past, it 

had had a patchy record. On the plus side it had 

spawned many of the key environmental con-

ventions, a number of useful regional processes 

and an arm in Paris that was setting about re-

forming industry. But it had failed to inspire in 

its central task of monitoring and evaluating en-

vironmental trends, and it was constantly ham-

strung in advancing capacity building - a vital 

ingredient of national and regional progress. 

Discontent among governments had reduced the 

annual budget to below $50 million a year; too 

little to count and far less than the amount spent 

by many an environmental non-governmental 

organization (NGO). It all got to crisis propor-

tions by late 1996/early 1997, when some donor 

countries froze their contributions. Something 

had to change.” 
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The reaction of the UN was to create “The UN Task 

Force on Environment and Human Settlements” as part 

of “a program for reform.” The purpose of the task force 

was “to review the whole operation for the environment 

in the United Nations.” But the task force was biased 

from the start, because: (Italics added) 

“The report of the UN Task Force on Envi-

ronment and Human Settlements is an attempt at 

addressing the commonly held conviction that 

the institutional fragmentation and lack of policy 

coherence over the last twenty years had resulted 

in a loss of effectiveness in the work of the UN 

in the area of the environment and human set-

tlements.” 
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So rather than a complete review and overhaul of 

the UNEP, the task force focused on fixing the problems 

of “institutional fragmentation and lack of policy coher-

ence” and ignored everything else. This commits one of 

Morgan Jones’ analytic sins (see page 91): 

“We commonly begin our analysis of a 

problem by formulating our conclusions; we 

thus start at what should be the end of the ana-

lytic process.” 
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Sure enough, this first attempt at reform failed. The 

second try turned out this way: 

“The first session of the Global Ministerial 

Environment Forum (GMEF), held in Malmö 

(Sweden) in May 2000, was the scene of pro-

tracted negotiations on global environmental is-

sues and the need for a reformed structure of 

international environmental governance. The 

session adopted, as its main outcome, the 

‘Malmö Ministerial Declaration' which is re-

garded a significant milestone in the evolution of 

international environmental governance. The 

Declaration stated that ‘the 2002 Conference (the 

World Summit on Sustainable Development) 

should review the requirements for a greatly 

strengthened institutional structure for interna-

tional environmental governance based on an 

assessment of future needs for an institutional 

architecture that has the capacity to effectively 

address wide-ranging environmental threats in a 

globalising world.’ It added that ‘UNEP's role in 

this regard should be strengthened and its finan-

cial base broadened and made more predictable.’ 

“The outcome of the intergovernmental 

group was … the Cartagena Package, which 

[contained these priorities]: 

1. strengthening UNEP's role, authority and finan-

cial situation; 

2. addressing universal membership of the Govern-

ing Council; 

3. strengthening UNEP's science base; 

4. improving coordination and coherence between 

multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs); 

5. supporting capacity building, technology transfer 

and country-level coordination; and 

6. enhancing coordination across the UN system, as 

well as the role of UNEP's Environment Man-

agement Group.” 

The second reform also failed. This time the reasons 

were more subtle. The UN, like all large institutions, 

sees itself as a large institution whose chief challenge is 

efficient throughput. When decisions are made by UN 

members, the decisions need to be efficiently imple-

mented by its agencies, such as the UNEP. The above 

priorities focus on efficient throughput, so there is no 

focus on the quality of decisions that are being imple-

mented. It is a garbage in, garbage out agency. That is, 

bad treaties or no treaties (MEAs) equal bad results.  

Better would be to do the same thing science and 

business does: Set an objective, design a process to 

achieve it, and execute the process, while continually 

improving the process. But the UNEP has no conception 

of an approach like this. Instead, they see their objective 

as supporting treaty building and implementation with 

the above activity areas. The UNEP does not see itself as 

a problem solving agency, but as a bureaucratic support 

and implementation body.  

Note the three time use of the phrase “international 

environmental governance.” This in itself is solution 

bias. It implies that a strong, international governance 

mechanism is mandatory. But is a strong, international 

governance mechanism required for democracy, or pri-

vate property rights, or corporations, or literacy, and so 

on? No. Each of these system behaviors is self-

managing. None require any special strong central gov-

ernance mechanism, beyond the normal need for stan-

dard auxiliary systems like the judicial, legislative, and 

executive branches of government, because they are so 

well designed they govern themselves.  

Self-management occurs when a subsystem runs it-

self without continual outside guidance. Examples in the 

human body are the way each cell runs itself, the way 

the autonomic nervous system runs independently of the 

need for conscious control, and the homeostasis of or-

gans. Self-management of subsystems is the only way 

large complex systems can be constructed. If central 

management of subsystems is used, this puts a ceiling on 

total system complexity, above which the system cannot 

go. 

Thus when the UN takes the perspective that “inter-

national environmental governance” is required to solve 

the environmental sustainability problem, it is ignoring 

the proven fact that large complex systems, such as 

global civilization, cannot be built without a very high 

degree of self-management of subsystems. Sustainability 

is one such subsystem. If it is not engineered to be self-

managing it will fail.  

As indeed it has under the approach the UN has 

taken. The first reform was tried in 1998. It failed. The 

second reform, using the above six points, was tried in 

2002. It also failed. Now, in 2006 there is another wave 

of reform being called for, under the “improved” moni-

ker of “global environmental governance.” One example 

is Global Environmental Governance: Mapping a Re-

form Agenda, 2006, 124 pages, by the International 

Institute for Sustainable Development. 
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 The Introduc-

tion opens with: (Italics added to all the quotes from this 

source) 

“We understand global environmental gov-

ernance (GEG) as the sum of organizations, pol-

icy instruments, financing mechanisms, rules, 

procedures and norms that regulate the proc-

esses of global environmental protection.” 
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This definition of Global Environmental Govern-

ance is a nice start. But “regulate the processes” already 

has a slight regulatory, command and control bias. Let’s 

see how this played out in the rest of the book. The In-

troduction continues with: 

“Even though the GEG system has achieved 

much in the way of new treaties, more money 

and a more participatory and active system than 

anyone might have imagined three decades ago, 

environmental degradation continues. … Given 

increasing evidence of environmental degrada-

tion, the system needs reform urgently. How-

ever, it should be noted that the system needs 

reform not because it has “failed,” but because 

it has outgrown its own original design.” 

The final chapter on Elements of a Reform Agenda 

concludes that: (Bolding is in the original) 

“There does seem to be an unstated but ro-

bust consensus on what should be the central 

goals of the GEG system. Five goals, in particu-

lar, stand out as being particularly important and 

command broad-based support: 

“Goal #1. Leadership. The GEG system 

should grasp the attention and visible support of 

high-profile political leaders. The key institutions 

within the system should be managed by leaders 

of the highest professional calibre and interna-

tional repute; all working together towards the 

best interests of the GEG system as a whole. 

“Goal #2. Knowledge. Science should be 

the authoritative basis of sound environmental 

policy. The GEG system should be seen as a 

knowledge-based and knowledge-producing sys-

tem. 

“Goal #3. Coherence. GEG should operate 

as a coherent ‘system’ with reasonable coordina-

tion, regular communication and a shared sense 

of direction among its various elements. 

“Goal #4. Performance. The institutions 

that make up the GEG system should be well-

managed; they should have the resources they 

need and should use these resources efficiently; 

and they should be effective in implementation. 

The ultimate purpose of the GEG system is to 

improve the global environmental condition. 

“Goal #5. Mainstreaming. The GEG sys-

tem should seek to incorporate environmental 

concerns and actions within other areas of inter-

national policy and action, and particularly so in 

the context of sustainable development. 

“We believe that these goals can be the basis 

of a shared global vision for the global environ-

mental governance system.” 

Notice the consensus on reform does not touch on 

quality of input or decision making at the strategic level. 

Instead, it continues to focus on institutional efficiency, 

which is how well an institution does what it is told. It is 

international treaties that “tell” the UNEP what to do, so 

following the paradigm of Global Environmental Gov-

ernance, all it can do is the above five things.  

This is not true reform. It is doing the wrong things 

better. The right thing would be to take an analytical 

approach and engineer a self-managing subsystem that 

causes the human system to behave sustainably.  Such 

an approach would not require any mega-agencies. Do 

we have a United Nations Democracy Program? Or a 

United Nations Honesty Program? Or a program for 

thousands of other subsystems? Absolutely not, because 

these system behaviors will not work on a large scale 

unless they are self-managing. Each of them evolved 

over a long period of time. Our challenge now is to en-

gineer the accelerated evolution of the environmental 

sustainability subsystem, so that it can perform its role 

in time to solve the problem, and then continue to per-

form that role indefinitely.  

The UN, the UNEP, and most environmental or-

ganizations and scholars are not thinking in this new 

paradigm, which is based on Analytical Activism. They 

are trapped in the old one of Classic Activism, which 

has no analysis step and no selection of a process that 

fits the problem step. The result is a well-intentioned but 

grossly misguided consensus on Global Environmental 

Governance as the solution.  

But this is basically a command and control ap-

proach, using more and more and more treaties and 

enforcement mechanisms. It is not working. For exam-

ple, in the climate change problem the sustainability 

subsystem is not self-managing. The dominant system 

agent, the modern corporation, has caused so much re-

sistance to doing anything seriously constructive about 

solving the problem that the UNEP has no effective 

treaties to manage. The US is not on board. Neither is 

China and India. Europe, with Japan, stands mostly 

alone in support. Where is the analysis of the complete 

problem from a system structure perspective? Where is 

the identification of the low leverage points that the UN 

and the UNEP have been pushing on for so long, with 

poor results? Where is the identification of the high 

leverage point they need to push on to create a self-

managing environmental sustainability subsystem? 

Where is the focus on change resistance as the crux of 

the problem? They are nowhere to be found. Nor is there 

a trend to find them. 
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The UN and the UNEP have failed to learn from 

past failures. The three waves of reform briefly de-

scribed above show how there is commendable effort to 

try to learn from experience, but little successful learn-

ing. Thus the UNEP scores a 2 for low productivity in 

key process element 8: learning from past failures and 

successes is maximized.  

This score does not apply just to the UNEP. It ap-

plies to the whole world.  

There is another way to look very quickly at this 

KPE. Due to no true analysis, the UNEP is entirely de-

pendent on a black box model of what would solve the 

problem. But black box models are so poor in helping to 

understand the behavior of complex social systems that 

they cannot be used much at all to learn from experi-

ence. Where are you going to put what you have 

learned? You can’t put it into the model, because there is 

none. How are you going to analyze a detailed cause and 

effect factor if you have no detailed cause and effect 

model? You can’t. Therefore, because they have no 

glass box model, the best the UNEP can possibly do in 

learning from experience is low productivity.  

KPEs 9, 10, and 11 – The problem domain 

key best practices 

There is not the slightest conception of these three 

elements in the UNEP’s work, at the level of the com-

plete problem. The UNEP scores a zero in all of them. 

Process Maturity Rating 

Due to medium scores in Classic Activism and low 

scores in everything else, the UNEP receives a process 

maturity rating of 169 on a scale of zero to 10,000. The 

UNEP is the world’s leading combined effort to solve 

the global environmental sustainability problem, so this 

is cause for alarm. We conclude that civilization’s proc-

ess maturity is far too low to solve the problem. 

Could true reform based on the concepts of Analyti-

cal Activism turn the UNEP into a totally transformed 

organization, one now capable of solving the global 

problem? This is the right question, because it is the 

only path forward that offers a defensible, rational 

method of solving such a difficult problem. 

Personally I doubt this can be done. The UNEP is a 

product of its parent, the United Nations. This organiza-

tion manages by consensus on everything but the most 

urgent security related concerns, which are settled by the 

Security Council. But the US and China, both permanent 

members of the Security Council and the two most in-

fluential countries in the world, are against solving the 

problem. In addition, most members of the UN are poor 

or developing. They thus have a strong bias toward mak-

ing solving their problems of poverty and economic 

growth a much higher priority than environmental sus-

tainability. The net result is the UN is inherently incapa-

ble of giving the environmental sustainability problem 

the priority it needs to be solved in time.  

This does not mean the problem cannot be solved by 

other organizations, however, particularly since no cen-

tral Global Environmental Governance is required. Thus 

it is probably other environmental entities with already 

relatively high process maturity, like the EU Environ-

mental DG and The Nature Conservancy, who will lead 

the way to a solution that finally works. 

* * * 

By now two patterns should be clear: Process ma-

turity is low unless the organization is driven by a proc-

ess that fits their mission or change resistance is low. 

The higher the process maturity, the higher the mission 

success. We have seen this pattern in small, medium, 

and large organizations. It continues in the rest of the 

process maturity table. Therefore, to reduce the size of 

this chapter, the remaining assessments will be more 

compressed. 

 

Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS)  

The Union of Concerned Scientists was founded in 

1969 by faculty and students of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology (MIT), the finest overall engineering 

university in the world. Given this, one would expect the 

UCS to be following a scientific, analytical approach. 

But it is not. Like nearly all environmental organiza-

tions, it uses the intuitive process of Classic Activism. 

This is easily seen in their mission statement, which 

begins this way: 
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 (Italics added) 

“The Union of Concerned Scientists is a 

nonprofit partnership of scientists and citizens 

combining rigorous scientific analysis, innova-

tive policy development and effective citizen ad-

vocacy to achieve practical environmental 

solutions. 

“Established in 1969, we seek to ensure that 

all people have clean air, energy and transporta-

tion, as well as food that is produced in a safe 
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and sustainable manner. We strive for a future 

that is free from the threats of global warming 

and nuclear war, and a planet that supports a rich 

diversity of life.” 

Ensuring that all people have energy, transportation, 

and food, and are free from the threat of nuclear war are 

not environmental issues. They are social issues. This 

includes solving the global poverty problem, because 

poor people do not have the food they need. Is this what 

the Union of Concerned Scientists is really trying to 

solve? Not according to the first sentence of their mis-

sion statement, which is contradicted by the second and 

third sentences. This introduces ambiguity. Which has 

the greater priority, environmental sustainability or so-

cial issues? Furthermore, what are “practical environ-

mental solutions”? That is too vague to be of any real 

value. Finally, what if someone doesn’t want to work or 

is undereducated? Is the USC going to provide them 

with energy, transportation, and food anyhow? The UCS 

scores a 2 on KPE 1, identify the problem, for such a 

poorly focused problem definition.  

But because they are such good classic activists, the 

UCS does better in the next three KPEs. The UCS 

scores a perfect 5 on KPE 2 and 3, find the proper prac-

tices and tell people the truth about the problem and the 

proper practices. They have done quite well here. On 

KPE 4, exhortation and inspiration to get people to sup-

port the proper practices, they score only a 3, because 

their literature is not that strident. It is factual and ap-

peals more to the intellect than emotion.  

But the use of an intuitive, informal process on solv-

ing the complete sustainability problem causes the UCS 

to score low in all the rest of the key process elements. 

This is surprising, given that the rest of the mission 

statement is: (Italics added) 

“Sound science guides our efforts to secure 

changes in government policy, corporate prac-

tices and consumer choices that will protect and 

improve the health of our environment globally, 

nationally and in communities throughout the 

United States. In short, UCS seeks a great 

change in humanity's stewardship of the earth.” 

This illustrates a key point that those laboring under 

the paradigm of Classic Activism may find hard to see: 

Sound science in finding and promoting the proper 

practices to live sustainably is not the same as using 

sound science to solve the complete problem. This is 

because the complete problem must include the three 

subproblems identified by the System Improvement 

Process as present in all difficult complex social system 

problems. The three subproblems are: 

1. Overcoming change resistance. 

2. Moving from the present to the goal state. 

3. Staying in the goal state indefinitely.  

Classic activists see only subproblem two. Because 

they cannot see that subproblem one must be solved 

first, their efforts fail repeatedly. This causes them to try 

KPEs 2, 3, and 4 again and somehow better so that they 

succeed. But they never will, until the change resistance 

subproblem is solved.  

In addition, it is not sound science to use an infor-

mal process on a difficult problem. Only a defined, for-

mal process can solve difficult problems, such as the 

way science approaches its problems with iterative ex-

perimentation, and the way business uses planning and 

review cycles combined with accounting. Nowhere on 

UCS’s website could I find anything even approximat-

ing a formal process, much less one that fits the prob-

lem, so the UCS scores a zero for KPR 5, the formal 

definition, management, and continuous improvement of 

a process that fits the problem.  

Because of no awareness of the complete problem, 

it cannot be analyzed. The UCS scores a zero for KPE 6, 

a true analysis of the problem is performed. This is 

ironic because MIT is where system dynamics was in-

vented, by Professor Jay Forrester in the 1950s and 60s. 

MIT is also where Dennis Meadows, the very capable 

manager of the Limits to Growth project, came from.  

MIT has the strongest system dynamics program in 

the world. UCS’s national headquarters and MIT are 

both located in Cambridge, Massachusetts, US. We can 

only wonder what might happen if the UCS someday 

applied system dynamics to the complete problem. They 

might produce the best analysis in the world. 

Next comes KPE 7, the Scientific Method is used to 

prove all key assumptions. The key assumptions of any 

work effort are always at the strategic level. If top strat-

egy is correct, the tactics needed to execute it tend to be 

relatively easy. Conversely, the best tactics cannot save 

bad strategy. 

The UCS has done well in using the Scientific 

Method to prove that various proper practices will work. 

But it is relying on the key assumption is that all it takes 

to move the system to the goal state of sustainability is 

to directly promote those practices via a vast variety of 

methods. This assumption is false. Until change resis-

tance is overcome, the humans system will continue to 

reject adopting the proper practices, no matter how well 

they are presented, and no matter how high the decibel 

level is on exhortation and inspiration. This pattern of 

system behavior has become clear over the last several 

decades of strong, systemic change resistance.  
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In other words the UCS is solving the wrong prob-

lem. It needs to focus on solving the change resistance 

problem, not the moving from the present to the goal 

state problem. Once change resistance is overcome, the 

system will rapidly move to the goal state on its own 

accord, because the system’s dominant agents will now 

want to solve the problem as fast and as well as they 

can. Using existing technology, conservation, and sound 

population control, most of the 

sustainability problem can al-

ready be solved. The rest will 

come quite easily, because the 

system will be eager to discover 

the rest of the practices needed 

to go the last mile. For these 

reasons the UCS scores a zero 

on this KPE. 

Next is KPE 8, learning 

from past failures and successes 

is maximized. It is at the strate-

gic level that this applies. 

Again, the UCS has not done 

well here, due to lack of a proc-

ess that fits the complete prob-

lem. This may be seen in: 

A Tale of Two Histories 

“It was the best of times, it 

was the worst of times, it was 

the age of wisdom, it was the 

age of foolishness, it was the 

epoch of belief, it was the epoch 

of incredulity, it was the season 

of Light, it was the season of 

Darkness, it was the spring of 

hope, it was the winter of de-

spair…” So begins Charles 

Dickens’ A Tale of Two Cities. 
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The Death of Environmentalism memo of 2004, as 

presented in chapter one, confirmed that the winter of 

despair has descended on the entire environmental 

movement. To see why, all we have to do is compare the 

Union of Concerned Scientist’s history to that of The 

Nature Conservancy. Today is the best of times and the 

season of Light for The Nature Conservancy, because 

they eventually became driven by a process that fit the 

problem. But it is the worst of times and the season of 

Darkness for the UCS and nearly all other environ-

mental organizations, because they never have. 
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The Nature Conservancy’s history began in 1915, 

when The Ecological Society of America was founded. 

In 1946 a small group of scientists left to form the 

Ecologists Union, resolving to take “direct action” to 

save threatened areas. In 1950 they changed their name 

to The Nature Conservancy, which began life as a typi-

cal classic activist organization.  

 So did the Union of Concerned Scientists. “UCS 

was born in 1969 out of a movement at the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology, where an ad hoc group of 

faculty and students joined together to protest the misuse 

of science and technology. They put forth a Faculty 

Statement—the genesis of 

UCS—calling for greater em-

phasis on the application of 

scientific research to environ-

mental and social problems, 

rather than military programs.” 

That same year the UCS took 

its first direct action when it 

issued its first report criticizing 

President Nixon’s proposed 

Safeguard antiballistic missile 

system.  

The USC has stayed 

firmly on the path of Classic 

Activism ever since. Its highly 

technical analyses and reports 

set it apart from other envi-

ronmental NGOs, and it has 

had significant impact on US 

government policy. The UCS 

also has an ace up its sleeve, 

and has played it often. Being 

scientists themselves and re-

maining well connected to the 

scientific community, over the 

decades they turned out a 

string of statements signed by 

large numbers of highly re-

spected, well known scientists. 

In 1977 an astounding 12,000 scientists signed the USC 

sponsored “Scientists’ Declaration on the Nuclear Arms 

Race. Additional signed statements occurred in 1985 on 

the testing and deployment of weapons in space, on 

climate change in 1990, on environmental sustainability 

in 1992, and again on climate change in 1997.  

These statements are forms of Classic Activism 

steps 3 and 4: promote the truth about the problem and 

exhort and inspire the people to take action. The best 

scientists in the world should certainly know the truth. 

Their massed signatures should certainly exhort and 

inspire leaders to take action. And they did. But it was 

not enough to solve any significant environmental prob-

lem, with one exception: a nuclear war never occurred.  

Meanwhile The Nature Conservancy’s history en-

countered a fork in the road, one that 40 years later led 
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to their embracing being process driven. In 1955, think-

ing hard about how to best finance a conservation pur-

chase, the Conservancy invented a new tool: the 

revolving loan fund. A 60 acre tract along the Manus 

River Gorge was financed by the Conservancy with 

$7,500, on the condition that the loan be repaid for use 

in other conservation efforts. The revolving loan fund 

became the Land Preservation Fund. Today it is the 

Conservancy’s “foremost conservation tool.” 

This innovation is a process mechanism, though it 

was not called that at the time. The pattern of creating 

process innovations took hold rapidly, because they 

were so productive. In 1961 the Conservancy embarked 

on its first partnership with a public agency: the Bureau 

of Land Management, in order to co-manage an impor-

tant old-growth forest. That same year another process 

improvement occurred, when the Conservancy received 

its first donated conservation easement on 6 acres of salt 

marsh. The easement was a win-win. The property 

owner retained full rights to everything of importance to 

them. And the Conservancy gained the right to enforce 

restrictions on certain types of ecologically harmful 

activities—forever. Then in 1966 the Conservancy pur-

chased a tract as part of a plan to later sell it to the US 

government. This was their first “government co-op” 

transaction. 

At this point the Conservancy had not yet adopted a 

formal mission achievement process. But it was intui-

tively sensing that it needed to improve the way it me-

thodically did its work. One way was the series of 

innovations for protecting land, as illustrated by those 

mentioned above in 1955, 1961, and 1966. But this was 

not enough and the Conservancy knew it. So in the early 

1970s a biological inventory of the US was created, to 

improve the scientific prioritization of land acquisition. 

This soon became the Natural Heritage Network, cover-

ing all 50 states with the sophisticated databases con-

taining the most complete information on the location of 

species and ecosystems in the US. It was so good it 

became the US national standard in 1974. 

Meanwhile the Union of Concerned Scientists was 

struggling along with direct action on a case by case 

basis, with no string of process innovations to improve 

their efficiency. It continued its technical analyses and 

reports on dire issues as they arose. In 1979 the UCS 

called for shutdown of the Three Mile Island reactors 

and 15 other nuclear power plants, on the grounds that 

that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission had grossly 

understated the likelihood of an accident. Nothing hap-

pened. Two months later, the USC was vindicated by 

the near meltdown of Three Mile Island Unit Two. 

Note the sharp difference between the Conservancy 

and the UCS. At first the Conservancy did what all clas-

sic activist organizations do: it pushed hard on particular 

issues as they arose, plus a steady background stream of 

general education. But after 1955 the Conservancy’s 

main accomplishments became process innovations that 

led to fundamental system changes. By contrast, the 

UCS’s history of accomplishments never evolved past 

individual efforts to resolve particular issues and general 

education. What is really happening is that: 

The Conservancy is changing the sys-

tem, while the UCS is treating the same 

symptoms over and over.  

This is the crucial point of the tale of two histories. 

It explains why over its life cycle the Conservancy 

evolved into an organization that today is living in the 

best of times, while the UCS, along with almost all other 

environmental NGOs and governmental organizations, 

is living in the worst of times. The UCS never evolved 

into a higher life form, because it remained stuck where 

it started: a classic activist organization, through and 

through.  

Because the Conservancy was gravitating more and 

more towards changing the system and process innova-

tions, in 1995 it made the ultimate leap: it formalized a 

process for achieving its mission. This was: 

“Conservation by Design, a cutting-edge 

eco-regional approach for setting conservation 

priorities and taking action. Drawing on the les-

sons learned through the Last Great Places initia-

tive and guided by scientific data from the 

Natural Heritage Network, the Conservancy be-

gan to employ this framework for identifying the 

suite of sites that must be protected to conserve 

the biological diversity of the Western Hemi-

sphere.” 

At this point the Conservancy’s productivity jumped 

by an order of magnitude. In 1999 its membership 

passed one million. In 2000 the Conservancy began a 

drive to raise an ambitious one billion dollars for The 

Campaign for Conservation. By now the organization 

was so efficient that by the end of 2003 the campaign 

had raised 1.4 billion dollars.  

And on the story goes, all the way up to September 

of 2006, when I was writing these words. Today the 

Conservancy is a giant of environmentalism. It has pro-

tected over 117 million acres of land, which is more than 

most governments have. Its process innovations have 

been so effective that: 

“The Nature Conservancy has been invited 

to help guide a nationwide assessment of 

China’s conservation priorities based on our 

conservation work in northwest Yunnan Prov-
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ince and the success of our partnership with the 

Chinese Government. This Conservation Blue-

print will consist of a comprehensive, scientific 

map of the country’s important biodiversity, 

along with a plan to redesign and expand 

China’s nature reserve system—giving us the 

tools to protect the country’s natural treasures 

for future generations.  

“As technical advisors to this ambitious pro-

ject, the Conservancy is using their science-

based methodology, Conservation by Design, in 

collaboration with Chinese Partners to develop 

extensive databases for assessing and monitoring 

the biodiversity of China, and outline a set of 

conservation priorities, and associated strategies 

for conserving the biodiversity in all of China.” 

The scope of the Conservancy has become interna-

tional. With income of about 900 million dollars per 

year, it is now so large and successful that it has become 

a quasi government agency that partners around the 

world are eager to work with. All because of one little 

thing: it is driven by a process that fits the problem.  

But not so with the Union of Concerned Scientists. 

Today it is but a bit player in the field, with a staff of 86 

and income of about 11 million dollars per year, com-

pared to the Conservancy’s staff of 3,200 and income of 

about 900 million dollars per year. The UCS’s mission 

of achieving “practical environmental solutions,” which 

I assume means environmental sustainability, has not 

been achieved. Why? Because unlike the other organiza-

tion in our tale of two histories, the UCS never adopted 

a process that fit the problem. Instead, it continued to try 

the same failure prone strategies again and again, with 

no significant learning from experience at the mission 

achievement level. Its best work appears to have oc-

curred long ago when it helped avoid nuclear war. It 

thus scores a one on KPE 8, learning from the failures 

and successes of its own history.   

Union of Concerned Scientists, Continued 

We only have a little left to complete our assess-

ment of the Union of Concerned Scientists. On KPEs 9, 

10, and 11, they score all zeros, because without a proc-

ess that fits the problem they cannot possibly address 

these key process elements.  

This gives the UCS a process maturity rating of 196 

on a scale of zero to 10,000, which is very low. They 

scored well on Classic Activism process elements. This 

explains their success in solving problems that have low 

change resistance and do not require a process that fits 

the problem. But they scored low in everything else, 

which explains why they have won a few skirmishes but 

lost the war. Until the UCS does what The Nature Con-

servancy did in 1995, and adopts a formal process that 

fits their mission perfectly and drives the entire organi-

zation, they will remain unable to breakout of the pack.  

There are some clues in the UCS’s history on how 

they could do that. They have a consistent streak of 

highly scientific reports presenting convincing argu-

ments on what the proper practices to follow are on a 

particular issue. For example in 2000: 

“UCS's Countermeasures report, which 

demonstrated that the proposed national missile 

defense system could be defeated by missiles 

equipped with simple countermeasures, con-

vinces President Clinton not to deploy the sys-

tem.” 

This is a great success. But avoiding nuclear con-

tamination of the environment solves only part of the 

overall environmental sustainability problem. What 

might happen if the UCS applied its scientist’s formida-

ble analytical skills to diagnosing why the UCS and the 

entire environmental movement has failed for over thirty 

years to achieve its mission? Then we might see the 

following milestones in its timeline of history: 

“2007 – The USC takes the lead in working 

with other prominent environmental organiza-

tions and MIT to found the Institute for Ad-

vanced Human System Analysis. Its mission 

statement is ‘to provide decision makers with 

analysis models of why the human system 

works the way it does in key areas of concern, 

using the most efficient and effective methods 

available.’  

“2008 – USC perfects and adopts the Human 

System Engineering Process (HSEP), a so-

phisticated process for solving human system 

problems in what it now widely perceived as 

the most efficient way known to science. Work-

ing with a coalition of organizations, universi-

ties, the Institute for Advanced Study, and the 

Institute for Advanced Human System Analy-

sis, the first large-scale application of HSEP 

leads to election of top politicians in key coun-

tries, including the US, Australia, Canada, and 

Europe, who recognize the extreme priority the 

global environmental sustainability problem de-

serves, and a model legislative bill that reengi-

neers parts of the government of these 

countries. Once the bills pass, the legislative 

and executive branches of these countries, like 

the UCS, become driven by the Human System 

Engineering Process on a self-managing, self-

improving basis that works so well that the big-
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gest surprise of the UCS’s history occurs. Its 

job is done. Its mission, like that of most envi-

ronmental activist organization around the 

planet, is now largely completed. Realizing this, 

the USC begins to revise its mission to select 

another area of the human system to help im-

prove.” 

Such is the power of engineering in the hands of the 

masters…. 

 

 

World Resources Institute (WRI) 

WRI’s mission is “to move human society to live in 

ways that protect Earth’s capacity to provide for the 

needs of current and future generations.” This is noble 

but unclear. What are these needs? What do you do if 

one influential group feels their needs are more than you 

suspect they really should be? Who decides what the 

needs should be? What does “protect” mean? And so on. 

WRI scores a 2 for low productivity on KPE 1, define 

the problem. 

This mission statement is derived from the 

Brundtland Report’s definition of sustainable develop-

ment. Better would be to acknowledge that definition is 

hopelessly flawed. As Herman Daly wrote, “Sustainable 

development is a term that everyone likes, but nobody is 

sure of what it means.” Please refer back to the assess-

ment of the UNEP on page 131 for a discussion of why 

this definition is flawed. 

WRI’s 2005 Annual Report says: 

“We don’t believe that what is happening is 

either sustainable, or inevitable. To the contrary, 

we are moved by a passionate conviction that 

change is possible, knowledge is powerful, and 

people can make a difference.” 

While I have the greatest admiration for the people 

at WRI, this is the gospel of Classic Activism. Classic 

activists believe that people can make a difference. All 

activists have to do is find the right proper practices and 

promote them, because knowledge is powerful. That will 

somehow lead to solution of society’s problems, because 

change is possible. It is a simple and appealing activist 

process. 
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WRI executes the process so well that we must give 

them a perfect 5 in steps 2, 3, and 4 of Classic Activism. 

They have made significant inroads in helping to solve 

the environmental sustainability problem.  

Furthermore, as of late 2006 change resistance is 

decreasing due to the recent accumulation of more 

shocking proof that climate change is already underway, 

in larger amounts than expected. It is possible that the 

human system is approaching a tipping point, and gov-

ernments will soon join environmentalists in trying to 

solve the problem.  

But that’s the way it’s been for decades. There has 

long been irrefutable proof that the world needs to dras-

tically change course now to avoid catastrophe later. 

This has long been true even on the climate change 

problem. The only thing that has changed is we now 

have more proof. More proof will cause more agents to 

want to live sustainably. But as long as the system’s 

dominant agent, for-profit corporations, has the funda-

mental incentive of maximizing the net present value of 

their competitive advantage, the inherent tendency of the 

present human system will be to behave unsustainably. 

Large amounts of force to make the system behave sus-

tainably, such as that exerted by WRI and many other 

organizations, will have some effect. But it will not be 

enough. 

Let’s assess how well the World Resources Institute 

has done on the most important KPE of them all: num-

ber 5, the formal definition, management, and continu-

ous improvement of a process that fits the problem. WRI 

is evolving towards this. Their 2005 Annual Report 

says:  

“Virtually everything that we do includes four ele-

ments: 

1. Analytical excellence – Our reputation is built on 

the quality and impact of our analytical work; 

2. Practical solutions – We provide realistic ideas to 

remove obstacles and creative incentives for more 

efficient and less destructive practices; 

3. Partnerships – We work with more than 300 

partners in 80 countries including companies, 

NGOs, and governments; 

4. Ideas into action – We build those partnerships to 

achieve outcomes on the ground.”  

These four areas of work are WRI’s current de facto 

process. But compare it to The Nature Conservancy’s 

Conservation by Design process or the System Im-

provement Process. Both of these are a formal, well 

designed process that fits the problem. WRI is getting 

closer to this, but it is not quite there.  

Element 1, analytical excellence, is nowhere applied 

to the complete problem. Instead it is applied to many 

subproblems, like what are the proper practices for re-

ducing greenhouse gas emissions or technology transfer 

to developing countries. WRI demonstrates analytical 
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excellence here. But since its process is not looking at 

the complete problematique, it misses the fact that 

proper practices like these are not the crux of the prob-

lem—systemic change resistance is. WRI’s process also 

misses the model drift part of the problem: Why has the 

model that civilization is using to run itself been unable 

to self-correct and adjust itself to the discovery that 

civilization must live within the limits imposed by the 

biosphere?  

 Because WRI’s process lacks these concepts, the 

process is unable to lead WRI to a full and correct 

analysis of the total problem. This forces WRI to resort 

to intuitive leaps as to what will most likely work. The 

result is a flurry of educated guesses, as can be seen in 

pages 16 and 17 of their 2005 Annual Report. This lists 

“WRI Projects at a Glance.” It contains 35 projects or-

ganized into four groups. These are Government and 

Access, Climate and Energy, Markets and Enterprise, 

and People and Ecosystem.  

But where is the most import project of them all? 

Where is the establishment of a project to diagnose the 

root causes of why the human system is living unsus-

tainably? Without a correct diagnosis, WRI can only 

guess at what the proper treatment should be. As a re-

sult, there will be a natural tendency to treat the symp-

toms and not the underlying cause. For example, the 

first project is:  

“The Access Initiative: A global coalition 

of civil society groups, convened by WRI, work-

ing to promote national-level implementation of 

access to information, participation, and justice 

in decisions affecting the environment.” 

But isn’t lack of “information, participation, and 

justice in decisions affecting the environment” a symp-

tom of a deeper issue? What is it in the human system 

that is causing poor decisions affecting the environment? 

My own work argues that the root causes of poor deci-

sions like these are manifold. They include a dominant 

race to the bottom in The Dueling Loops of the Political 

Powerplace and the lack of the proper reinforcing feed-

back loops to allow quality of group decision making. 

This is the diagnosis. This is the root cause of the symp-

toms of unsustainability. Until WRI focuses its work on 

treating the underlying causes instead of the symptoms, 

its efforts will be mostly in vain, and will require huge, 

prolonged investments to make small amounts of pro-

gress, because it is pushing on intuitively attractive low 

leverage points. 

Let’s examne the second element of WRI’s process. 

This is “Practical solutions — We provide realistic 

ideas to remove obstacles and creative incentives for 

more efficient and less destructive practices.” 

There is some good intuition here. It would help to 

remove the obstacles and create the right incentives for 

agents in the system to behave sustainably. But when we 

examine how WRI has gone about doing this, we do not 

see a high level of structural thinking. Nowhere is there 

a structural analysis of the social system to identify the 

obstacles and wrong incentives that are driving inde-

pendent intelligent social agents, like for-profit corpora-

tions, politicians, and governments, to unsustainable 

behavior.  

Instead, all we see is a flock of intuitive solutions: 

35 of them to be exact. There is no evidence that any of 

these are the result of a structural analysis of the system. 

Therefore they can only be intuitive hunches based on 

years of experience. This will lead to the occasional 

breakthrough. But the history of science and medicine 

has shown that unless you have a model of explanation 

that explains the fundament reason the problem you 

want to solve exists, you will stumble around in the dark 

for a long time or forever. This is where science and 

medicine were before they adopted a process that fit 

their problems. For science it was the Scientific Method. 

For medicine is was a more complex process, one that 

depended on a model of how the human body operated, 

the theory of disease, the experimental results of thou-

sands of different treatments, and so on.  Nevertheless, it 

was a defined, repeatable process, one that could be 

taught to each new generation of medical problem 

solvers, or doctors as they are more commonly called.  

Now we can see that steps 3 and 4 of WRI’s process 

are irrelevant. They are implementation oriented. With-

out a process that fits the problem and a correct analy-

sis that diagnosis the fundamental causes of the problem 

and finds the high leverage points needed to treat the 

problem, implementation will never succeed, because 

there is no correct solution to implement. Partnerships 

can be useful in process development and true analysis. 

But that is not what WRI’s partnerships do. They are 

efforts to perform steps 2, 3, and 4 of Classic Activism, 

over and over, until that somehow solves the problem.  

The World Resources Institute appears to be sitting 

on the cusp of change. Buried in the 2005 Annual Re-

port, on the page on Our Values, are the statements that: 

“We encourage examination of our methods, 

analyses, and conclusions” and “We nurture and 

reward new ideas and excellence in pursuing 

them” and best of all “We reinvigorate our own 

ideas and approaches through continuous learn-

ing.” 

Furthermore, looking at the annual reports for 2001 

through 2005, there is a clear recent trend to perfect a 

problems solving process that works, though the word 
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“process” has not yet been used to describe this trend. 

Instead, in the 2005 report we see “virtually everything 

we do includes [these] four elements.”  

The evolution of process in the reports shows how 

WRI is essentially reinventing the concept of a process 

that fits the problem. Page 2 the 2002 report states 

WRI’s mission, which is the same as it is today. Then, 

under Ideas for Action it has three categories: Problem, 

Goals, and Strategy. This is a very simple intuitive, 

informal process. You state your mission. Then you 

describe the problem you are trying to solve in some 

detail. Then you intuitively pick some goals, that if 

reached would solve the problem. Then you develop a 

strategy to meet the goals. But this is all so informal, 

and so lacking in the analytical rigor that a formal proc-

ess would provide, that the results are too loose and 

vague to be productive. For example, the Strategy is 

this: 

“In pursuit of these goals, WRI focuses on 

the following areas: the global environment, 

where the cumulative weight of human activities 

is undermining the integrity of the environ-

mental systems that sustain us; developing coun-

tries, where environmental deterioration is 

dimming development prospects and swelling 

the ranks of the poor; and industrialized coun-

tries, particularly the United States, which are 

consuming natural resources at an unsustainable 

pace and have enormous impact on the global 

environment and on economic opportunities in 

developing countries.” 

This so called strategy contains not the slightest sign 

of a bona fide plan that will work. It is more of a prom-

ise to work real hard in the three italicized areas and 

hope something happens.  

WRI must have recognized this, because in the next 

annual report, for 2003, the Strategy paragraph was 

thrown out and replaced with How We Work. This is the 

birth of process awareness. The actual “process” word 

has not yet appeared, but the intuitive realization that it 

is needed is apparent, because “How We Work” is the 

same as “the process we use to achieve our mission.” 

How We Work says that: 

“WRI’s strength is our ability to catalyze 

permanent change through partnerships that im-

plement innovative, incentive-based solutions 

that are founded upon hard, objective data. And 

we know that harnessing the power of markets 

will ensure real, not cosmetic change. Therefore, 

WRI’s strategy rests on three pillars:  

“Research. WRI provides the scientific and 

analytical underpinning so necessary to move 

people and their institutions, both public and 

private, to the difficult decisions that lead to 

change. 

“Partners. WRI works closely with gov-

ernments, the private sector, and civil society 

groups around the world to enhance our collec-

tive ability to catalyze permanent change. 

“Results. Providing authoritative research, 

getting it to those who need it, and engaging a 

broad spectrum of stakeholders in decision-

making are all means to the ultimate end: per-

manent changes that protect the planet and im-

prove people’s lives.” 

But this is still weak. “Our ability to catalyze 

change through partnerships” is more of an activist’s 

dream than a method, because “catalyze change” is a 

buzzword. It doesn’t say how the change will be accom-

plished. And so on with the rest of the statement, which 

is buzzword compliant but totally lacking in a struc-

tured, cohesive approach to solving the problem.  

This weakness went completely untouched in the 

2004 annual report, which contained the identical page. 

But something must have happened around 2004, be-

cause the 2005 annual report completely revised the 

page by splitting it into two pages. One is titled Ideas 

into Action: a Commitment to Results. The other is 

Mission and Goals. The Ideas page contains the four 

elements we presented earlier. There are Analytical 

Excellence, Practical Solutions, Partnerships, and Ideas 

into Action. Notice how they have evolved from the 

earlier How We Work three pillars of Research, Part-

ners, and Results. Research has become Analytical Ex-

cellence and Practical Solutions. Partners is now 

Partnerships. Results is now Ideas into Action.  

Thus we can see that WRI is desperately searching 

for a better way to achieve its mission, by tinkering with 

how it goes about doing that. Once it goes through the 

epiphany of discovery that a formal process that fits the 

problem is what it is trying to perfect, it will probably 

embrace the concept of being formal process driven with 

open arms. It may even go all the way and become the 

first ISO 9000 certified environmental NGO, though I 

suspect this would lead to the trap of seeing a defined 

process as a checklist of what to do, rather than as a 

guidebook. But even considering certification would be 

evidence that true process awareness has finally come to 

WRI. 

The progression of process awareness in these an-

nual reports shows that WRI is inches away from ex-

amination of its own methods and the momentous 

discovery that they are not working, for a simple, easily 

corrected reason: the process does not fit the problem.  
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When that happens, we may see a radical change in 

WRI’s annual reports. For example, the 2005 report has 

these main topics in its table of contents: 

1. Mission, Goals, and Values 

2. Climate and Energy 

3. Governance and Access 

4. Markets and Enterprise 

5. People and Ecosystems 

Once the WRI becomes driven by a process that fits 

their mission, their annual reports may begin to resemble 

this much more productive format: 

1. Process – Process status and improvements 

2. Diagnosis – Our diagnostic model of why the 

human system is locked into unsustainability 

3. Solution Element Hypotheses – Changes to 

our collection of modular hypotheses on how 

the human system can be changed to a sustain-

able mode 

4. Change Resistance Experimentation – Ex-

perimental results for the last year in overcom-

ing change resistance: 

a. Efforts to push on the high leverage point of 

general ability to detect political deception: 

We had some notable success here in voter 

education using the Truth Test, so that voters 

are not so easily deceived by corrupt politi-

cians. Experiments in Corruption Ratings are 

also looking promising.  

b. Efforts to push on the high leverage point of 

repulsion to political corruption: This has 

proven to be a tough nut to crack. We made 

some slight experimental progress with our 

Zero Tolerance to Corruption and Proof You 

Can Make a Difference solution elements. 

c. Efforts to push on the high leverage point of 

quality of group decision making at the gov-

ernment level: Carefully monitored experi-

mental pilot programs are beginning to show 

that Decision Ratings are effective here.  

5. Proper Coupling Experimentation – Experi-

mental results for the last year in proper coupling 

of the human system to the environment, by 

pushing on the high leverage points of consump-

tion efficiency and consumption cost efficiency: 

a. Promising headway was made with 16 ex-

periments in different ways to introduce the 

concept of Common Property Rights. The 

best results were obtained with the Environ-

mental Property Rights solution element, due 

to its simplicity and understandability. 

b. Progress was made in the actual coupling 

mechanism with a long series of artificial and 

real world experiments centered on variations 

of the Reflective Pricing solution element. 

c. We are still stumped on what appears to be 

the toughest part of global proper coupling: 

how to get complete global cooperation at a 

very aggressive, top priority level. Experi-

mentation in this area has not gone well, so 

we have iteratively returned to our diagnostic 

model to see why this is so hard to solve. We 

suspect we have made a false diagnosis.   

The World Resources Institute is so close to scoring 

well on the process KPE that I’m tempted to give them a 

“moving score,” one that is moving from low to high. 

But until that actually starts to occur, it would be best to 

tell it like it is. WRI scores a 2 for only slightly produc-

tive.  

Due to lack of a process that fits the problem, WRI 

scores a zero in KPEs 6 and 7, a true analysis of the 

problem is performed and the Scientific Method is used 

to prove all key assumptions.  

But WRI does much better in key process element 

8, learning from experience. There is substantial evi-

dence they are rapidly improving, as shown by our ex-

amination of their 2002 to 2005 annual reports. They 

receive a 3 here for moderately productive.  

On the final section of the key process elements, the 

problem domain key best practices, WRI falls down. 

Because they lack a process that fits the problem do-

main, it is impossible for them to see the critical impor-

tance of a social system structural analysis, the 

identification of low and high leverage points, or finding 

out why change resistance has been so successful. They 

thus receive zeros on KPEs 9, 10, and 11. 

This gives the World Resources Institute a process 

maturity rating of 424 on a scale of zero to 10,000. This 

is low, and explains why they have achieved only low 

mission success to date. 

But hidden in this assessment is a trend so beautiful 

it makes my eyes mist right over. The World Resources 

Institute is about to discover the concept of a formal 

problem solving process that fits the problem. After 

reason itself, this is the most powerful tool in the world. 

Once an intelligent agent puts it into their toolbox, they 

join the ranks of the most powerful agents in the human 

system. Already in this exclusive club are the fields of 

science, medicine, business management, project man-

agement, software engineering, quality improvement, 

and many more.  

Welcome to the club.  
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Solution Factories 

If the above environmental organizations someday 

decide to join the club and score high on process matur-

ity, they will be doing the equivalent of becoming solu-

tion factories. This concept is so important it is covered 

in a chapter of its own on page 331. The chapter opens 

with these words: 

“Tomorrow’s leading activist organizations 

will no longer be activist organizations. They 

will be solution factories. 

“An ordinary factory produces physical 

products. A solution factory produces mental 

products. The output of a solution factory is the 

memes and meme carriers needed to solve a so-

cial problem and keep it solved indefinitely. 

These are created by using a formal process that 

works so well it’s almost like using an assembly 

line. But, unlike an assembly line, solution facto-

ries do not produce physical products. They pro-

duce mental products which in turn cause new 

emergent properties to appear in the social sys-

tem with the problem. It is these emergent prop-

erties that solve the problem.” 

This is a totally new paradigm. But once you see 

how memes lie at the heart of the sustainability problem, 

as well as all activist problems, you will see that solu-

tion factories are where all activist organizations are 

evolving to anyway. This includes think tanks, which 

are currently the most influential of all types of activist 

organizations. A solution factory is a hyper efficient 

think tank on steroids.  

Please take the time to study the workflow diagram 

below, from page 336. This workflow maximizes process 

efficiency for solving complex social system problems, 

which is what all activist organizations are trying to do. 

Interestingly, the solution factories chapter was written 

long before the process assessment chapter was even 

conceived. 

The first step of the workflow is problem identifica-

tion. This is done in such a well defined, repeatable 

manner that solution factories score a perfect 5 on KPE 

1, identify the problem.  

KPE 2, find the proper practices, doesn’t really mat-

ter that much because overcoming change resistance and 

solving the model drift problems are much more impor-

tant. A solution factory deliberately gives finding proper 

practices only a modest amount of effort, so they score 

only a 3 on this key process element.  

The same applies to KPE 3, tell people the truth 

about the problem and the proper practices. Once change 

resistance is overcome, this will be easy. Solution facto-

ries score another 3 here.  

There is no place in the workflow for KPE 4, exhort 

and inspire people to support the proper practices, be-

cause that is not needed once change resistance is over-

come. Solution factories score a zero here. 

Up to this point solution factories have scored about 

the same as the environmental organizations. Solution 

factories recognize that the first three steps of Classic 

Activism must be done adequately, with extra attention 

on the first step. The fourth step has such low leverage it 

receives no investment at all. 

But after this point solution factories run away from 
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the pack. Perhaps surprisingly, they score only a 4 in 

KPE 5, the formal definition, management, and continu-

ous improvement of a process that fits the problem. This 

is because once you have the right process, it only has to 

be run reasonably well to achieve extraordinary results. 

Instead of over polishing the process apple, solution 

factories know it is better to put their limited resources 

into process execution, which is what the remaining 

steps do.  

Thus it comes as no surprise that solution factories 

score a 5 in KPE 6, a true analysis of the problem is 

performed. Structural analysis is the second step in the 

workflow, so it must be done extremely well. Otherwise 

the workflow suffers grievously, because structural 

analysis is far and away the most important workflow 

area. This is because it builds the main mental and 

physical models that everything else depends on.  

It is also no surprise that solution factories score a 5 

on KPE 7, the Scientific Method is used to prove all key 

assumptions. This is so critical the workflow has a com-

plete subsystem just for it, driven by the Hypothetical 

Evolution of High Fitness Solution Components 

loop. This subsystem is the second most important 

workflow area.  

In the next KPE, learning from experience, solution 

factories don’t have to invest a lot of effort. This is be-

cause learning from experience is built into the work-

flow. Step 5, measurement of results, handles this 

automatically with the Evolution of the Actual So-

lution loop. Thus solution factories score only a 4 here.  

Only two environmental organizations scored well 

in the key best practices of Analytical Activism. The 

European Union Environmental DG did well because it 

did not have to overcome change resistance, which is 

still rare. The Nature Conservancy did even better, due 

to the power of its Conservation by Design process. But 

The Nature Conservancy’s process did not extend to the 

remaining KPEs, causing it to score only a 4,489 in 

process maturity. The EU Environmental DG did a little 

better, with a score of 5,184, because the change resis-

tance part of the problem was not in its problem domain. 

Solution factories do a lot better, because their process 

fits the problem domain perfectly. It should, because it 

was designed for it. Solution factories score a perfect 5 

in all of the problem domain KPEs. 

This gives solution factories a process maturity rat-

ing of 8,100 on a scale of zero to 10,000. Compared to 

where environmental organizations are today, this 

should be sufficient to solve the sustainability problem 

quickly and reliably, though a little better is probably 

needed to solve all the pesky little subproblems. Over 

time process maturity will undoubtedly approach as high 

as it needs to go, because the process is self-improving.  

Doctor! We’ve Made a False Diagnosis! 

We hope that by now you have come to the same 

conclusion we have: The environmental movement is 

not on track to solving the sustainability problem be-

cause the process does not fit the problem. There is no 

other reason. It is not that it is a hard problem. Science 

and business have solved problems just as hard. Nor is it 

because environmental sentiment is in the minority. 

Polls consistently show it is not. The real reason is the 

same seven little words we have intoned over and over: 

the process does not fit the problem. 

Another way to say the same thing is the environ-

mental movement has made a false diagnosis. This 

grave blunder has led to the wrong treatment, which has 

caused the patient to grow sicker and sicker, until now 

she is almost terminally ill.  

The false diagnosis sprang into general acceptance 

decades ago, when it was universally assumed that envi-

ronmental unsustainability was caused by the proper 

practices not being followed. This was such apparently 

sound reasoning that the wrong treatment has been ap-

plied for just as long. The treatment is simple. You first 

find the proper practices. Then you tell the people, espe-

cially politicians, the truth about the problem and all 

about the proper practices they must follow to solve the 

problem. Then you patiently wait awhile. If that doesn’t 

work, then you tell them again, and exhort and inspire 

them to adopt those proper practices, or else we’re all 

doomed. If the treatment doesn’t work then you obvi-

ously must be performing the process steps wrong, so do 

them again. But this time do them better. If the treatment 

still fails, then try it again, but this time….  And so 

forth, right on up to today, where the treatment still fails. 

If a treatment fails repeatedly, then reason suggests 

that either the treatment or the diagnosis must be wrong. 

If there is no other treatment, then the diagnosis must be 

wrong.  

In this case, because so many variations of the 

treatment have been tried, it must be a false diagnosis. 

But how could it possibly be a false diagnosis? The 

proper practices not being followed is the cause! 

Yes it is. But it is not the root cause. 
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This brings us all the way back to the point we made 

in chapter two, starting on page 34. The false diagnosis 

is the erroneous conclusion that there are only three 

possible root causes of the proper practices not being 

followed. They are causes A, B, and C as shown above. 

If these are the correct root causes, then solutions 2, 3, 

and 4 would solve the problem.  

But they have not. And they will not, because these 

are not the real root causes. Instead, they are coincident 

occurrences (see page 104) due to deeper underlying 

fundamental causes. All classic activists have been do-

ing for the last thirty years is treating coincident symp-

toms.  

If classic activists switched to a process that fit the 

problem, it might be something like the System Im-

provement Process. This process decomposes all com-

plex social system problems into three subproblems:  

1. Change resistance – This is resistance to 

adopting proposed solutions. 

2. Proper coupling – This is moving from the 

present state to the goal state. 

3. Model drift – The solution model must keep the 

system in the goal state. If it drifts too far the 

problem will occur again. 

Each of these subproblems has its own root cause. 

Until these are found the main problem remains undiag-

nosed, and a rational treatment plan that is highly likely 

to work cannot be developed.  

On easy problems change resistance is low. In such 

cases Classic Activism will work. But the solution will 

only work for awhile or will require large amounts of 

continual effort if model drift is present.  

On the global environmental sustainability problem 

change resistance is very high. Thus finding the root 

cause of change resistance and developing a solution to 

treat that should be environmentalism’s first priority. 

But it is not, because the process does not fit the 

problem. 

Then after the change resistance problem is solved 

the root cause of poor proper coupling must be found. 

The low leverage points to stop pushing on must be 

identified, along with the high leverage points to start 

pushing on. Otherwise the proper coupling solution will 

continue to converge toward the equivalent of command 

and control, as explained in the Goodbye to Command 

and Control chapter on page 321. Command and control 

will work at first, but it will later fail, just as it did for 

the former Soviet Union. Thus finding the root cause of 

poor proper coupling and developing a solution to treat 

that should be environmentalism’s second priority. 

But it is not, because the process does not fit the 

problem. 

Finally, after the proper coupling problem is solved 

the root cause of model drift must be found. Why is the 

model civilization uses to run itself unable to self-

correct fast enough to avoid the problem in the first 

place? Until we solve that problem, keeping the sustain-

ability problem solved will require such high amounts of 

effort and vigilance that the solution will be unsustain-

able. Thus finding the root cause of model drift and 

developing a solution to treat that should be environ-

mentalism’s third priority. 

But it is not, because the process does not fit the 

problem.  
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